AGENDA
(Revised 5/7/21)

Phone: 541-682-5481
www.eugene-or.gov/pc

Meeting Location:
Virtual Meeting (Via Zoom)

The Eugene Planning Commission welcomes your interest in these agenda items. Due to
Governor Kate Brown’s Stay Home, Save Lives Executive Order to combat the spread of
COVID-19, this meeting will be held remotely using virtual meeting technology. Information
about online or other options for access and participation is available on the last page of this
agenda.
For the hearing impaired, assistive-listening devices or an interpreter can be provided with 72hour notice prior to the meeting. Spanish-language interpretation may also be provided with
72-hour notice. These services may not be available during the Planning Commission meeting
based on service availability but may occur as a follow up service. To arrange for these
services, contact the Planning Division at 541-682-5675.

TUESDAY, MAY 11, 2021 – Work Sessions/ Public Hearing from 5:30 pm to
8:30 pm
Commissioners: John Barofsky; Ken Beeson (Vice Chair); Tiffany Edwards; Lisa Fragala; Dan
Isaacson; Chris Ramey (Chair); Kristen Taylor
I.

PUBLIC COMMENT
The Planning Commission reserves 10 minutes at the beginning of this meeting for
public comment. The public may comment on any matter, except for items scheduled
for public hearing or public hearing items for which the record has already closed.
Generally, the time limit for public comment is three minutes; however, the Planning
Commission reserves the option to reduce the time allowed each speaker based on the
number of people requesting to speak.

II.

WORK SESSION AND PUBLIC HEARING: COMMERCIAL SETBACKS CODE
AMENDMENT (CA 20-5)
Staff: Althea Sullivan, 541-682-5485, ASullivan@eugene-or.gov

III.

WORK SESSION: CLEAR & OBJECTIVE HOUSING APPROVAL CRITERIA
TRANSITION STANDARDS (CA 20-4)
Staff: Jenessa Dragovich, 541-682-8385, JDragovich@eugene-or.gov

Public Hearing Format
The Planning Commission will receive a brief City staff report followed by an opportunity for
public comment. Time limits on testimony may be imposed. The Planning Commission may
seek a response to testimony from City staff. At the end of the hearing, the Planning
Commission Chair will announce whether the record is closed, the record will be held open, or
the public hearing will be continued.

HOW TO ACCESS THE MEETING
To watch a webcast of the meeting live:
Visit: https://www.eugene-or.gov/2109/Planning-Commission-Webcasts
To be able to participate in Public Comment join using one of the two following options:
1. Join on your computer, tablet or smartphone
Visit: https://eugene-or-gov.zoom.us/j/98939251956
Sign up to speak by clicking once on the “raise hand” icon
2. Join on your phone
Dial one of the below numbers and enter the Webinar ID: 989 3925 1956
+1 833-548-0276 (Toll Free); or
+1 833-548-0282 (Toll Free); or
+1 877-853-5257 (Toll Free); or
+1 888-475-4499 (Toll Free);
For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location.
International numbers available: https://eugene-or-gov.zoom.us/u/acRDLxDSxE
Sign up to speak by dialing *9 (Star-9)

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
May 11, 2021
To:

Eugene Planning Commission

From:

Althea Sullivan, Senior Planner, Planning Division

Subject:

Public Hearing: Commercial Setbacks Code Amendment (City File: CA 20-5)

ACTION REQUESTED
Hold a public hearing on a City-initiated land use code amendment to require minimum building
setbacks and landscaping for development on commercially zoned property.
BRIEFING STATEMENT
On May 11, 2021, the Planning Commission will hold a public hearing on a proposed land use code
amendment initiated by City Council. This City-initiated process proposes to establish a minimum
building setback for development on commercially zoned property with the goal to create vibrant
walkable streetscapes in Eugene’s commercial areas. For context, the Eugene Zoning Map is available
online and shows the location of commercially zoned properties in Eugene.
As proposed, the land use code amendment would:
• Apply only to new buildings and linear expansion of buildings on commercially zoned property.
• Require a minimum setback of 3 feet for property zoned C-3, and 5 feet for property zoned C-2.
• Add landscaping, and hardscaping or pedestrian amenity requirements for minimum setbacks
of all commercially zoned properties.
• Allow exceptions to the minimum setback for ground floor commercial when windows, and
taller ceilings are provided. Dimensions and window percentages are context specific, with
more stringent requirements in the downtown area.
• Allow exceptions to the minimum setback for ground floor residential when residences are
vertically separated, and enhanced pedestrian space is provided. Setback reduction allowance
is context specific and differs between downtown and other areas.
• Allow for an adjustment review process when a proposal responds to the intent of the code and
creatively meets or exceeds the development standards.
BACKGROUND
Eugene’s land use code currently allows for (but does not require) buildings in some commercial zones
to be constructed up to the sidewalk. In response to concern about some recent developments,
Council began a conversation about setbacks for properties in the downtown area with the intent of
creating vibrant streetscapes and a walkable pedestrian environment.
In their early discussions, Council expressed concern with the current setback standards that allow for
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buildings to have residential units built adjacent to and level with the sidewalk. The lack of
setbacks and transition space results in an uncomfortable environment due to the lack of privacy
for pedestrians and residents of these buildings. It was noted that the current requirements for
setbacks do not create the conditions for a safe, comfortable and attractive downtown
environment as aspired to in the community’s policy and vision documents. Council expressed a
desire for a solution that creates a more livable, greener, healthier, vibrant and pedestrian-friendly
downtown, while providing for more certainty and not causing undue costs to housing.
At a work session on September 28, 2020, Council continued a discussion about building setback
standards and how they impact the pedestrian environment. Council expressed concern with the
current setback standards, especially for residential units built adjacent to and level with sidewalks and
for commercial buildings along narrower sidewalks. This discussion broadened from a downtown focus
to citywide attention. Following discussion, the Council voted unanimously to initiate this land use
code amendment process. The motion passed by Council states:
Move to initiate a code amendment to change the default allowing for no
commercial setbacks, to require commercial setbacks with planter strips, other
amenities and design elements, (with the code amendment process) to be
completed within six months if possible. The code amendment should allow for
adjustments or outright exceptions of no commercial setbacks in building up to
the sidewalk in certain specific circumstances to be enumerated in the code, and
staff will check back before the end of the year reporting on feedback and
potential exceptions for circumstances.
Focus Group Feedback
As directed by Council, staff began by reaching out to stakeholders with initial concepts. To help frame
a conversation staff prepared conceptual code changes that would require minimum setbacks and
landscaping (as opposed to the current allowance for zero setback in certain zones such as C-2
Community Commercial and C-3 Major Commercial), with clear exceptions for walkways and enhanced
pedestrian areas. The exceptions would also allow buildings to move closer to the property line
dependent upon additional design requirements such as minimum window transparency for ground
floor commercial uses, and vertical separation for ground floor residential uses.
Staff engaged the services of a local public involvement consultant, Ellen Teninty with Cogito Partners,
to help facilitate two focus group meetings with staff and a variety of key stakeholders. Local
architects, landscape architects, designers, planners, real estate developers and representatives of
Downtown organizations were invited to review the conceptual code changes and provide their initial
feedback.
Following the discussion with focus groups, staff returned to Council on February 22, 2021 to share the
feedback and concepts for the code amendments (which are provided as an attachment to the
Council’s February 22, 2021 agenda item summary). At that work session, staff received additional
guidance from Council on initial concepts and was reminded of the request to move forward quickly.
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Proposed Land Use Code Amendment
Draft code language has been developed with the intention to meet Council’s direction to require
setbacks for buildings in commercial zones with landscaping and pedestrian amenities, except in
instances where other design details are required. When concepts for the code amendments were
refined into draft code, staff incorporated suggestions from the focus groups and Council discussion.
Some of the notable changes from concept to code were the separation of Downtown from other
commercial areas, reduction in required ceiling height for exceptions, and the removal of a minimum
windowsill height requirement. The current draft of code is provided as Attachment A.
PROCEDURES/APPLICABLE APPROVAL CRITERIA
This proposed code amendment is subject to Type V application procedures (EC 9.7500 through EC
9.7560) for the upcoming public hearing, as well as the applicable approval criteria from EC 9.8065. The
legislative Type V process includes public notice and a hearing before the Planning Commission, which
then forwards a recommendation to the City Council for a final public hearing and action.
Following the public hearing, the Planning Commission will deliberate and ultimately make a
recommendation to the City Council to either approve, approve with modifications, or deny the
proposal, based on the required approval criteria. This may occur following the public hearing (time
permitting), or at a later Planning Commission meeting.
As noted above, the Planning Commission must address the relevant approval criteria from EC 9.8065
in making a recommendation to the City Council on the proposed ordinance. Staff’s preliminary
findings addressing these approval criteria are provided for the Planning Commission’s consideration
as Attachment B.
PUBLIC NOTICE
Notice for this public hearing was conducted consistent with the notice requirements for Type V land
use applications under EC 9.7520. This includes notice sent to Eugene neighborhood organizations, the
Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development, Lane County, the City of Springfield, and
other community groups and individuals who have requested notice. Notice was also published in the
Register Guard. No written testimony has been received to date. Any written comments received after
the preparation of this staff report will be provided to the Planning Commission for inclusion into the
public record.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION / NEXT STEPS
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission hold a public hearing and review public testimony
related to the proposed land use code amendments. Following the public hearing, the Planning
Commission will deliberate on the proposed code amendments and provide a recommendation to City
Council. Deliberations may begin after the public hearing, and in the event, it is needed, another
meeting has been scheduled for deliberations to continue on June 7, 2021.
Following Planning Commission’s deliberations and recommendations, the City Council will hold a
public hearing before taking final action.
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ATTACHMENTS
A: Draft Land Use Code Language
B: Preliminary Findings
Information about the proposed code amendments can be found on the City’s website at:
https://pdd.eugene-or.gov/LandUse/SearchApplicationDocuments?file=CA-20-0005
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Staff Contact: Althea Sullivan, Senior Planner
Telephone: 541-682-5485
Email: ASullivan@eugene-or.gov.
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Attachment A

Commercial Setbacks

Draft Land Use Code Amendments
Proposed text in bold italic
Proposed deletions in [bracketed strike-out]

Definitions
9.0500

Definitions. As used in this land use code, unless the context requires otherwise,
the following words and phrases mean:

***
Ground Floor Ceiling Height. For purposes of EC 9.2170 ground floor ceiling height
means the clear vertical distance from the finished floor to the finished
ceiling.

Vertical Separation. For purposes of EC 9.2170 vertical separation means the vertical
distance from the finished grade to the finished first floor.

Commercial Zones
9.2170

Commercial Zone Development Standards – General.
***
(2)

Application of Standards. In addition to applicable provisions contained
elsewhere in this land use code, the development standards listed in Table
9.2170 Commercial Zone Development Standards shall apply to all
development in commercial zones.

Table 9.2170 Commercial Zone General Building Height and Setback Standards
C-1

C-2

C-3

GO

35 feet

120 feet

150 feet

50 feet

Minimum Front Yard Setback

10 feet

[0] 5 feet

[0] 3 feet

10 feet

Maximum Front Yard Setback

15 feet

15 feet

15 feet

15 feet

Minimum Interior Yard Setback

0 feet to 10 0 feet to 10 0 feet

0 feet to 10

feet

feet

Building Height (See EC 9.2170(3))
Maximum Building Height
Setbacks (See EC 9.2170(4))

(4)

feet

Setbacks.
(a) Exceptions to the general minimum front and interior yard setback
requirements stated in Table 9.2170 Commercial Zone General Building
Height and Setback Standards are contained in:

Draft Code
Commercial Setbacks (CA 20-5)
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(b)

1.
EC 9.6745 Setbacks – Intrusions Permitted.
2.
EC 9.6750 Special Setback Standards.
The minimum front yard setbacks stated in Table 9.2170
Commercial Zone General Building Height and Setback Standards,
shall apply only to new buildings and any building addition that
increases the length of the building facade facing a street, internal
accessway, private drive, or shopping street as defined in EC
9.2175(3) by at least 100%. For purposes of this subsection, the
front yard setback may be measured from a front lot line abutting a
public street or from the edge of the sidewalk furthest from the
curb of an internal accessway, private drive, or shopping street. In
addition, the portion of the development site specifically affected
by the new building and any linear facade expansion of more than
100% are subject to the requirements of this subsection.
1.
The minimum front yard setback in C-2 and C-3 zones shall
be landscaped to the Basic Landscape Standard (L-1) in
accordance with EC 9.6210(1), except for paved pedestrian
walkways, building entrances and enhanced pedestrian
space. Vehicular access connections and driveways to
parking areas are also exempt from this landscaping
standard, but vehicle use areas are not otherwise allowed
between the building and the street within the minimum
setback area.
2.
In C-2, except for C-2 within the Downtown Plan Area as
shown on Map 9.2161(6) Downtown Plan Map, buildings and
other structures with less than the minimum 5-foot setback
are allowed, and exempt from the minimum landscaping
requirement in this subsection, only for the following:
a.
Ground floor commercial and other non-residential
uses that provide a minimum 10-foot ground floor
ceiling height, and at least 60 percent of the street
facing ground-floor wall area with glazing, openings,
display windows or doorways. To meet this standard,
the area of openings, glazing, display windows and
doorways must allow two-way visibility with a Visible
Light Transmittance (VLT) of at least 60 percent.
Mullions and other solid components of glazed
window systems may be counted as part of the glazing
used to comply with this standard.
b.
Ground floor residential uses with a vertical separation
of 3 feet above grade. Shared lobbies and building
entrances are exempt from these vertical separation
requirements. The minimum setback under this
exception may only be reduced to 3 feet, and the
remaining area of the reduced setback shall be
provided as enhanced pedestrian space.
c.
Buildings with a street facing façade at the minimum 5foot setback or less according to the standards above
shall provide a main entrance facing the street. A
building may have more than one main entrance, and
buildings having frontage on more than one street

Draft Code
Commercial Setbacks (CA 20-5)
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shall provide at least one main entrance oriented to a
street, or at the corner where the two streets intersect.
d.
Vehicular use areas are not permitted between the
street and any portion of the building at or within the
required minimum setback according to this
subsection, except for access to parking areas.
3.
For C-2 and C-3 within the Downtown Plan Area as shown on
Map 9.2161(6) Downtown Plan Map, buildings and other
structures with less than the minimum setback are allowed,
and exempt from the minimum landscaping requirement in
this subsection, only for the following:
a.
Ground floor commercial and other non-residential
uses that provide a minimum 12-foot ground floor
ceiling height, and at least 75 percent of the street
facing ground-floor wall area with glazing, openings,
display windows or doorways. To meet this standard
the area of openings, glazing, display windows and
doorways must allow two-way visibility with a Visible
Light Transmittance (VLT) of at least 60 percent.
Mullions and other solid components of glazed
window systems may be counted as part of the glazing
used to comply with this standard.
b.
Ground floor residential uses with a vertical separation
of 3 feet above grade. Shared lobbies and building
entrances are exempt from these vertical separation
requirements. The minimum setback under this
exception may only be reduced to 3 feet, and the
remaining area of reduced setback shall be provided
as enhanced pedestrian space.
c.
Buildings with a street facing façade at the minimum
setback or less according to the standards above shall
provide a main entrance facing the street. A building
may have more than one main entrance, and buildings
having frontage on more than one street shall provide
at least one main entrance oriented to a street, or at
the corner where the two streets intersect.
d.
Vehicular use areas are not permitted between the
street and any portion of the building at or within the
required minimum setback according to this
subsection, except for access to parking areas.
4.
The minimum setbacks in C-1 and GO shall be landscaped to
the Basic Landscape Standard (L-1) in accordance with EC
9.6210(1), except for paved pedestrian walkways, building
entrances and enhanced pedestrian space. Vehicular access
connections and driveways to parking areas are also exempt
from this landscaping standard, but vehicle use areas are not
otherwise permitted between the building and the street
within minimum setback areas.
([b]c) The maximum front yard setbacks stated in Table 9.2170 Commercial
Zone General Building Height and Setback Standards, shall apply only
to new buildings and any building addition that increases the length of

Draft Code
Commercial Setbacks (CA 20-5)
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the building facade facing a street, internal accessway, private drive, or
shopping street as defined in EC 9.2175(3) by at least 100%. For
purposes of this subsection, front yard setback may be measured from a
front lot line abutting a public street or from the edge of the sidewalk
furthest from the curb of an internal accessway, private drive, or
shopping street. In addition, all new buildings and the portion of the
development site specifically affected by the new building and any
linear facade expansion of more than 100% are subject to the
requirements of this subsection. (See Figure 9.2170(4)([b] c) Maximum
Front Yard Setbacks, Building Orientation, and Entrances.)
1.
In C-1, at least 80% of all street facing facades of the building
must be within the specified maximum front yard setback.
2.
In C-2 and C-3, a minimum of 25% of all street facing facades
must be within the specified maximum front yard setback, or,
orientation to an internal accessway, private drive, or shopping
street as defined in EC 9.2175(3) is permitted in compliance with
EC 9.2173(4)(a).
3.
In GO, at least 60% of all street facing facades of the building
must be within the specified maximum front yard setback.
4.
Vehicular use areas are [parking and circulation is] not permitted
in between the street and the portion of the building that is used to
comply with this subsection.
5.
Buildings fronting on a street must provide a main entrance facing
the street on any facade of the building within the front yard
setback. A main entrance is a principal entrance through which
people enter the building. A building may have more than one
main entrance. Buildings having frontage on more than one street
shall provide at least one main entrance oriented to a street, or at
the corner where the two streets intersect.
6.
The land between the portion of a building complying with EC
9.2170(4)([b] c )(1) or (2) and a street must be landscaped or
paved with a hard surface for use by pedestrians. If a hard surface
is provided, the area must contain at least the equivalent of 1
pedestrian amenity for every 200 square feet of hard surface. The
use of porous materials for hard surfacing is encouraged.
Residential developments are exempt from this subsection,
except as required by any more restrictive provisions of EC
9.2170(4)(b) above. (See Figure 9.2170(4)(b)6. Landscaped or
Paved Pedestrian Area with Pedestrian Amenities.)
7.
The maximum front yard setback may be exceeded if the area
between the building and the front property line is landscaped or
paved for use by pedestrians. The area must contain at least the
equivalent of 1 enhanced pedestrian amenity for every 200 square
feet of hard surface. (See Figure 9.2170(4)(b)6. Landscaped or
Paved Pedestrian Area with Pedestrian Amenities.)
([c]d) Where lot lines abut property within a residential zone category, the
minimum interior yard setback for any building shall be 10 feet. Within
the Downtown Plan Area as shown on Map 9.2161(6) Downtown Plan
Map, adjustments to this section may be made based on the criteria in
EC 9.8030(16).
([d]e) For lots zoned C-1 within the S-JW Jefferson Westside Special Area

Draft Code
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(5)

Zone boundaries as shown on Figure 9.3605, setbacks from all portions
of interior lot lines (as that term is defined for purposes of the S-JW
Special Area Zone) shall be at least 10 feet from the interior lot line. In
addition, at a point that is 20 feet above grade, the setback shall slope
at the rate of 10 inches vertically for every 12 inches horizontally
(approximately 50 degrees from vertical) away from that lot line.
([e]f) Adjustments. Except for the Downtown Plan Area as shown on Map
9.2161(6) Downtown Plan Map, adjustments to the minimum and
maximum front yard setbacks and landscaping standards in this
subsection, except subsection (4)(a), may be made, based on criteria at
EC 9.8030(2) Setback Standards Adjustment. Within the Downtown
Plan Area, adjustments to the minimum and maximum front yard
setbacks in this subsection, except subsection (4)(a), may be made,
based on the criteria at EC 9.8030(16).
Landscaping. The following landscape standards apply to new buildings, and
the portion of the development site specifically affected by the new building
and shall be subject to the requirements of this subsection.
(a) Minimum Landscape Area Required. In all commercial zones, except C2 within the Downtown Plan Area as shown on Map 9.2161(6) and C-3,
a minimum of 10 percent of the development site shall be landscaped
with living plant materials. Within the C-2 zone within the Downtown
Plan Area, a minimum of 5 percent of the development site shall be
landscaped with living plant materials. No minimum landscaping is
required in the C-3 zone, except as required by EC 9.2170(4)(b)1. All
required landscaping shall comply with landscape standards beginning
at EC 9.6200 Purpose of Landscape Standards. Any required
landscaping, such as for required front or interior yard setbacks or offstreet parking areas, shall apply toward the development site minimum
landscape requirement. The area of exterior landscaping on the roof of
a building or exposed terrace may be used to meet the 10% minimum
landscaping standard. Up to 50% of the landscape area may be a hard
surface for recreational or enhanced pedestrian space.
(b) Minimum Landscape Standard. Unless otherwise specified in this land
use code, required landscape areas must, at a minimum, comply with
EC 9.6210(1) Basic Landscape Standard (L-1).
(c) Landscaping In Interior Yard Setbacks Abutting Residential Zones.
Landscape planting beds within the interior yard setbacks abutting a
residential zone shall be a minimum of 7 feet in width and shall comply
with EC 9.6210(3) High Screen Landscape Standard (L-3).
(d) Street Trees. Street tree requirements are specified in EC 7.280 Street
Tree Program – Policies, Standards, Procedure.
(e) Within the Downtown Plan Area as shown on Map 9.2161(6) Downtown
Plan Map, adjustments to subsections (a) and (b) may be made based
on the criteria in EC 9.8030(16).

Draft Code
Commercial Setbacks (CA 20-5)
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/ND Nodal Development Overlay Zone
9.4290

Density and Development Standards. In addition to the requirements of the
base zone, the following standards shall apply to all development, except that
the standards in subsection (2) and (3) do not apply to single-family dwellings
or duplexes.
***
(2) Building Setbacks.
(a) Buildings shall be set back a maximum of 15 feet from the street. There
is no minimum setback, except as required by EC 9.2170(4)(b).
(b) Where the site is adjacent to more than one street, a building is required
to meet the above maximum setback standard on only one of the
streets.

/TD Transit Oriented Development Overlay Zone
9.4530

/TD Transit Oriented Development Overlay Zone Development Standards.
(1)

(2)

(6)

(7)

Building Setbacks.
(a) Buildings shall be set back a maximum of 15 feet from the street. There
is no minimum setback, except as required by EC 9.2170(4)(b).
(b) Where the site is adjacent to more than one street, a building is required
to meet the above maximum setback standard on only one of the
streets.
Building Orientation.
(a) Buildings fronting on a street must provide a main entrance on the
facade of the building that is within the 15 foot maximum street setback
facing the street. A main entrance is the principal entry through which
people enter the building. A building may have more than one main
entrance. (Refer to Figure 9.4530(2) Building Orientation in /TD Areas.)
(b) Buildings having frontage on more than one street shall provide at least
one main entrance oriented to a street with transit facilities, or to the
corner where two streets intersect.
***
Improvements Between Buildings and Streets. The land between a building or
exterior improvement and a street must be landscaped and/or paved with a
hard surface for use by pedestrians. If hard-surfacing is provided, the area
must contain pedestrian amenities such as seating areas, drinking fountains,
and/or other design elements (such as public art, planters, and kiosks). The
use of porous paving materials for hard surfacing is encouraged. Residential
developments are exempt from this requirement, except when zoning is C-2
or C-3. (See Figure 9.4530(8) Improvements Between Buildings and Streets
in /TD Areas.)
Adjustments. An adjustment to any of the standards in this section may be
made based on the criteria in EC 9.8030(32).

Draft Code
Commercial Setbacks (CA 20-5)
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PRELIMINARY FINDINGS
Commercial Setbacks
(City File: CA 20-5)

Eugene Code (EC) Section 9.8065 requires that the proposed code amendments comply with
the following approval criteria (in bold):
EC 9.8065(1): Is consistent with applicable statewide planning goals adopted by the Land
Conservation and Development Commission.
Findings addressing consistency with applicable statewide planning goals (shown in italics) are
provided below.
Goal 1 - Citizen Involvement. To develop a citizen involvement program that ensures the
opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process.
The City has codified provisions for citizen involvement which ensure the opportunity for
citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process and set out requirements for such
involvement. Adoption of the proposed code amendment will follow the process for Type V
land use applications as laid out in the City’s land use code, including requirements for public
notice and comment. Additionally, staff held focus groups on initial concepts which allowed for
input that was taken into consideration for draft code. The process for adopting the code
amendment complies with Goal 1 because it is consistent with, and will not change, the City’s
existing and acknowledged citizen involvement provisions and included additional outreach.
The Planning Commission public hearing on the proposed code amendment was duly noticed to the
City of Springfield, Lane County, and all neighborhood organizations, as well as community groups
and individuals who have requested notice. In addition, notice of the public hearing was also
published in the Register Guard.
Application
Notice and
Involvement
Timeline

City Council Initiation
Focus Groups (Two Sessions)
DLCD Notice
Public Notice
Legal Notice in Register Guard

September 28, 2020
November 6, 2020
April 6, 2021
April 9, 2021
April 21, 2021

Following the Planning Commission public hearing, a duly noticed, subsequent public hearing will
be held by the City Council to consider final local approval, modification, or denial of the proposed
code amendment. These processes afford ample opportunity for citizen involvement consistent
with Goal 1. Therefore, the proposed ordinance is consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 1.

Preliminary Findings
Commercial Setbacks (CA 20-5)
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Goal 2 - Land Use Planning. To establish a land use planning process and policy
framework as a basis for all decisions and actions related to use of land and to assure an
adequate factual basis for such decisions and actions.
The City’s land use code specifies the formal adoption procedure and approval criteria that
were used in considering these amendments. The record shows that there is an adequate
factual basis for the amendments. The Goal 2 coordination requirement is met when the City
engages in an exchange, or invites such an exchange, between the City and any affected
governmental unit and when the City uses the information obtained in the exchange to balance
the needs of the citizens.
To comply with the Goal 2 coordination requirement, the City engaged in an exchange about
the subject of these amendments with the affected governmental units. Specifically, the City
provided notice of the proposed action and opportunity to comment to Lane County,
Springfield and the Department of Land Conservation and Development.
There are no Goal 2 Exceptions required for the proposed ordinance. Therefore, the proposed
code amendment is consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 2.
Goal 3 - Agricultural Lands. To preserve agricultural lands.
The proposed code amendment does not affect any land designated for agricultural use.
Therefore, the proposed code amendment is consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 3.
Goal 4 - Forest Lands. To conserve forest lands.
The proposed code amendment does not affect any land designated for forest use. Therefore,
the proposed code amendment is consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 4.
Goal 5 - Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Natural Resources. To conserve
open space and protect natural and scenic resources.
The proposed code amendment does not create or amend the City’s adopted inventory of Goal
5 resources and does not amend any code provision adopted in order to protect a significant
Goal 5 resource, or to address specific requirements of Goal 5. The proposed code amendment
does not allow new uses that could be conflicting uses with a significant Goal 5 resource site
and does not amend the City’s acknowledged urban growth boundary. Therefore, the proposed
code amendment is consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 5.
Goal 6 - Air, Water and land Resource Quality. To maintain and improve the quality of
the air, water and land resources of the state.
Goal 6 addresses waste and process discharges from development, and is aimed at protecting
air, water and land from impacts from those discharges. The amendments do not affect the
City’s ability to provide for clean air, water or land resources. Therefore, the proposed code
amendment is consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 6.
Preliminary Findings
Commercial Setbacks (CA 20-5)
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Goal 7 - Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards. To protect life and property
from natural disasters and hazards.
Goal 7 requires that local government planning programs include provisions to protect people
and property from natural hazards such as floods, landslides, earthquakes and related hazards,
tsunamis and wildfires. The Goal prohibits a development in natural hazard areas without
appropriate safeguards. The proposed code amendment does not affect the City’s existing
restrictions and approval criteria regarding development in areas subject to natural disasters
and hazards. Therefore, the proposed code amendment is consistent with Statewide Planning
Goal 7.
Goal 8 - Recreational Needs. To satisfy the recreational needs of the citizens of the state
and visitors, and where appropriate, to provide for the siting of necessary recreational
facilities including destination resorts.
Goal 8 ensures the provision of recreational facilities to Oregon citizens and is primarily
concerned with the provision of those facilities in non-urban areas of the state. The proposed
code amendment does not affect the City’s provisions for recreation areas, facilities or
recreational opportunities. Therefore, the proposed code amendment is consistent with
Statewide Planning Goal 8.
Goal 9 - Economic Development. To provide adequate opportunities throughout the
state for a variety of economic activities vital to the health, welfare, and prosperity of
Oregon’s citizens.
The Administrative Rule for Statewide Planning Goal 9 (OAR 660, Division 9) requires cities to
evaluate the supply and demand of commercial land relative to community economic
objectives. The Employment Lands Supply Study 2012-2032 (ELSS) is included as appendix B in
the City’s comprehensive plan and complies with the requirements of Goal 9 and the
corresponding Administrative Rule. The proposed code amendment does not affect the amount
of land designated or zoned for commercial use.
Goal 9 also requires cities consider methods and devices for overcoming certain regional
conditions and deficiencies for implementing this goal, to include land use controls and
ordinances. The proposed code amendment sets new standards for setbacks for commercially
zoned property, but allows clear exceptions, and maintains adjustment review as an option to
maintain flexibility for development. Therefore, to the extent applicable, the amendment is
consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 9.
Goal 10 - Housing. To provide for the housing needs of citizens of the state.
Goal 10 requires that communities plan for and maintain an inventory of buildable residential
land for needed housing units. The proposed code amendment does not impact the supply or
availability of residential lands included in the City’s documented supply of “buildable land”
Preliminary Findings
Commercial Setbacks (CA 20-5)
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Attachment B
that is available for residential development. Therefore, to the extent applicable, the proposed
code amendment is consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 10.
Goal 11- Public Facilities and Services. To plan and develop a timely, orderly and efficient
arrangement of public facilities and services to serve as a framework for urban and rural
development.
The proposed code amendment does not affect the City’s provision of public facilities and
services. Therefore, the proposed code amendment is consistent with Statewide Planning Goal
11.
Goal 12- Transportation. To provide and encourage a safe, convenient and economic
transportation system.
Goal 12 is implemented through the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR, OAR 660-12). The
proposed code amendment will not significantly affect any transportation facility, nor does it
change procedures related to analyzing and mitigating impacts to the transportation system.
Therefore, the amendments are consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 12.
Goal 13 - Energy Conservation. To conserve energy.
The proposed code amendment does not affect any of the City’s energy conservation measures
or programs. Therefore, the proposed code amendment is consistent with Statewide Planning
Goal 13 does not apply.
Goal 14 - Urbanization. To provide for an orderly and efficient transition from rural to
urban land use.
The amendments do not affect the City’s provisions regarding the transition of land from rural
to urban uses. Therefore, the amendments are consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 14.
Goal 15 - Willamette River Greenway. To protect, conserve, enhance and maintain the
natural, scenic, historical, agricultural, economic and recreational qualities of lands
along the Willamette River as the Willamette River Greenway.
The amendments do not contain any changes to the City’s Willamette River Greenway
regulations; therefore, the amendments are consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 15.
Goal 16 through 19 - Estuarine Resources, Coastal Shorelands, Beaches and Dunes, and
Ocean Resources.
The proposed ordinance does not include any changes related to coastal, ocean, estuarine, or
beach and dune resources. Therefore, these goals are not relevant, and the proposed code
amendment will not affect compliance with Statewide Planning Goals 16 through 19.
EC 9.8065(2): Is consistent with applicable provisions of the comprehensive plan and
applicable adopted refinement plans.
Preliminary Findings
Commercial Setbacks (CA 20-5)
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Attachment B
The proposed code amendment does not include any change in adopted land use designations
or policy. It also does not change any requirements concerning compliance with the Metro
Plan, Envision Eugene Comprehensive Plan, and applicable refinement plans. The changes are
limited to requirements for setbacks for commercially zoned property, and there are no policies
or other applicable provisions in the Metro Plan or adopted refinement plans that specifically
serve as mandatory approval criteria for such design changes. Therefore, the proposed code
amendments comply with the above criterion.
EC 9.8065(3): In the case of establishment of a special area zone, is consistent with EC
9.3020 Criteria for Establishment of an S Special Area Zone.
The proposed ordinance does not establish a special area zone. Therefore, this criterion does
not apply.
CONCLUSION
Based on the available information and evidence, and the preceding findings of compliance, the
proposed code amendment complies with the applicable approval criteria.

Preliminary Findings
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AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
May 11, 2021

To:

Eugene Planning Commission

From:

Jenessa Dragovich, Senior Planner, Building and Permit Services Division

Subject:

Work Session: Clear & Objective Housing: Approval Criteria Update (City file CA 20-4)

ACTION REQUESTED
This meeting is an opportunity for Planning Commission to revisit a specific portion of the Clear &
Objective Housing: Approval Criteria Update amendments at the request of Council. Council direction
to return to Planning Commission came in response to testimony provided to Council during their
consideration of the Ordinance to implement the code amendments. The request to review Planning
Commission’s recommendation is limited to which zones result in the implementation of the new
transition standards for land use applications for housing processed under the Housing/Clear and
Objective approval criteria.
BACKGROUND
As part of the Envision Eugene urban growth boundary (UGB) process, in 2015, City Council initiated
several projects. These included establishing a baseline UGB, establishing urban reserves, growth
monitoring and updating the City’s needed housing (clear and objective) regulations. Related to the
City’s needed housing regulations, the Council specifically directed an update of the City’s procedures
and approval criteria for needed housing applications.
Through the project, Eugene’s existing clear and objective approval criteria were reevaluated for
potential updates. Proposed updates were crafted based on the following goals:
• accommodate housing on lands available within our current UGB
• provide a clear and objective path to land use approval for all housing as required by State law
• guide future housing development in a way that reflects our community’s values
The project identified land use approval criteria and procedures to be updated, added, or removed to
improve efficiency in complying with State requirements for clear and objective regulations, while still
effectively addressing development impacts.
On April 12, 2021, the Eugene City Council unanimously adopted Ordinance No. 20647, provided in
Attachment A, to implement the Clear & Objective code amendments. At the same time, Council also
directed staff to return to Planning Commission to discuss the applicability of new standards at EC
9.5860 Transition Standards for Housing/Clear and Objective Applications. The request to review the
applicability of the transition standards resulted from testimony that requested that S-JW Jefferson
Westside Special Area Zone and S-C/R-2 Chambers Special Area Zone R-2 subarea be added to the list
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of zones that determine the applicability of the new transition standards. Written testimony that was
provided to Council during their public hearing process, as well as related correspondence received
since the last time the Commission engaged with the project, are provided in Attachment B for
reference. In a clarifying email regarding the friendly amendment to have staff return to Planning
Commission on this topic, Councilor Zelenka stated:
“The “specific issue” was not merely confined to S-JW and S-C, but as per my email earlier in
the day, the “specific issue” is how and if transition standards protections should apply to all R2 and special area zones within the city.”
The policy question for your consideration and discussion is whether R-2, S-JW, S-C/R-2, or any other
special area zone with medium-density designation warrant the same consideration as low-density
residential zones. This agenda summary and included materials are meant to provide background
information related to the original key issue, the preferred concept direction, and how the draft code
language evolved through the process to facilitate an informed discussion and opportunity for Planning
Commission to reconsider their recommendation related to this issue.
The new transition standards are intended to add additional design requirements when a highintensity housing project that requires a land use application is proposed abutting an area zoned for
low-density housing (i.e., a single dwelling on an individual lot). See Attachment C for summary
information on the adopted transition standards previously provided in your January 25, 2021 meeting
materials. For background on the evolution of the key issues related to compatibility, Attachment D
includes annotated excerpts from earlier project materials. Full copies of the documents are available
on the project website. Planning Commission first discussed the draft code language in the April 16,
2019 work session – a link to the beginning of that discussion is provided here:
https://youtu.be/4rxoh_0Z0lI?t=1493.
The genesis of the new transition standards traces back to Phase 1, when we conducted focus groups
and listening sessions with stakeholders to surface the key issues to be addressed under the scope of
the project. The “problem” that surfaced was the need to address compatibility issues, especially when
a high-intensity residential use is proposed next to low-density housing. It is important to note that
several concerns we heard from stakeholders were conflicting. We also heard from stakeholders who
asked to remove the requirement for land use applications for housing development altogether.
Removing the site review and conditional use requirements for housing applications was not the
preferred approach after hearing working group feedback and doing further analysis. When staff
initially considered when/where the transition standards would be triggered, Low-Density Residential
areas, specifically the R-1 Low-Density Residential zone, was selected to “right-size” the applicability
for this new set of requirements. In the context of a code amendment project intended to reduce
barriers to housing development, staff tried to avoid creating new barriers by targeting applicability of
standards carefully.
Inclusion of the R-2 Medium-Density Residential zone was considered initially and discussed with our
planning consultant at the time. Ultimately, medium density zones like R-2 or equivalent special area
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zones were not included as a trigger for the transition standards because they are already inherently a
transition between R-1 (Low-Density) and R-3 or R-4 (Limited-High- and High-Density) areas. That said,
there is not always and intermediating R-2 zone, which is why the “right-size” policy recommendation
was to address housing developments abutting R-1 zones. In March 2019, testimony (see Attachment
E) was received that posed the question about whether any special area zones, or sub-areas thereof,
should be included in the transition standards applicability. In response, staff evaluated which special
area zones should be included based on the low-density residential focus. This analysis resulted in the
S-C/R-1 Chambers Special Area Zone R-1 subarea and S-RN/LDR Royal Node Special Area Zone Low
Density Residential subarea being added.
In evaluating the request to add the additional special area zones, staff considered the context of the
areas where the S-JW and S-C/R-2 Chambers zones are located. Both zones are situated close to
downtown and the underlying use designations are predominately Medium Density Residential, except
for a small area between 12th Avenue and 13th Avenue (see email from staff to Council dated April 12,
2021 in Attachment B and maps in Attachment F). In the context of a City-wide code amendment, no
specific area received special attention or analysis. Special Area Zone development standards are
specific to the context of the neighborhoods they were created for and those standards are applicable
at the time of development.
PLANNING COMMISSION OPTIONS
The policy question for Planning Commission to reconsider whether extending the applicability for the
new transition standards is recommended. Based on the outcome of your deliberations, the
Commission may choose to do one of the following:
•
•
•

Keep original recommendation
Recommend inclusion of R-2, S-JW, S-C/R-2, or other medium-density zones in the applicability
of EC 9.5860
Request a follow-up work session

Staff will provide an update to City Council explaining the Commission’s recommendation after
reconsidering the applicability of EC 9.5860 Transition Standards.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION / NEXT STEPS
The materials and information provided in this agenda item summary are intended to provide
contextual/background information as to why the zones in question were not included in Ordinance
No. 20647. Staff recommends that the Planning Commission review the agenda materials and discuss
whether to recommend changes to the applicability of EC 9.5860 Transition Standards.
ATTACHMENTS
A. Ordinance No. 20647
B. Post-Commission Process Testimony/Correspondence
C. Transition Standards Information
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D. Excerpts from Project Materials
E. Emails Regarding Special Area Zone Inclusion
F. Maps of S-JW, S-C/R-2, and Plan Designation
More information regarding this proposal can be found on the project website.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Staff Contact: Jenessa Dragovich, Senior Planner
Telephone: 541-682-8385
Email:
JDragovich@eugene-or.gov
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Attachment A

COUNCIL ORDINANCE NO. 20647

AN ORDINANCE CONCERNING CLEAR AND OBJECTIVE
APPROVAL CRITERIA FOR HOUSING; AMENDING SECTIONS
9.0500, 9.2181, 9.2471, 9.2520, 9.2687, 9.2751, 9.2761,
9.3216, 9.3221, 9.3626, 9.3725, 9.4830, 9.5750, 9.6010,
9.6710, 9.6810, 9.6815, 9.6820, 9.6845, 9.6865, 9.6885,
9.7007, 9.8030, 9.8045, 9.8055, 9.8085, 9.8090, 9.8100,
9.8105, 9.8205, 9.8210, 9.8215, 9.8220, 9.8310, 9.8320,
9.8325, 9.8360, 9.8365, 9.8440, 9.8445, 9.8505, 9.8510,
9.8515, AND 9.8520 OF THE EUGENE CODE, 1971; ADDING
SECTION 9.5860 TO THAT CODE; AND PROVIDING AN
EFFECTIVE DATE.
ADOPTED: April 12, 2021
SIGNED: April 14, 2021
PASSED: 8:0
REJECTED:
OPPOSED:
ABSENT:
EFFECTIVE: This Ordinance shall take effect pursuant to Section 32
of the Eugene Charter 2002, or on the date of its acknowledgement as
provided in ORS 197.625, whichever is later.
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ORDINANCE NO. 20647
AN ORDINANCE CONCERNING CLEAR AND OBJECTIVE APPROVAL
CRITERIA FOR HOUSING; AMENDING SECTIONS 9.0500, 9.2181, 9.2471,
9.2520, 9.2687, 9.2751, 9.2761, 9.3216, 9.3221, 9.3626, 9.3725, 9.4830, 9.5750,
9.6010, 9.6710, 9.6810, 9.6815, 9.6820, 9.6845, 9.6865, 9.6885, 9.7007, 9.8030,
9.8045, 9.8055, 9.8085, 9.8090, 9.8100, 9.8105, 9.8205, 9.8210, 9.8215, 9.8220,
9.8310, 9.8320, 9.8325, 9.8360, 9.8365, 9.8440, 9.8445, 9.8505, 9.8510, 9.8515,
AND 9.8520 OF THE EUGENE CODE, 1971; ADDING SECTION 9.5860 TO
THAT CODE; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
THE CITY OF EUGENE DOES ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. Section 9.0500 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended by adding the definition
of “Pedestrian” to that section in alphabetical order as follows:
9.0500

Definitions. As used in this land use code, unless the context requires otherwise,
the following words and phrases mean:
Pedestrian. Any person afoot or using any type of wheelchair.

Section 2. Section 9.2181 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to provide as follows:
9.2181

Special Standards for Table 9.2180.
(1) Lot area, frontage, and width minimums may be adjusted in accordance with
the provisions of EC 9.8030(1). Modifications may be approved through a
planned unit development. (For planned unit development procedures refer to
EC 9.7300 General Overview of Type III Application Procedures and for
approval criteria refer to EC 9.8320 Tentative Planned Unit Development
Approval Criteria - General/Discretionary or EC 9.8325 Tentative Planned Unit
Development Approval Criteria – Housing/Clear and Objective.)

Section 3. Section 9.2471 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to provide as follows:
9.2471

Special Standards for Table 9.2470.
(1) Lot area, frontage, and width minimums may be adjusted pursuant to the
provisions of EC 9.8030(1) of this land use code. Modifications may be
approved through a site review or planned unit development. (For planned unit
development procedures refer to EC 9.7300 General Overview of Type III
Application Procedures and for approval criteria refer to EC 9.8320 Tentative
Planned Unit Development Approval Criteria – General/Discretionary.)

Ordinance - Page 1 of 34
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Section 4. Subsection (2) of Section 9.2520 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to
provide as follows:
9.2520

Natural Resource Zone Land Use and Permit Requirements. The provisions of
the NR zone do not exempt a person or property from state or federal laws and
regulations that protect water quality, wetlands, or other natural areas. In cases
where the NR zone overlaps with the /WB wetland buffer overlay zone or the /WP
waterside protection overlay zone, only the provisions of the NR zone are applied.
***
(2)
Uses Subject to a Conditional Use Permit. The following uses are
permitted conditionally in the NR zone:
(a) Nature interpretive centers and wetland research facilities, when such
centers or facilities are specified in or consistent with adopted plans or
policies.
(b) Maintenance facilities for storage of equipment and materials used
exclusively for maintenance of wetlands and other natural resource
areas.
Conditional use permit approval shall be based upon conformance with EC
9.2530 Natural Resource Zone Development Standards (2) through (19), in
addition to EC 9.8090 Conditional Use Permit Approval Criteria General/Discretionary.
***

Section 5. Subsection (1) of Section 9.2687 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to
provide as follows:
9.2687

Special Standards for Table 9.2686.
(1) Lot area, frontage, and width minimums may be adjusted pursuant to the
provisions of EC 9.8030(1) of this land use code. Modifications may be
approved through a planned unit development. (For planned unit
development procedures refer to EC 9.7300 General Overview of Type III
Application Procedures and for approval criteria refer to EC 9.8320 Tentative
Planned Unit Development Approval Criteria -General/Discretionary or EC
9.8325 Tentative Planned Unit Development Approval Criteria –
Housing/Clear and Objective.)
***

Section 6. Subsection (2) of Section 9.2751 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to
provide as follows:
9.2751

Special Development Standards for Table 9.2750.
***
(2) Maximum building height, minimum building setbacks, and maximum building
dimensions may be modified with an approved planned unit development
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permit. (For planned unit development procedures refer to EC 9.7300 General
Overview of Type III Application Procedures and for approval criteria refer to
EC 9.8320 Tentative Planned Unit Development Approval Criteria General/Discretionary or EC 9.8325 Tentative Planned Unit Development
Approval Criteria – Housing/Clear and Objective.)
***
Section 7. Subsection (1)(c) of Section 9.2761 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to
provide as follows:
9.2761

Special Standards for Table 9.2760.
(1) Lot Standards.
***
(c) Lot area, frontage, and width minimums may be modified with an
approved cluster subdivision in R-1 or Planned Unit Development (PUD)
in any zone, or adjustments may be made if consistent with the criteria
in EC 9.8030(1) and reviewed and approved concurrently with a
planned unit development in any zone.
***

Section 8. Subsection (1) of Section 9.3216 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to
provide as follows:
9.3216

Special Development Standards for Table 9.3215.
(1) Maximum building height, minimum building setbacks, and maximum building
dimensions may be modified with an approved planned unit development
permit. (For planned unit development procedures refer to EC 9.7300
General Overview of Type III Application Procedures and for approval criteria
refer to EC 9.8320 Tentative Planned Unit Development Approval Criteria General/Discretionary or EC 9.8325 Tentative Planned Unit Development
Approval Criteria – Housing/Clear and Objective.)
***

Section 9. Subsection (1) of Section 9.3221 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to
provide as follows:
9.3221

Special Standards for Table 9.3220.
(1) Lot area, frontage, and width minimums may be modified with an approved
planned unit development permit. (For planned unit development procedures
refer to EC 9.7300 General Overview of Type III Application Procedures and
for approval criteria refer to EC 9.8320 Tentative Planned Unit Development
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Approval Criteria - General/Discretionary or EC 9.8325 Tentative Planned Unit
Development Approval Criteria – Housing/Clear and Objective.)
***
Section 10. Subsection (9) of Section 9.3626 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to
provide as follows:
9.3626

Special Development Standards for Table 9.3625.
***
(9) Maximum building height and minimum building setbacks may be modified
with an approved planned unit development permit. (For planned unit
development procedures refer to EC 9.7300 General Overview of Type III
Application Procedures and for approval criteria refer to EC 9.8320 Tentative
Planned Unit Development Approval Criteria - General/Discretionary or EC
9.8325 Tentative Planned Unit Development Approval Criteria –
Housing/Clear and Objective.)

Section 11. The lead-in paragraph of Section 9.3725 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is
amended to provide as follows:
9.3725

S-RP Riverfront Park Special Area Zone Review Procedures. The master site
plan for developments proposed within the S-RP zone shall be reviewed through the
conditional use permit process provided in this land use code. For the purpose of
this review, the following criteria shall be applied in lieu of the criteria provided in EC
9.8090 Conditional Use Permit Approval Criteria - General/Discretionary:
***

Section 12. Subsection (2)(c) of Section 9.4830 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended
to provide as follows:
9.4830

/WB Wetland Buffer Overlay Zone Land Use and Permit Requirements. Within
the /WB overlay zone, there are 2 categories of uses: those allowed by the base
zone or special area zone outside of the /WB area, and a more restrictive list of
uses allowed within the /WB area.
***
(2) Within /WB Areas:
***
(c) Uses Permitted Conditionally. The following uses are permitted
conditionally in the /WB overlay zone:
1.
Nature interpretive centers, when specified in or consistent with
adopted plans or policies.
2.
Maintenance facilities for storage of equipment and materials used
exclusively for maintenance and management of wetlands and
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natural areas.
Conditional use permit approval shall be based upon conformance with
EC 9.2530 Natural Resource Zone Development Standards (2) through
(19) in addition to the conditional use criteria contained in EC 9.8090
Conditional Use Permit Approval Criteria – General/Discretionary.
***
Section 13. Subsections (2)(b) and (c) of Section 9.5750 of the Eugene Code, 1971, are
amended to provide as follows:
9.5750

Telecommunication Devices-Siting Requirements and Procedures.
***
(2) Siting Restricted. No telecommunication facility, as defined in this land use
code, may be constructed, modified to increase its height, installed or
otherwise located within the city except as provided in this section.
Depending on the type and location of the telecommunication facility, the
telecommunication facility shall be either an outright permitted use, subject to
site review procedures, or require a conditional use permit.
***
(b) Site Review. A telecommunication facility which, pursuant to
subsections (3) through (5) of this section, is subject to site review shall
be processed in accordance with the site review procedures of this land
use code. The criteria contained in this section, as well as the criteria
contained in EC 9.8440 Site Review Approval Criteria –
General/Discretionary, shall govern approval or denial of the site review
application. In the event of a conflict in criteria, the criteria contained in
this section shall govern. No development permit shall be issued prior
to completion of the site review process, including any local appeal.
(c) Conditional Use Permit. A telecommunication facility which, pursuant to
subsections (4) or (5) of this section, requires a conditional use permit
shall be processed in accordance with the conditional use permit
procedures of this land use code, except that the variance provisions
shall not apply. The criteria contained in EC 9.8090 Conditional Use
Permit Approval Criteria –General/Discretionary and subsections (6) and
(7) of this section shall govern approval or denial of the conditional use
permit application. In the event of a conflict in criteria, the criteria
contained in subsections (6) and (7) of this section shall govern. No
development permit shall be issued prior to completion of the conditional
use permit process, including any local appeal.
***

Section 14. Section 9.5860 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is added to provide as follows:
9.5860

Transition Standards for Housing/Clear and Objective Applications.
(1) Applicability of Transition Standards. The transition standards at EC
9.5860(2) shall apply to land use applications proposing housing to be
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(2)

reviewed with clear and objective approval criteria under EC 9.8100
Conditional Use Permit Approval Criteria – Housing/Clear and Objective, EC
9.8325 Tentative Planned Unit Development Approval Criteria –
Housing/Clear and Objective, or EC 9.8445 Site Review Approval Criteria –
Housing/Clear and Objective. The transition standards at EC 9.5860(2) apply
to all new buildings and any building additions that increase the square
footage of livable floor area by 20 percent or more for any of the following:
(a) Multiple-family development on property abutting land zoned R-1, R-1.5,
S-C/R-1, or S-RN/LDR except where the multiple-family development
consists of:
1.
a single tri-plex on one lot.
2.
a single four-plex on one lot.
3.
structures that are less than 30 feet in height.
(b) Assisted care, boarding and rooming house, campus living organization,
university or college dormitory, or single room occupancy (SRO),
proposed on property abutting land zoned R-1, R-1.5, S-C/R-1, or SRN/LDR.
In cases where the standards in subsection (2) apply to building additions,
they shall be applicable between the addition and any property line abutting
land zoned R-1, R-1.5, S-C/R-1, or S-RN/LDR.
Standards. The following standards apply to new buildings and building
additions identified in subsection (1) and unless specified otherwise, must be
applied within 25 feet along the portion of any property line that abuts land
zoned R-1, R-1.5, S-C/R-1, or S-RN/LDR:
(a) Height and Setback Options. The proposed development must comply
with one of the following four options:
1.
Option 1. The maximum building height of a new building or
building addition shall be limited to 35 feet. In addition, at least
one of the following must be provided along the entire portion of
any property line that abuts land zoned R-1, R-1.5, S-C/R-1, or SRN/LDR:
a.
A 6-foot high, 100 percent sight-obscuring wooden fence or
masonry wall.
b.
A 6-foot high metal fence with high shrubs planted every 6
feet. Chain link or cyclone fences are not allowed. For the
purpose of this subparagraph, high shrubs must be:
(1) Selected from the City of Eugene Plant Materials list
approved by administrative order of the city manager;
(2) Designated in the City of Eugene Plant Materials list
as meeting the high shrub requirement; and,
(3) In at least 5-gallon containers at the time of planting.
c.
Landscaping with a minimum plant bed width of 7 feet
meeting EC 9.6210(3) High Screen Landscape Standard (L3).
2.
Option 2. The minimum interior yard setback shall be 10 feet from
the portion of any property line land zoned R-1, R-1.5, S-C/R-1, or
S-RN/LDR. In addition:
a.
At a point that is 25 feet above grade at the property line,
the interior yard setback shall slope toward the interior of the
property at the rate of 10 inches vertically for every 12
inches horizontally away from that property line until a point
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(b)

(c)

(d)

25 feet away from the property line. (See Figure
9.5860(2)(a)2.a. Transition Standards Option 2 Sloped
Setback).
b.
For new buildings or building additions within 25 feet of R-1,
R-1.5, S-C/R-1, or S-RN/LDR zoned property, trees growing
to a mature height of at least 20 feet shall be planted at a
minimum interval of 25 feet, parallel to the property line,
between buildings and any property line that abuts land
zoned R-1, R-1.5, S-C/R-1, or S-RN/LDR. In addition, one of
the following shall be provided along the portion of any
property line that abuts or is directly across a public alley
from land zoned R-1, R-1.5, S-C/R-1, or S-RN/LDR:
(1) A 6-foot high, 100 percent sight-obscuring wooden
fence or masonry wall.
(2) A 6-foot high metal fence with high shrubs planted
every 6 feet. Chain link or cyclone fences are not
allowed. For the purpose of this subparagraph, high
shrubs must be:
(a)
Selected from the City of Eugene Plant Materials
list approved by administrative order of the city
manager;
(b)
Designated in the City of Eugene Plant Materials
list as meeting the high shrub requirement; and,
(c)
In at least 5-gallon containers at the time of
planting.
3.
Option 3. A minimum 25-foot setback shall be provided between a
new building or building addition and the portion of any property
line that abuts land zoned R-1, R-1.5, S-C/R-1, or S-RN/LDR. The
25-foot setback area may be used for open space, vehicle use
area, pedestrian circulation, bicycle parking, stormwater quality
facilities, or landscaping.
Allowed intrusions into setbacks. In lieu of the permitted setback
intrusions provided at EC 9.6745(3) the following intrusions are allowed
within the interior yard setback area described in EC 9.5860(2)(a)2
through 3:
1.
Eaves and chimneys may intrude a maximum of 2 feet into the
vertical plane of the interior yard sloped setback area. No other
intrusions are allowed into the vertical plane of the setback.
2.
Dormers may intrude into the sloped portion of the interior yard
sloped setback area provided each dormer is no more than 12
feet wide and the total width of all dormers on a given wall does
not exceed 50 percent of the linear length of the building wall.
3.
Architectural screens or arbors serving an upper floor balcony
may protrude a maximum of 6 feet into the sloped portion of the
interior yard sloped setback area.
Outdoor spaces located above the ground floor. Balconies, decks and
other outdoor spaces located above the ground floor shall be setback at
least 20 feet from any property line that abuts land zoned R-1, R-1.5, SC/R-1, or S-RN/LDR.
Tree Exception. An exception to the tree planting required by subsection
(2)(a)2.b. of this section is allowed if the applicant provides a signed and
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notarized letter from the abutting property owner stating that the abutting
property owner does not desire the trees required by this section. This
exception does not apply to trees required by other applicable
standards. Future development proposals subject to the standards in
this section will need to obtain a separate exception from the tree
planting requirements of this section.
Section 15. Figure 9.5860(2)(a)2 attached as Exhibit A is added.
Section 16. The heading of Section 9.6010 of the Eugene Code, 1971, and subsection
(1) of that Section are amended to provide as follows:
9.6010

Applications Proposing Housing.
(1) As used in EC chapter 9.6000, the term “applications proposing housing to be
reviewed with clear and objective approval criteria” includes:
(a) Applications that are proceeding (or have proceeded) under EC 9.8100,
9.8220, 9.8325, 9.8445, or 9.8520; or
(b) Applications for housing developments for residential uses permitted
outright in the subject zone that are entitled to clear and objective
standards pursuant to state statutes.
***

Section 17. Subsection (6) of Section 9.6710 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to
provide as follows:
9.6710

Geological and Geotechnical Analysis.
***
(6) Clear and Objective Housing. Unless exempt under 9.6710(3), in lieu of
compliance with subsections (2), (4), and (5) of this section, applications
proposing housing to be reviewed with clear and objective approval criteria
shall include a certification from an Oregon licensed Engineering Geologist, an
Oregon licensed Geotechnical Engineer, or an Oregon licensed Civil Engineer
with geological experience, prepared within ten years of the date of
application, that includes the following information:
(a)
Identification of any portion of the proposed development site that is
located in an area of moderate or high landslide susceptibility as shown
on the city’s adopted Eugene Landslide Hazard Map.
(b)
A statement that the proposed development will not be impacted by
existing or potential stability problems or any of the following site
conditions: slopes 20 percent or greater, springs or seeps, depth of soil
bedrock, soil types, variations in soil types, open drainage ways, fill, or a
combination of these conditions.
(c)
If proposed development will be located in an area identified as
moderately or highly susceptible to landslides pursuant to (a), or will be
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impacted by existing or potential stability problems or any of the site
conditions listed in (b), the certification must also include:
1. A review of the suitability of the proposed lot layout, street
locations, and proposed locations for utilities, driveways, parking
areas, and buildings given the landslide hazards, stability
problems, and/or site conditions identified in the certification;
2. Any recommended modifications to the proposed lot layout, street
locations, and proposed locations for utilities, driveways, parking
areas, and buildings that in the engineer’s opinion, would mitigate
the landslide hazards, stability problems, and/or site conditions
identified in the certification;
3. Methods for safely addressing the landslide hazards and/or site
conditions identified in (a) and (b); and,
4. Recommendations, if any, for additional geotechnical analysis for
future buildings or improvements on the development site.
5. Recommendations, if any, for additional geotechnical analysis for
future buildings or improvements on proposed lots or parcels.
If certification is submitted under (6)(c), the application shall include the applicant’s
statement that it will develop in accordance with the Engineer’s certification.
Section 18. Section 9.6810 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to provide as follows:
9.6810

Block Length.
(1) Except as provided in subsections (2) and (3) of this section, block length for
local streets shall not exceed 600 feet.
(2) Applications not proposing housing to be reviewed with clear and objective
approval criteria will be exempt from the block length requirements in
subsection (1) if one or more of the following conditions apply:
(a) Physical conditions preclude a block length 600 feet or less. Such
conditions may include, but are not limited to, topography or the
existence of natural resource areas such as wetlands, ponds, streams,
channels, rivers, lakes or upland wildlife habitat area, or a resource on
the National Wetland Inventory or under protection by state or federal
law.
(b) Buildings or other existing development on adjacent lands, including
previously subdivided but vacant lots or parcels, physically preclude a
block length 600 feet or less, considering the potential for
redevelopment.
(c) An existing public street or streets terminating at the boundary of the
development site have a block length exceeding 600 feet, or are
situated such that the extension of the street(s) into the development
site would create a block length exceeding 600 feet. In such cases, the
block length shall be as close to 600 feet as practicable.
(d) As part of a Type II or Type III process, the developer demonstrates that
a strict application of the 600-foot requirement would result in a street
network that is no more beneficial to vehicular, pedestrian or bicycle
traffic than the proposed street network and that the proposed street
network will accommodate necessary emergency access.
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(3)

Applications proposing housing to be reviewed with clear and objective
approval criteria, must comply with the block length requirements in
subsection (1) unless one of the following exemptions applies:
(a) Existing slopes would result in a street grade that exceeds the grade
allowed under current adopted street design standards when measured
along the centerline of the proposed streets to the existing grade of the
subdivision boundary or abutting property under separate ownership.
(b) An existing public street or streets terminating at the boundary of the
development site have a block length exceeding 600 feet, or are
situated such that the extension of the street(s) into the development
site would create a block length exceeding 600 feet. In such cases, the
block length shall not exceed 700 feet.
(4) Block length may be adjusted in accordance with EC 9.8030(37) for
applications proposing housing to be reviewed with clear and objective
approval criteria.
Special block requirements related to multiple-family developments are found in
section (10) of EC 9.5500 Multiple-Family Standards.
Section 19. Subsections (2)(e) and (g) of Section 9.6815 of the Eugene Code, 1971, are
amended, and subsections (h) and (i) are added, to provide as follows:
9.6815

Connectivity for Streets.
***
(2) Street Connectivity Standards.
***
(e)
Except for applications proposing housing to be reviewed with clear and
objective approval criteria, all applicants shall show that the proposed
street alignment shall minimize excavation and embankment and avoid
impacts to natural resources, including water-related features.
***
(g) Except for applications proposing housing to be reviewed with clear and
objective approval criteria, in the context of a Type II or Type III land
use decision, the city shall grant an exception to the standards in
subsections (2)(b), (c) or (d) if the applicant demonstrates that any
proposed exceptions are consistent with either subsection 1. or 2.
below:
1.
The applicant has provided to the city, at his or her expense, a
local street connection study that demonstrates:
a.
That the proposed street system meets the intent of street
connectivity provisions of this land use code as expressed in
EC 9.6815(1); and
b.
How undeveloped or partially developed properties within a
quarter mile can be adequately served by alternative street
layouts.
2.
The applicant demonstrates that a connection cannot be made
because of the existence of one or more of the following
conditions:
a.
Physical conditions preclude development of the connecting
street. Such conditions may include, but are not limited to,
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(h)

(i)

topography or likely impact to natural resource areas such
as wetlands, ponds, streams, channels, rivers, lakes or
upland wildlife habitat area, or a resource on the National
Wetland Inventory or under protection by state or federal
law.
b.
Buildings or other existing development on adjacent lands,
including previously subdivided but vacant lots or parcels,
physically preclude a connection now or in the future,
considering the potential for redevelopment.
For applications proposing housing to be reviewed with clear and
objective approval criteria, exceptions to street connectivity standards
may be granted if one of the following conditions exists:
1.
Existing building(s) on the development site or on land abutting
the development site and under separate ownership obstruct the
extension of the planned street. For the purposes of this
subparagraph, “building” is defined as a structure designed and
used as a place of occupancy. For the purposes of this
subparagraph, “building” does not include a shed, carport,
detached garage, accessory building, or other structure designed
and used solely for storage or shelter;
2.
Existing slopes would result in a street grade exceeding current
adopted street design standards when measured along the
centerline of the proposed streets to the existing grade of the
subdivision boundary or abutting property under separate
ownership;
3.
Provision of public street connection would require dedication of
25 percent or more of the total development site area.
4.
Abutting residential land cannot be further divided under current
development standards.
Street connectivity standards may be adjusted in accordance with EC
9.8030(37) for applications proposing housing to be reviewed with clear
and objective approval criteria.

Section 20. Subsection (5) of Section 9.6820 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended
and subsection (6) is added, to provide as follows:
9.6820

Cul-de-Sacs or Emergency Vehicle Turnarounds.
***
(5) As part of a Type II or Type III process, an exception may be granted to the
requirements of (1), (3) and (4) of this section. For applications proposing
housing to be reviewed with clear and objective approval criteria, exceptions
may only be granted as provided in subparagraph (c). For all other
applications, exceptions may be granted because of the existence of one or
more of the following conditions:
(a)
Physical conditions preclude development of the connecting street.
Such conditions may include, but are not limited to, topography or likely
impact to natural resource areas such as wetlands, ponds, streams,
channels, rivers, lakes or upland wildlife habitat areas, or a resource on
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(6)

the National Wetland Inventory or under protection by state or federal
law.
(b)
Buildings or other existing development on the subject property or
adjacent lands, including previously subdivided but vacant lots or
parcels, physically preclude a connection now or in the future,
considering the potential for redevelopment.
(c) For applications proposing housing to be reviewed with clear and
objective approval criteria, an exception to the requirements of
subsections (1), (3) and (4) may be granted if the applicant provides
certification from an Oregon licensed civil engineer stating that a cul-desac or emergency vehicle turnaround cannot be constructed to meet
current standards according to the adopted Design Standards and
Guidelines for Eugene Streets, Sidewalk, Bikeways and Accessways.
Cul-de-sacs or emergency vehicle turnarounds standards may be adjusted in
accordance with EC 9.8030(37) for applications proposing housing to be
reviewed with clear and objective approval criteria.

Section 21. Section 9.6845 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to provide as follows:
9.6845

Special Safety Requirements. Except for applications proposing housing to be
reviewed with clear and objective approval criteria, where necessary to insure
safety, reduce traffic hazards and promote the welfare of the general public,
pedestrians, bicyclists and residents of the subject area, the planning director or
public works director may require that local streets and alleys be designed to
discourage their use by non-local motor vehicle traffic and encourage their use by
local motor vehicle traffic, pedestrians, bicyclists, and residents of the area.

Section 22. Section 9.6865 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to provide as follows:
9.6865

Transit Facilities.
(1) Except for applications proposing housing to be reviewed with clear and
objective approval criteria, the city manager may require provisions, including
easements, for transit facilities where future transit routes are required on
streets extending through or adjacent to the area of the development, and
where a need for bus stops, bus pullouts or other transit facilities within the
development has been identified, provided the city makes findings to
demonstrate consistency with constitutional requirements.
(2) Except for applications proposing housing to be reviewed with clear and
objective approval criteria, where the provision of transit stops, bus pullouts or
other facilities along a public street requires a right-of-way or paving width
greater than that listed in Table 9.6870 Right-of-Way and Paving Widths and
where a need for transit service within the development has been identified,
the planning director or public works director, depending upon the type of
application being processed, may require that additional right-of-way or paving
be provided.
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Section 23. Subsection (2) of Section 9.6885 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended,
and subsection (3) is deleted, to provide as follows:
9.6885

Tree Preservation and Removal Standards.
***
(2) Tree Preservation and Removal Standards. The standards in this
subsection apply only to land use applications processed under EC 9.8100,
EC 9.8325, EC 9.8445, and EC 9.8520. Unless exempt under subparagraph
(b) below, no permit for a development activity subject to this section shall be
approved until the applicant demonstrates compliance with the standards in
this subsection.
(a) Definitions. For the purposes of this subsection (2), the following
definitions apply:
1. Critical Root Zone (CRZ). That area surrounding a tree that has a
radius of 12 inches multiplied by the diameter breast height expressed
in inches of the tree trunk or trunks.
2. Tree Removal. To fell or sever a tree or to use any procedure the
natural result of which is to cause the death or substantial destruction
of the tree. Substantial destruction includes actions that destroy more
than 20% of the critical root zone of a tree, or topping, or severing the
cambial material on 50% or more of the circumference of the tree
trunk. Remove does not in any context include those pruning
standards as defined in the edition of American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) Section A300, Tree, Shrub and Other Woody Plant
Maintenance Standard Practices in effect at the time the pruning
occurs.
(b) For the purposes of this subsection (2), the South Hills Area is defined as
all property located within the City’s adopted Urban Growth Boundary,
above an elevation of 500 feet, and:
1. South of 18th Avenue,
2. South of Franklin Boulevard and East of the intersection of 18th
Avenue and Agate Street, or
3. If 18th Avenue were extended from the intersection of 18th Avenue
and Willow Creek Road directly west to the Urban Growth Boundary,
the area south of that extension of 18th Avenue.
(c) Exemptions. A proposed development shall be exempt from the
requirements of EC 9.6885(2) if any of the following apply:
1. Except as provided in subparagraph 4., the area of the development
site is less than 20,000 square feet.
2. Five or fewer significant trees exist on the development site prior to
development.
3. The development site is zoned R-1.5 Rowhouse zone, R-2 MediumDensity Residential, R-3 Limited High-Density Residential, R-4 High
Density Residential, GO General Office, C-2 Community Commercial,
or C-3 Major Commercial zones.
4. Notwithstanding subparagraph 1., development sites that include
property at or above 900 feet elevation are subject to the requirements
of EC 9.6885(2), regardless of the area of the development site.
(d) Tree Preservation Requirements. Unless adjusted per EC 9.8030(13),
significant trees must be preserved in accordance with the requirements
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of Table 9.6855(2)(c). Minimum preservation is based on the total existing
Diameter Breast Height (d.b.h.) of significant trees within each specific
location category prior to development. Maximum mitigation is the
percentage of the minimum preservation that may be mitigated according
to subsection 2. below.
Table 9.6885(2)(d) Tree Preservation and Mitigation
Minimum
Preservation
40%

Maximum
Mitigation
100%

Within the South Hills Area, between 500 feet and 900 feet
elevation

50%

50%

Within the South Hills Area, at or above 900 feet elevation

50%

0%

Location Category
Outside the South Hills Area

1. A Tree Preservation and Removal Plan is required except as provided
in EC 9.6885(2)(c) or EC 9.6885(2)(d)3. The plan must be prepared by
a certified arborist, licensed landscape architect, licensed engineer, or
licensed surveyor and shall provide the following:
a. A table, organized by the location categories listed in Table
9.6885(2)(d), listing all significant trees on the development site
and including the following information for each listed tree:
(1) Diameter Breast Height (d.b.h.)
(2) Preservation, removal, or mitigation status
(3) Common name, genus and species
b. A site plan that includes the following information:
(1) The locations of all significant trees on the development site,
the Diameter Breast Height (d.b.h.) for each significant tree,
whether each significant tree is to be preserved, removed,
or mitigated according to EC 9.6885(2)(c)2, and the location
of the critical root zone (CRZ) for each significant tree to be
preserved.
(2) The location of all existing and/or proposed public and
private utility easements, driveways, and areas of grading or
excavation on the development site.
(3) The location of all existing development on the site as well
as the location of development proposed in the land use
application that triggers the requirement for a Tree
Preservation and Removal Plan.
(4) Proposed lot or parcel boundaries.
(5) For development sites with any portion located within the
South Hills Area, identification of areas at or above 500 feet
elevation and areas at or above 900 feet elevation.
c. A written statement from a certified arborist or licensed landscape
architect that the Tree Preservation and Removal Plan meets EC
9.6885(2)(d) Tree Preservation Requirements. If the Tree
Preservation and Removal Plan is prepared by a certified arborist
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or licensed landscape architect, then the written statement
otherwise required by this subparagraph is not required.
2. Mitigation. An applicant may elect to mitigate a portion of the minimum
preservation of significant trees on the development site as provided
below:
a. The maximum d.b.h. that can be mitigated shall be based on
location category as provided in Table EC 9.6885(2)(d) Tree
Preservation and Mitigation.
b. Proposed subdivisions in areas outside of the South Hills Area
may mitigate up to 100% of the minimum tree preservation
requirement by either:
(1) Providing that lots up to 7,000 square feet in area will
contain a minimum of two trees and lots 7,000 square feet
or more will contain a minimum of three trees; or,
(2) Providing one replacement tree for each significant tree
designated for mitigation.
c. Installation and Maintenance. Unless otherwise specified, each
significant tree designated for mitigation must be replaced with
one tree selected from the approved species listed in Table
9.6885(2)(d)2 within one year from the date of removal or prior to
final occupancy, whichever is later. Trees planted in accordance
with subparagraph b.(1) must be planted prior to final occupancy.
At the time of planting, deciduous trees used for replacement must
have a minimum diameter of 2 inches and evergreen trees used
for replacement must be a minimum of 5 feet in height as
measured according to the 2014 edition of the American Standard
for Nursery Stock (ANSI Z60.1), published by the American
Nursery and Landscape Association.
d. The maximum mitigation allowance may be adjusted in
accordance with EC 9.8030(13).
Table 9.6885(2)(d)2. Approved Species List
Genus and Species

Common Name

Abies koreana
Abies pinsapo
Acer circinatum
Acer ginnala
Acer glabrum var. douglasii
Acer griseum
Acer macrophyllum
Acer rubrum
Acer saccharum
Alnus rhombifolia
Alnus rubra

Silver Korean Fir
Spanish Fir
Vine Maple
Amur Maple
Rocky Mountain Maple
Paperbark Maple
Big Leaf Maple
Red Maple
Sugar Maple
White Alder
Red Alder

Amelanchier alnifolia
Arbutus menziesii

Pacific Serviceberry
Pacific Madrone
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Table 9.6885(2)(d)2. Approved Species List
Genus and Species

Common Name

Arbutus unedo
Arbutus 'Marina'
Betula nigra
Calocedrus decurrens

Strawberry Madrone
Marina Strawberry Tree
River Birch
Incense Cedar

Carpinus betulus
Carpinus caroliniana
Castanopsis cuspidate
Catalpa speciose
Cedrus atlantica
Cedrus deodara
Cedrus libani
Celtis occidentalis
Cercidiphyllum japonicum
Chrysolepis chrysophylla
Cinnamomum chekiangense
Cornus nuttallii

European Hornbeam
American Hornbeam
Japanese Chinquapin
Northern Catalpa
Atlas Cedar
Deodar Cedar
Cedar of Lebanon
Common Hackberry
Katsura Tree
Golden Chinquapin
Camphor Tree
Pacific Dogwood

Corylus colurna
Cupressus arizonica
Cupressus bakeri
Cupressus leylandii
Fraxinus latifolia

Turkish Filbert
Arizona Cypress
Modoc Cypress
Leyland Cypress
Oregon Ash

Fraxinus ornus
Ginkgo biloba (fruitless cultivars only)
Koelreuteria paniculate
Maackia amurensis
Nyssa sylvatica
Ostrya virginiana
Oxydendrum aroboreum
Parrotia persica
Picea smithiana
Pinus ponderosa

Flowering Ash
Ginkgo
Goldenrain Tree
Maackia
Tupelo, Black Gum
American Hophornbeam
Sourwood
Persian Ironwood
Morinda Spruce
Ponderosa Pine

Pinus ponderosa var. benthamania
Pinus wallichiana
Pistacia chinensis
Platanus acerifolia
Prunus virginiana
Pseudotsuga menziesii

Willamette Valley Ponderosa Pine
Himalayan Pine
Chinese Pistachio
London Plane
Chokecherry
Douglas Fir

Quercus acutissima

Sawtooth Oak
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Table 9.6885(2)(d)2. Approved Species List
Genus and Species

Common Name

Quercus agrifolia
Quercus alba
Quercus bicolor
Quercus chrysolepis
Quercus douglasii
Quercus frainetto
Quercus gambelii
Quercus garryana

Coast Live Oak
White Oak
Swamp White Oak
Canyon Live Oak
Blue Oak
Hungarian Oak
Gambel Oak
Oregon White Oak

Quercus hypoleucoides
Quercus ilex
Quercus kelloggii

Silver Oak
Holly Oak
California Black Oak

Quercus lobate
Quercus macrocarpa
Quercus myrsinifolia
Quercus palustris
Quercus phellos
Quercus rubra
Quercus shumardii
Quercus suber
Quercus wislizeni
Rhamnus purshiana
Salix lucida ssp. Lasiandra
Salix scouleriana

Valley Oak
Bur Oak
Chinese Evergreen Oak
Pin Oak
Willow Oak
Red Oak
Shumardii Oak
Cork Oak
Interior Live Oak
Cascara Buckthorn
Pacific Willow
Scouler’s Willow

Sciadopitys verticillate
Sequoia sempervirens
Sequoiadendron giganteum
Stewartia pseudocamellia
Styrax japonicus (japonica)
Taxodium distichum
Taxus brevifolia

Japanese Umbrella Pine
Coast Redwood
Giant Sequoia
Stewartia
Japanese Snowbell
Bald Cypress
Pacific Yew

Thuja plicata
Tilia Americana
Tilia cordata
Tilia tomentosa
Tsuga canadensis
Tsuga heterophylla

Western Red Cedar
American Linden
Little Leaf Linden
Silver Linden
Canadian Hemlock
Western Hemlock

Tsuga mertensiana
Tsuga sieboldii

Mountain Hemlock
Southern Japanese Hemlock
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Table 9.6885(2)(d)2. Approved Species List
Genus and Species

Common Name

Ulmus americana
Ulmus carpinifolia
Ulmus parvifolia
Ulmus propinqua
Umbellularia californica
Zelkova serrata

American Elm
Smoothleaf Elm
Chinese Elm
Japanese Elm
California Bay Laurel
Zelkova

3.

4.
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Tree Preservation Area Alternative.
a.
A Tree Preservation and Removal Plan is not required if the
applicant chooses to preserve at least 50 percent of the total
existing d.b.h. of significant trees on the development site
within one or more tree preservation area(s) and the following
requirements are met:
(1) Tree preservation area(s) must be delineated and
shown on a site plan submitted for approval by the City.
(2) Applicant must provide written certification from a
certified arborist or licensed landscape architect stating
that the area(s) designated for tree preservation
include(s) at least 50 percent of the total existing d.b.h.
of significant trees on the development site.
b.
Mitigation is not allowed when the Tree Preservation Area
Alternative is used to meet tree preservation requirements,
except as approved through an adjustment review according
to EC 9.8030(13).
Protection Standards. The following notes must be included on the
final plan set submitted for approval by the City and shall apply at
the time of development:
a.
“Protective fencing for trees identified to be preserved shall
be installed by the applicant and inspected by the City prior to
beginning any development activities. All protective tree
fencing must remain in place until completion of all
construction activities; any relocation, removal, or
modification of the protective fencing shall only occur under
the direction of a certified arborist and a written explanation of
the reason for the relocation, removal, or modification of the
protective fencing from the certified arborist must be provided
to the City.”
b.
“At the time of building permit, a site plan in compliance with
the approved tree preservation and removal plan is required.”
c.
“No excavation, grading, material storage, staging, vehicle
parking or other construction activity shall take place within
protective tree fencing areas.”
d.
“The removal of trees not designated to be preserved is
optional; removal may occur at the owner’s discretion.”
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e.

“Any tree designated for mitigation must be replaced with one
tree selected from the approved species listed in Table
9.6885(2)(d)2 within one year from the date of removal or
prior to final occupancy, whichever is later. At the time of
planting, deciduous trees used for replacement must have a
minimum diameter of 2 inches and evergreen trees used for
replacement must be a minimum of 6 feet in height as
measured according to the 2014 edition of the American
Standard for Nursery Stock (ANSI Z60.1), published by the
American Nursery and Landscape Association. Maintenance
of replacement trees is the ongoing responsibility of the
property owner.”
f.
“In the event a tree designated to be preserved must be
removed because it is dead, diseased, dying, or hazardous,
documentation of the tree’s dead, diseased, dying, or
hazardous condition by a certified arborist must be provided
to the City prior to tree removal. The tree must be replaced
with one replacement tree selected from the approved
species list in Table 9.6885(2)(d)2. At the time of planting,
deciduous trees used for replacement must have a minimum
diameter of 2 inches and evergreen trees used for
replacement must be a minimum of 6 feet in height as
measured according to the 2014 edition of the American
Standard for Nursery Stock (ANSI Z60.1), published by the
American Nursery and Landscape Association. Maintenance
of replacement trees is the ongoing responsibility of the
property owner.”
(e) Street Tree Removal. If the proposal includes removal of any street
tree(s), removal of those street trees has been approved, or approved
with conditions according to the process at EC 6.305 Tree Felling
Prohibition.
Section 24. Subsection (1)(a) of Section 9.7007 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended
to provide as follows:
9.7007

Neighborhood/Applicant Meetings.
(1) This section applies to the following types of applications:
(a) Type II: Tentative subdivisions, tentative cluster subdivisions and
design reviews, except tentative subdivisions that implement an
approved tentative planned unit development;
***

Section 25. Subsection (13) of Section 9.8030 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended,
and subsection (37) is added, to provide as follows:
9.8030

Adjustment Review - Approval Criteria. The planning director shall approve,
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conditionally approve, or deny an adjustment review application. Approval or
conditional approval shall be based on compliance with the following applicable
criteria.
***
(13) Tree Preservation and Removal Standards Adjustment.
The minimum tree preservation requirement and maximum mitigation
allowance of EC 9.6885(2) may be adjusted if one of the conditions listed in
subparagraph (a) below applies and the proposed design complies with the
criteria in subparagraphs (b) through (e):
(a)
Conditions. To qualify for an adjustment, one of the following conditions
must apply:
1.
Strict compliance with tree preservation and removal standards is
not feasible due to other requirements of this code or existing site
constraints such as topography or other natural features; or,
2.
An adjustment to the minimum tree preservation and/or mitigation
requirement is necessary in order to achieve a net density greater
than 75 percent of the maximum allowed under this land use
code; or,
3.
The existing trees required to meet the minimum preservation
requirement are unlikely to survive the level and type of
anticipated development due to susceptibility to windthrow or
other natural causes of failure.
(b)
The proposed reduction to the minimum tree preservation requirement
or increase in mitigation allowance is necessary to accommodate a
reasonable level of development. In no case shall minimum tree
preservation for areas at or above 900 feet elevation be reduced below
30%.
(c)
Except for areas at or above 900 feet elevation, proposals may mitigate
up to 100% of the minimum tree preservation requirement if the
following requirements are met:
1.
For proposed subdivisions, new trees must be planted so that lots
up to 7,000 square feet in area will contain a minimum of two trees
and lots 7,000 square feet or more will contain a minimum of three
trees.
2.
For all other developments, the proposed design must provide one
tree per dwelling unit.
New trees planted to meet subsection 1. or 2. above are subject to the
requirements at EC 9.6885(2)(d)2.c. Installation and Maintenance.
Trees planted to meet applicable landscape standards may count
toward these requirements. Existing trees on the development site that
are under 8-inches Diameter Breast Height (d.b.h.) and listed in Table
9.6885(2)(d)2. Approved Species List may be designated for
preservation and counted toward these requirements (in lieu of planting
new trees).
(e) For areas at or above 900 feet elevation, mitigation is limited to 10% of
the minimum preservation requirement.
***
(37) Street Standards Adjustment. Where this land use code provides that street
standards may be adjusted, the standards may be adjusted upon a
demonstration by the applicant that the requested adjustment is consistent
with the following:
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(a)

(b)

The applicant has submitted a report prepared by an Oregon licensed
civil engineer that demonstrates it is not technically or financially feasible
to construct the street in accordance with adopted plans and policies,
and the adopted “Design Standards and Guidelines for Eugene Streets,
Sidewalks, Bikeways, and Accessways.”
The adjustment is necessary due to at least one of the following
conditions:
1. Existing on-site or off-site geologic or topographic conditions, or
existing wetlands designated for protection by the City of Eugene; or
2. Existing development on lands abutting the development site.

Section 26. Section 9.8045 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to provide as follows:
9.8045

Applicability of Cluster Subdivisions. Cluster subdivision provisions shall
be applied when requested by the property owner and when the proposed
subdivision meets the definition of cluster subdivision in section 9.0500 of this
land use code. A subdivision application proposing housing to be reviewed
with clear and objective approval criteria shall be processed pursuant to EC
9.8520 Subdivision, Tentative Plan Approval Criteria – Housing/Clear and
Objective. No development permit shall be issued by the city prior to approval
of the cluster subdivision.

Section 27. Subsection (1)(a) of Section 9.8055 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended
to provide as follows:
9.8055

Cluster Subdivision- Approval Criteria – General/Discretionary. The planning
director shall approve, approve with conditions, or deny a proposed cluster
subdivision. Approval or approval with conditions shall be based on the following:
(1) The proposed subdivision complies with:
(a) EC 9.8515 Subdivision, Tentative Plan Approval CriteriaGeneral/Discretionary except for the standards related to EC 9.2760
Residential Zone Lot Standards; and
***

Section 28. Section 9.8085 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to provide as follows:
9.8085

Conditional Use Permit Application Requirements.
(1) Conditional use applications shall be processed in accordance with the
application procedures contained in EC 9.7000 through 9.7835, Application
Procedures.
(2) When a conditional use permit is required for the proposed use, no
development permit application shall be accepted by the city until the hearings
official or planning commission approves the conditional use permit, and then
only in accordance with the terms and conditions of that conditional use
permit.
(3) If the proposal includes housing, the written statement submitted with the
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conditional use permit application shall clearly state whether the applicant is
electing to use the discretionary approval criteria in EC 9.8090 Conditional Use
Permit Approval Criteria – General/Discretionary instead of the approval
criteria found in EC 9.8100 Conditional Use Permit Approval Criteria –
Housing/Clear and Objective.
Section 29. The heading of Section 9.8090 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to
provide as follows:
9.8090

Conditional Use Permit Approval Criteria – General/Discretionary. A
conditional use permit shall be granted only if the proposal conforms to all of the
following criteria:
***

Section 30. Section 9.8100 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to provide as follows:
9.8100

Conditional Use Permit Approval Criteria- Housing/Clear and Objective. The
hearings official shall approve, conditionally approve, or deny the conditional use
permit application. Unless the applicant elects to use the discretionary criteria
contained in EC 9.8090 Conditional Use Permit Approval Criteria –
General/Discretionary, where the applicant proposes housing, the hearings official
shall approve or approve with conditions a conditional use based on compliance
with the following criteria:
(1) The proposal complies with EC 9.5860 Transition Standards.
(2) If applicable, the proposal complies with the standards contained in EC 9.5500
Multiple-Family Standards.
(3) For areas not included on the city’s acknowledged Goal 5 inventory, the
proposal will preserve existing natural resources by compliance with the
provisions of EC 9.6880 to EC 9.6885 Tree Preservation and Removal
Standards.
(4) The proposal complies with:
(a) EC 9.2000 through EC 9.4170 regarding lot dimensions and density
requirements for the subject zone and any applicable overlay zones.
(b) EC 9.6500 through EC 9.6505 Public Improvement Standards.
(c) EC 9.6706 Development in Flood Plains through EC 9.6709 Special
Flood Hazard Areas – Standards.
(d) EC 9.6710(6) Geological and Geotechnical Analysis.
(e) EC 9.6730 Pedestrian Circulation On-Site.
(f)
EC 9.6735 Public Access Required.
(g) EC 9.6750 Special Setback Standards.
(h) EC 9.6775 Underground Utilities.
(i)
EC 9.6780 Vision Clearance Area.
(j)
EC 9.6791 through 9.6797 regarding stormwater flood control, quality,
flow control for headwaters area, oil control, source control, easements,
and operation and maintenance.
(k) EC 9.6800 through EC 9.6875 Standards for Streets, Alleys, and Other
Public Ways.
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(l)

(5)

(6)

All other applicable development standards for features explicitly
included in the application.
(m) An approved adjustment to a standard pursuant to the provisions
beginning at EC 9.8015 of this land use code constitutes compliance
with the standard.
Public improvements as required by this land use code or as a condition of
approval will be completed prior to issuance of a development permit, or:
(a) A performance bond or suitable substitute as agreed upon by the city
has been filed with the city finance officer in an amount sufficient to
assure the completion of all required public improvements; or
(b) A petition for public improvements and for the assessment of the real
property for the improvements has been signed by the property owner
seeking the conditional use permit, and the petition has been accepted
by the city engineer.
If the standards addressed under EC 9.8100(4) require a public street, or if the
applicant proposes the creation of a public street, the proposal will provide
pedestrian and bicycle circulation to residential areas, transit stops,
neighborhood activity centers, parks, schools, commercial centers, office
parks, and industrial parks located within ¼ mile radius of the development
site, provided the city makes findings to demonstrate consistency with
constitutional requirements.

Section 31. Subsection (2) of Section 9.8105 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to
provide as follows:
9.8105
(2)

Conditional Use Permits within the NR Natural Resource Zone or /WB Wetland
Buffer Overlay Zone.
***
Criteria for Hearings Official Approval. Applications for conditional use permits
within the NR natural resource zone or /WB wetland buffer overlay zone shall be
processed and scheduled for public hearings in the same manner as other
conditional use permit applications, except that NR standards (2) through (19) listed
in EC 9.2530 Natural Resource Zone Development Standards shall be considered
as additional criteria along with the criteria listed in EC 9.8090 Conditional Use
Permit Approval Criteria – General/Discretionary.

Section 32. Section 9.8205 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to provide as follows:
9.8205

Applicability of Partition, Tentative Plan Applications. Requests to create 2 or 3
parcels shall be subject to the partition provisions of this land use code, following a
Type II application procedure, except as provided for concurrent applications in EC
9.8005.
(1) A tentative plan application to partition land may be submitted and reviewed
concurrently with a tentative PUD application following a Type III application
procedure. If a partition application that also involves a PUD application is not
submitted concurrently with the tentative PUD application, the partition
application may not be submitted until a tentative PUD is approved. (Refer to
EC 9.8305 Applicability.)
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(2) If a partition tentative plan application is not reviewed concurrently with a
tentative PUD application, no development permit shall be issued by the city
prior to approval of the tentative partition application. If a tentative partition is
reviewed concurrently with a tentative PUD application, no development permit
shall be issued by the city prior to approval of the final PUD application in
accordance with EC 9.8305.
Section 33. Subsection (4) of Section 9.8210 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to
provide as follows:
9.8210

Partition, Tentative Plan Application Requirements. In addition to the provisions
in EC 9.7010 Application Filing, the following specific requirements apply to partition
tentative plan applications:
***
(4) If the proposal includes housing, the written statement submitted with the
partition application shall clearly state whether the applicant is electing to use
the discretionary approval criteria in EC 9.8215 Partition, Tentative Plan
Approval Criteria- General/Discretionary instead of the approval criteria found
in EC 9.8220 Partition, Tentative Plan Approval Criteria- Housing/Clear and
Objective.

Section 34. The heading of Section 9.8215 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to
provide as follows:
9.8215

Partition, Tentative Plan Approval Criteria- General/Discretionary. The
planning director shall approve, approve with conditions, or deny a partition, with
findings and conclusions. Approval, or approval with conditions, shall be based on
compliance with the following criteria:
***

Section 35. Section 9.8220 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to provide as follows:
9.8220

Partition, Tentative Plan Approval Criteria- Housing/Clear and Objective.
Unless the applicant elects to use the discretionary criteria contained in EC 9.8215
Partition, Tentative Plan Approval Criteria- General/Discretionary, for housing
applications entitled to clear and objective review pursuant to state statute, the
planning director shall approve, conditionally approve, or deny the partition
application based on compliance with the following criteria:
(1) The proposed partition complies with all of the following:
(a) EC 9.2000 through 9.4170 regarding applicable parcel dimensions and
density requirements for the subject zone and any applicable overlay
zones. Within the /WR Water Resources Conservation Overlay Zone or
/WQ Water Quality Overlay Zone, no new lot may be created if more
than 33% of the lot, as created, would be occupied by either:
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1.

(2)
(3)

(4)

The combined area of the /WR conservation setback and any
portion of the Goal 5 Water Resource Site that extends landward
beyond the conservation setback; or
2.
The /WQ Management Area.
(b) EC 9.6800 through EC 9.6875 Standards for Streets, Alleys, and Other
Public Ways.
(c) EC 9.6500 through EC 9.6505 Public Improvement Standards.
(d) EC 9.6706 Development in Flood Plains through EC 9.6709 Special
Flood Hazard Areas – Standards.
(e) EC 9.6710(6) Geological and Geotechnical Analysis.
(f)
EC 9.6735 Public Access Required.
(g) EC 9.6750 Special Setback Standards.
(h) EC 9.6775 Underground Utilities.
(i)
EC 9.6780 Vision Clearance Area.
(j)
EC 9.6791 through 9.6797 regarding stormwater flood control, quality,
flow control for headwaters area, oil control, source control, easements,
and operation and maintenance.
(k) All other applicable development standards for features explicitly
included in the application.
An approved adjustment to a standard pursuant to the provisions beginning at
EC 9.8015 of this land use code constitutes compliance with the standard.
The proposed partition will not cause any existing improvements on proposed
lots to be inconsistent with applicable standards in this land use code.
If the provisions of EC 9.8220(2) require a public street, or if the applicant
proposes the creation of a public street, the following criteria also apply:
(a) The proposed land uses and densities within the partition are consistent
with the land use designation(s) shown on the comprehensive plan
diagram, as refined in any applicable refinement plan.
(b) Provision of pedestrian, bicycle and transit circulation among buildings
located within the development site, as well as to adjacent and nearby
residential areas, transit stops, neighborhood activity centers, office
parks, and industrial parks, provided the city makes findings to
demonstrate consistency with constitutional requirements. “Nearby”
means uses within 1/4 mile that can reasonably be expected to be used
by pedestrians, and uses within 2 miles that can reasonably be expected
to be used by bicyclists.
On R-1 zoned property, if the partition results in a parcel greater than 13,500
square feet in size based on EC 9.2761(5)(b), the application shall indicate the
location of parcel lines and other details of layout that show future division
may be made without violating the requirements of this land use code and
without interfering with the orderly extension of adjacent streets, bicycle paths,
and accessways. Any restriction of buildings within future street, bicycle path,
and accessway locations shall be made a matter of record in the tentative plan
approval.
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Section 36. Subsections (2)(c) and (5) of Section 9.8310 of the Eugene Code, 1971, are
amended to provide as follows:
9.8310

Tentative Planned Unit Development General Application Requirements.
***
(2) Project Coordinator and Professional Design Team. The tentative PUD
application shall identify the PUD project coordinator and the professional
design team and certify compliance with the following:
(c) Plan Certification. Certification of the services of the professionals
responsible for particular drawings shall appear on those drawings.
***
(5) Housing. If the proposal includes housing, the written statement submitted
with the PUD application shall clearly state whether the applicant is proceeding
under: (a) the approval criteria in EC 9.8320 Tentative Planned Unit
Development Approval Criteria- General/Discretionary; or (b) the approval
criteria in EC 9.8325 Tentative Planned Unit Development Approval CriteriaHousing/Clear and Objective.

Section 37. The heading of Section 9.8320 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to
provide as follows:
9.8320

Tentative Planned Unit Development Approval Criteria- General/Discretionary.
The hearings official shall approve, approve with conditions, or deny a tentative
PUD application with findings and conclusions. Decisions approving an application,
or approving with conditions, shall be based on compliance with the following
criteria:
***

Section 38. Section 9.8325 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to provide as follows:
9.8325

Tentative Planned Unit Development Approval Criteria – Housing/Clear and
Objective. Unless the applicant elects to use the discretionary criteria contained in
EC 9.8320 Tentative Planned Unit Development Approval CriteriaGeneral/Discretionary, for housing applications entitled to clear and objective review
pursuant to state statute, the hearings official shall approve, conditionally approve,
or deny the PUD application based on compliance with the following criteria:
(1) The proposal complies with EC 9.5860 Transition Standards.
(2) The proposed land uses and densities within the PUD are consistent with the
land use designation(s) shown on the comprehensive plan diagram, as refined
in any applicable refinement plan.
(3) For areas not included on the city’s acknowledged Goal 5 inventory, the PUD
preserves existing natural resources by compliance with the provisions of EC
9.6880 to EC 9.6885 Tree Preservation and Removal Standards.
(4) The PUD provides safe and adequate transportation systems through
compliance with all of the following:
(a) EC 9.6800 through EC 9.6875 Standards for Streets, Alleys, and Other
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Public Ways.
Provision of pedestrian, bicycle and transit circulation among buildings
located within the development site, as well as to adjacent and nearby
residential areas, transit stops, neighborhood activity centers, office
parks, and industrial parks, provided the city makes findings to
demonstrate consistency with constitutional requirements. “Nearby”
means uses within 1/4 mile that can reasonably be expected to be used
by pedestrians, and uses within 2 miles that can reasonably be expected
to be used by bicyclists.
The PUD complies with all of the following:
(a) EC 9.2000 through EC 9.4170 regarding applicable lot dimensions and
density requirements for the subject zone and any applicable overlay
zones. Within the /WR Water Resources Conservation Overlay Zone or
/WQ Water Quality Overlay Zone, no new lot may be created if more
than 33% of the lot, as created, would be occupied by either:
1.
The combined area of the /WR conservation setback and any
portion of the Goal 5 Water Resource Site that extends landward
beyond the conservation setback; or
2.
The /WQ Management Area.
(b) EC 9.6500 through 9.6505 Public Improvement Standards.
(c) EC 9.6706 Development in Flood Plains through EC 9.6709 Special
Flood Hazard Areas – Standards.
(d) EC 9.6710(6) Geological and Geotechnical Analysis.
(e) EC 9.6730 Pedestrian Circulation On-Site.
(f)
EC 9.6735 Public Access Required.
(g) EC 9.6750 Special Setback Standards.
(h) EC 9.6775 Underground Utilities.
(i)
EC 9.6780 Vision Clearance Area.
(j)
EC 9.6791 through 9.6797 regarding stormwater flood control, quality,
flow control for headwaters area, oil control, source control, easements,
and operation and maintenance.
(k)
All applicable development standards explicitly addressed in the
application.
An approved adjustment to a standard pursuant to the provisions beginning at
EC 9.8015 of this land use code constitutes compliance with the standard.
The applicant has demonstrated that wastewater service, transportation
service, stormwater service, water service, and electrical service will be
provided to the site prior to the need for those facilities and services. Where
the facility or service is not already serving the site, this demonstration
requires evidence of at least one of the following:
(a)
Prior written commitment of public funds by the appropriate public
agencies.
(b)
Prior acceptance by the appropriate public agency of a written
commitment by the applicant or other party to provide private services
and facilities.
(c)
A written commitment by the applicant or other party to provide for
offsetting all added public costs or early commitment of public funds
made necessary by development, submitted on a form acceptable to
the city manager.
PUDs proposed on development sites that are two acres or larger must
comply with either subparagraph (a) or (b), below:

(b)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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(a)

(8)

The PUD is located within 1/2-mile of a public park, public recreation
facility, or public school (determined using the shortest distance as
measured along a straight line between a point along the perimeter of
the development site and a point along a property line of a public park,
public recreation facility, or public school); or
(b) The PUD shall provide common open space within the development as
follows:
1.
Common open space area.
a. If the average lot area is equal to or greater than the minimum
lot area of the base zone, then the PUD shall provide common
open space within the development site equal to a minimum of
10 percent of the net acres of the development site or 14,500
square feet, whichever is greater.
b. If the average lot area is below the minimum lot area of the
base zone, then the PUD shall provide common open space
within the development site equal to a minimum of 15 percent
of the net acres of the development site or 14,500 square feet,
whichever is greater.
For the purpose of this subparagraph, net acres means the total
development site area minus area(s) for public or private streets. In
no case shall the common open space requirement exceed one
acre.
2.
Common open space shall be provided in one separate tract of
land, except that developments providing more than 29,000 square
feet of common open space may include up to three common open
space tracts provided no tract is less than 14,500 square feet.
3.
Ownership of the common open space tract(s) must be dedicated
to all lot or parcel owners within the development site.
4.
Each common open space tract must include a portion with
minimum dimensions of 70 feet by 70 feet.
5.
Except where each lot or parcel in the development abuts one or
more of the common open space area(s), common open space
tracts must have a minimum of 10 feet of lot frontage along an
existing or proposed public way or private street.
6.
Common open space tracts do not have to meet lot standards.
(c) For proposals that include multiple-family development, compliance with
subparagraph (a) or (b) shall constitute compliance with the
requirements of EC 9.5500(9).
For any PUD located within or partially within the boundaries of the South Hills
Study, the following additional approval criteria apply:
(a) Development on any portion of the development site located above 900
feet elevation is limited by the following:
1.
The sum of all building area, measured using building footprints,
shall not exceed 5,000 square feet on proposed new lots or
parcels.
2.
Driveways shall not exceed 20 feet in width on proposed new lots
or parcels.
(b) Development on any portion of the development site located above 900
feet elevation shall be setback at least 300 feet from the ridgeline unless
there is a determination by the city manager that the area is not needed
as a connection to the city’s ridgeline trail system. For purposes of this
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(c)

section, the ridgeline shall be considered as the line indicated as being
the urban growth boundary.
Residential density is limited as follows:
1.
In the area west of Friendly Street, the maximum level of new
development per gross acre shall be 8 units per acre.
2.
In the area east of Friendly Street, the maximum level of new
development per gross acre shall be limited to 5 units per acre.
3.
Housing developed as Controlled Income and Rent Housing shall
be exempt from the density limitations in subsections 1 and 2
above, but are subject to the other applicable development
standards and review procedures.
4.
For any portion of the development site located above 900 feet
elevation, the maximum density shall be 2.5 units per gross acre,
or one dwelling per legal lot in existence as of August 1, 2001,
whichever is greater. This subsection does not preclude the
addition of an accessory dwelling on any legal lot.

Section 39. Subsection (4) of Section 9.8360 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is deleted.
9.8360

Planned Unit Development, Final Plan Application Requirements. In addition to
the provisions in EC 9.7010 Application Filing, the following specific requirements
apply to PUD final plan applications:
***

Section 40. Section 9.8365 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to provide as follows:
9.8365

Final Planned Unit Development Approval Criteria. The planning director shall
approve, approve with conditions, or deny a final PUD application, based on
compliance with the following criteria:
(1) The final PUD plan conforms with the approved tentative PUD plan and all
conditions attached thereto.
(2) For final PUDs not associated with a land division, public improvements as
required by this land use code or as a condition of tentative plan approval will
be completed prior to issuance of a development permit, or:
(a) A performance bond or suitable substitute as agreed upon by the city
has been filed with the city finance officer in an amount sufficient to
assure the completion of all required public improvements; or
(b) A petition for public improvements and for the assessment of the real
property for the improvements has been signed by the property owner
seeking the subdivision, and the petition has been accepted by the city
engineer.
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Section 41. The heading of Section 9.8440 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to
provide as follows:
9.8440

Site Review Approval Criteria- General/Discretionary. The planning director
shall approve, conditionally approve, or deny the site review application. Approval
or conditional approval shall be based on compliance with the following criteria:
***

Section 42. Section 9.8445 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to provide as follows:
9.8445

Site Review Approval Criteria- Housing/Clear and Objective. Unless the
applicant elects to use the discretionary criteria contained in EC 9.8440 Site Review
Approval Criteria- General/Discretionary, for housing applications entitled to clear
and objective review pursuant to state statute, the planning director shall approve,
conditionally approve, or deny the site review application based on compliance with
the following criteria:
(1) The proposal complies with EC 9.5860 Transition Standards.
(2) For a proposal for multiple family developments, the proposal complies with
the standards contained in EC 9.5500 Multiple Family Standards.
(3) For areas not included on the city’s acknowledged Goal 5 inventory, the
proposal will preserve existing natural resources by compliance with the
provisions of EC 9.6880 through EC 9.6885 Tree Preservation and Removal
Standards.
(4) The proposal complies with all of the following:
(a)
EC 9.2000 through EC 9.4170 regarding applicable lot dimensions and
density requirements for the subject zone and any applicable overlay
zones.
(b) EC 9.6800 through EC 9.6875 Standards for Streets, Alleys, and Other
Public Ways.
(c)
EC 9.6500 through 9.6505 Public Improvement Standards.
(d)
EC 9.6706 Development in Flood Plains through EC 9.6709 Special
Flood Hazard Areas – Standards.
(e)
EC 9.6710(6) Geological and Geotechnical Analysis.
(f)
EC 9.6730 Pedestrian Circulation On-Site.
(g)
EC 9.6735 Public Access Required.
(h)
EC 9.6750 Special Setback Standards.
(i)
EC 9.6775 Underground Utilities.
(j)
EC 9.6780 Vision Clearance Area.
(k) EC 9.6791 through 9.6797 regarding stormwater flood control, quality,
flow control for headwaters area, oil control, source control, easements,
and operation and maintenance.
(l)
All other applicable development standards for features explicitly
included in the application.
An approved adjustment to a standard pursuant to the provisions beginning at
EC 9.8015 of this land use code constitutes compliance with the standard.
(5) Public improvements as required by this land use code or as a condition of
approval will be completed prior to issuance of a development permit, or:
(a) A performance bond or suitable substitute as agreed upon by the city
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(6)

has been filed with the city finance officer in an amount sufficient to
assure the completion of all required public improvements; or
(b) A petition for public improvements and for the assessment of the real
property for the improvements has been signed by the property owner
seeking the subdivision, and the petition has been accepted by the city
engineer.
If the standards addressed under EC 9.8445(4) require a public street, or if the
applicant proposes the creation of a public street, the proposal will provide
pedestrian and bicycle circulation to adjacent residential areas, transit stops,
neighborhood activity centers, parks, schools, commercial centers, office
parks, and industrial parks located within ¼ mile radius of the development
site, provided the city makes findings to demonstrate consistency with
constitutional requirements.

Section 43. Section 9.8505 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to provide as follows:
9.8505

Applicability of Subdivision, Tentative Plan Applications.
Requests to create 4 or more lots shall be subject to the subdivision provisions of
this land use code under a Type II application process, except as provided for
concurrent applications in EC 9.8005.
(1) A tentative plan application to subdivide land may be submitted and reviewed
concurrently with a tentative PUD application following a Type III application
procedure. If a subdivision application that also involves a PUD application is
not submitted concurrently with a tentative PUD application, the subdivision
application may not be submitted until a tentative PUD application is
approved. (Refer to EC 9.8305 Applicability.)
(2) If a subdivision tentative plan application is not reviewed concurrently with a
tentative PUD application, no development permit shall be issued by the city
prior to approval of the tentative subdivision application. If subdivision
tentative plan application is reviewed concurrently with a tentative PUD
application, no development permit shall be issued by the city prior to approval
of the final PUD application in accordance with EC 9.8305.

Section 44. Subsection (5) of Section 9.8510 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to
provide as follows:
9.8510

Subdivision, Tentative Plan Application Requirements. In addition to the
provisions in EC 9.7010 Application Filing, the following specific requirements shall
apply to tentative subdivision plan applications:
***
(5) If the proposal includes housing, the written statement submitted with the
subdivision application shall clearly state whether the applicant is electing to
use the discretionary approval criteria in EC 9.8515 Subdivision, Tentative
Plan Approval Criteria- General/Discretionary instead of the approval criteria
found in EC 9.8520 Subdivision, Tentative Plan Approval CriteriaHousing/Clear and Objective.
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Section 45. Subsection (2) of Section 9.8515 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to
provide as follows:
9.8515

Subdivision, Tentative Plan Approval Criteria – General/Discretionary. The
planning director shall approve, approve with conditions, or deny a proposed
subdivision. Approval, or approval with conditions shall be based on compliance
with the following criteria:
***
(2) Approval does not impede the future best use of the remainder of the property
under the same ownership or adversely affect the development of the
remainder or any adjoining land or access thereto, based on the provisions of
this land use code. For subdivisions involving phasing, it shall be
demonstrated that each sequential phase will maintain consistency with the
provisions of EC 9.8515 Tentative Subdivision Approval Criteria –
General/Discretionary.
***

Section 46. Section 9.8520 of the Eugene Code, 1971, is amended to provide as follows:
9.8520

Subdivision, Tentative Plan Approval Criteria – Housing/Clear and Objective.
Unless the applicant elects to use the discretionary criteria contained in EC 9.8515
Subdivision, Tentative Plan Approval Criteria- General/Discretionary, for housing
applications entitled to clear and objective review pursuant to state statute, the
planning director shall approve, conditionally approve, or deny the subdivision
application.
(1) The proposed land uses and densities are consistent with the land use
designation(s) shown on the comprehensive plan diagram, as refined in any
applicable refinement plan.
(2) The proposed subdivision complies with all of the following, unless specifically
exempt from compliance through a code provision applicable to a special area
zone or overlay zone:
(a) EC 9.2000 through EC 9.4170 regarding applicable lot dimensions and
density requirements for the subject zone and any applicable overlay
zones. Within the /WR Water Resources Conservation Overlay Zone or
/WQ Water Quality Overlay Zone, no new lot may be created if more
than 33% of the lot, as created, would be occupied by either:
1.
The combined area of the /WR conservation setback and any
portion of the Goal 5 Water Resource Site that extends landward
beyond the conservation setback; or
2.
The /WQ Management Area.
(b) EC 9.6800 through EC 9.6875 Standards for Streets, Alleys, and Other
Public Ways.
(c) EC 9.6500 through EC 9.6505 Public Improvement Standards.
(d) EC 9.6706 Development in Flood Plains through EC 9.6709 Special
Flood Hazard Areas – Standards.
(e) EC 9.6710(6) Geological and Geotechnical Analysis.
(f)
EC 9.6730 Pedestrian Circulation On-Site.
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(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)

(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
(8)

EC 9.6735 Public Access Required.
EC 9.6750 Special Setback Standards.
EC 9.6775 Underground Utilities.
EC 9.6780 Vision Clearance Area.
EC 9.6791 through 9.6797 regarding stormwater flood control, quality,
flow control for headwaters area, oil control, source control, easements,
and operation and maintenance.
An approved adjustment to a standard pursuant to the provisions beginning at
EC 9.8015 of this land use code constitutes compliance with the standard.
The proposed subdivision will not cause any existing improvements on
proposed lots to be inconsistent with applicable standards in this land use
code.
The proposed subdivision provides for the provision of pedestrian, bicycle and
transit circulation among buildings located within the development site, as well
as to adjacent and nearby residential areas, transit stops, neighborhood
activity centers, office parks, and industrial parks, provided the city makes
findings to demonstrate consistency with constitutional requirements.
“Nearby” means uses within 1/4 mile that can reasonably be expected to be
used by pedestrians, and uses within 2 miles that can reasonably be expected
to be used by bicyclists.
For areas not included on the city’s acknowledged Goal 5 inventory, the
subdivision will preserve existing natural resources by compliance with the
provisions of EC 9.6880 through EC 9.6885 Tree Preservation and Removal
Standards.
On R-1 zoned property, if the subdivision results in a lot greater than 13,500
square feet in size based on EC 9.2761(5)(b), the application shall indicate the
location of lot lines and other details of layout that show future division may be
made without violating the requirements of this land use code and without
interfering with the orderly extension of adjacent streets, bicycle paths, and
accessways. Any restriction of buildings within future street, bicycle path, and
accessway locations shall be made a matter of record in the tentative plan
approval.
The subdivision complies with development standards explicitly addressed in
the application or is granted adjustments thereto pursuant to the provisions
beginning at EC 9.8015 of this land use code.
Where all or a portion of a development site is within the South Hills Study and
above 700 feet in elevation, the proposed development shall have received
initial approval through the Planned Unit Development process. Where all or a
portion of the development site is within the South Hills Study and is between
500 feet and 701 feet, and the development site is at least 4 acres with areas
of the development site containing slopes that exceed 20%, the proposal shall
have received initial approval through the Planned Unit Development process.

Section 47. The zip file located on the flash drive attached as Exhibit B-1 to this Ordinance,
which contains data identifying the location of areas of moderate and high landslide susceptibility
within Eugene’s urban growth boundary, is hereby adopted as the City’s official Eugene Landslide
Hazard Map. The PDFs located on the flash drive attached as Exhibit B-1 to this Ordinance,
Ordinance - Page 33 of 34
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Figure
9.5860(2){a)2.
Transition Standards
Sloped Setback
(Option 2* Requirement)
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See EC 9.5860(2)(b)
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* Note: this figure illustrates the sloped setback requirement of EC 9.5860(2)(a)2. Transition Standards Option 2.
Other more restrictive code requirements may also apply.
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Placeholder for
Flash Drive / Eugene Landslide Hazard Map
Link to the datasets online: https://mapping.eugene-or.gov/datasets/eugene-landslide-hazard
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Eugene Landslide Hazard Map
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Findings
Clear & Objective
(City File CA 20‐4)
Overview
As part of the Envision Eugene urban growth boundary (UGB) process the Eugene City Council
initiated several projects related to housing. This Clear and Objective Housing Approval Criteria
Update is one of those projects and is intended to update and improve the City’s regulations
related to housing. Currently, the City offers two paths to approval for land use applications
involving housing. One track, referred to in the amendment as the Clear and Objective Track
includes only clear and objective standards, conditions and procedures. The second approval track,
called the Discretionary Track, includes approval criteria that are subjective in nature offering a
discretionary option for applicants seeking greater flexibility. Applicants proposing housing are
entitled to proceed under the Clear and Objective Track but have the option to proceed under the
Discretionary Track.

Findings
Eugene Code Section 9.8065 sets out the following approval criteria (in bold italics) for a land
use a code amendment:
(1)

The amendment is consistent with applicable statewide planning goals adopted by the
Land Conservation and Development Commission.

Goal 1 ‐ Citizen Involvement. To develop a citizen involvement program that insures the
opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process.
The City has acknowledged provisions for community involvement which ensure the
opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process and which set out
the requirements for such involvement. The land use code amendments do not amend the
City’s citizen involvement program. The process for adopting these amendments complies with
Goal 1 because it is consistent with the City’s acknowledged citizen involvement provisions.
In addition to meeting the minimum requirements for compliance with Goal 1, significant public
involvement occurred prior to the formal adoption process. As part of Phase 1 outreach, prior
to the formal adoption process, staff reached out to stakeholders to solicit input on identifying
key issues to be addressed within the scope of the Clear & Objective Housing Approval Criteria
Update. Outreach included listening sessions, focus group sessions, phone calls, and in‐person
follow‐up sessions. Staff hosted focus group sessions on June 11 and 12, 2018, to gather
stakeholder observations regarding residential development and to solicit specific input on how
the City’s current clear and objective criteria are working. Over 50 stakeholders were invited to
participate and 24 people representing neighborhood associations and residents, housing
builders and developers, design professionals, housing advocates and affordable housing
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providers attended the sessions. All stakeholders, including those who were not able to attend
a session, were invited to submit written comments over a three‐week period.
As part of Phase 2 outreach, staff held a series of four working group meetings to engage
stakeholders in discussions related to significant key issues identified during Phase 1. Over the
course of Phase 2, the interested parties list grew to over 80 members. Meeting invites and
reminders were sent to all interested parties. In addition, an outreach flyer was provided to
various City committees such as the Housing Policy Board, the Sustainability Commission, the
Historic Review Board, and the Active Transportation Committee. Project updates were
included monthly in the Envision Eugene e‐newsletter that reaches over 1,500 community
members. Over 40 stakeholders representing neighborhood associations and residents, housing
builders and developers, design professionals, housing advocates, and affordable housing
providers attended some or all of the working group meetings.
This project was designed to be accessible to everyone. Meeting videos and materials along
with online surveys were provided on the project website so that anyone wanting to participate
had access to the materials. City staff also offered four two‐hour drop‐in “office hour” sessions
for anyone with questions about the project, the land use process, or the issues and possible
concepts discussed at the working groups.
During Phase 3, the draft code writing phase, interested parties had opportunities to provide
comment on draft code amendments. Their feedback helped to drive refinements processed
through multiple Planning Commission and City Council work sessions.
Finally, a Notice of Proposed Amendment was filed with the Oregon Department of Land
Conservation and Development on September 18, 2020. A public hearing was held before the
Planning Commission on October 20, 2020. Consistent with land use code requirements, the
Planning Commission public hearing on the proposal was duly noticed to all neighborhood
organizations in Eugene, as well as community groups and individuals who requested notice. In
addition, notice of the public hearing was published in the Register Guard. Information
concerning the amendments, including the dates of the public hearings, was posted on the City
of Eugene website.
These processes afforded ample opportunity for citizen involvement consistent with Goal 1.
Therefore, the ordinance is consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 1.
Goal 2 ‐ Land Use Planning. To establish a land use planning process and policy framework as a
basis for all decisions and actions related to use of land and to assure an adequate factual basis
for such decisions and actions.
Eugene’s land use code specifies the formal adoption procedure and approval criteria that were
used in considering these amendments. The record shows that there is an adequate factual
basis for the amendments. The Goal 2 coordination requirement is met when the City engages
in an exchange, or invites such an exchange, between the City and any affected governmental
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unit and when the City uses the information obtained in the exchange to balance the needs of
citizens.
To comply with the Goal 2 coordination requirement, the City engaged in an exchange about
the subject of these amendments with affected governmental units. Specifically, the City
provided notice of the proposed action and opportunity to comment to the Oregon
Department of Land Conservation and Development, as well as to Lane County and the City of
Springfield. There are no exceptions to Statewide Planning Goal 2 required for these
amendments. Therefore, the amendments are consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 2.
Goal 3 ‐ Agricultural Lands. To preserve and maintain agricultural lands.
The amendments will affect properties located within the City of Eugene and do not affect any
lands designated by the comprehensive plan for agricultural use. To the extent that there are
properties within the City currently zoned for agricultural use the proposed amendments do
not force a discontinuance of agricultural practices. As the amendments are intended to reduce
barriers to construction of housing within the City they may reduce the need to expand the
City’s urban growth boundary in a way that impacts agricultural land in the future. The
amendments are consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 3.
Goal 4 ‐ Forest Lands. To conserve forest lands.
The amendments will affect properties located within the City of Eugene and do not affect any
lands designated by the comprehensive plan for forest use. Therefore, Statewide Planning Goal
4 does not apply. To the extent that the amendments may have an indirect impact on forest
lands, they are consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 4 because they remove barriers to
building housing on land within the city, potentially reducing the need to expand the City’s
urban growth boundary in the future.
Goal 5 ‐ Natural Resources, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Open Spaces. To conserve open space
and protect natural and scenic resources.
OAR 660‐023‐0250(3) provides: Local governments are not required to apply Goal 5 in
consideration of a PAPA unless the PAPA affects a Goal 5 resource. For purposes of this section,
a PAPA would affect a Goal 5 resource only if:
(a)
The PAPA creates or amends a resource list or a portion of an acknowledged plan or land
use regulation adopted in order to protect a significant Goal 5 resource or to address
specific requirements of Goal 5;
(b)
The PAPA allows new uses that could be conflicting uses with a particular significant
Goal 5 resource site on an acknowledged resource list; or
(c)
The PAPA amends an acknowledged UGB and factual information is submitted
demonstrating that a resource site, or the impact areas of such a site, is included in the
amended UGB area.
These amendments do not create or amend the City’s list of Goal 5 resources, do not amend a
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code provision adopted in order to protect a significant Goal 5 resource or to address specific
requirements of Goal 5, do not allow new uses that could be conflicting uses with a significant
Goal 5 resource site and do not amend the acknowledged urban growth boundary. Therefore,
the proposed amendments are consistent with Statewide Planning Goal.
Goal 6 ‐ Air, Water and Land Resource Quality. To maintain and improve the quality of the air,
water and land resources of the state.
Goal 6 addresses waste and process discharges from development, and is aimed at protecting
air, water and land from impacts from those discharges. The amendments do not affect the
City’s ability to provide for clean air, water or land resources. Therefore, the amendments are
consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 6.
Goal 7 ‐ Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards. To protect life and property from
natural disasters and hazards.
Goal 7 requires that local government planning programs include provisions to protect people
and property from natural hazards such as floods, landslides, earthquakes and related hazards,
tsunamis, and wildfires. The amendments update the requirements of EC 9.6710 Geological
and Geotechnical Analysis for applicants proposing housing. The amendments require
consideration of the Eugene Landslide Hazard Map by a design professional as a part of the
development of a housing project. To the extent that the amendments add additional
requirements for development and set more specific standards for required geological and
geotechnical analyses, these updates are consistent with Goal 7. The amendments are
consistent with Goal 7.
Goal 8 ‐ Recreational Needs. To satisfy the recreational needs of the citizens of the state and
visitors and, where appropriate, to provide for the siting of necessary recreational facilities
including destination resorts.
Goal 8 ensures that recreational facilities are provided to Oregon citizens and is primarily
concerned with the provision of recreational facilities in non‐urban areas of the state. The
amendments do not affect the City’s provisions for or citizen’s access to recreation areas,
facilities, or recreational opportunities. To the extent that the amendments can be related to
this goal, EC 9.8325(9 now 7) sets a requirement for Planned Unit Developments (PUD’s) to be
near public parks, recreation facilities, or provide common open space that can be provided.
This requirement provides support for Goal 8 as PUD’s are often larger scale developments that
provide housing for a large number of people. By requiring the development occur near an
existing recreation space, or providing common open space the criterion helps to support City
efforts to provide recreation space. Therefore, the proposed amendments are consistent with
Statewide Planning Goal 8.
Goal 9 ‐ Economic Development. To provide adequate opportunities throughout the state for a
variety of economic activities vital to the health, welfare, and prosperity of Oregon’s citizens.
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Goal 9 requires cities to evaluate the supply and demand of commercial land relative to
community economic objectives. The amendments do not impact the supply of industrial or
commercial lands. Therefore, the amendments are consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 9.
Goal 10 ‐ Housing. To provide for the housing needs of citizens of the state.
Goal 10 requires the City to provide an adequate supply of buildable land to accommodate the
City’s estimated housing needs for a 20‐year planning period. The Envision Eugene Residential
Land Supply Study (2017) includes an inventory of buildable lands for residential use. The
Envision Eugene Residential Land Supply Study was adopted by the City of Eugene as a
refinement of the Envision Eugene Comprehensive Plan and complies with the requirements of
Goal 10 and the corresponding Administrative Rule.
In order to calculate the residential development capacity in Eugene, the Envision Eugene
Residential Land Supply Study estimated the capacity of Eugene’s residential land supply to
accommodate new housing units by converting the land supply into a number of potential
dwelling units. This “capacity analysis,” allowed the City to account for the differing
development capacity of different areas within its urban growth boundary.
Factors such as elevation, slope, and parcel size can affect the capacity of Eugene’s land supply
to accommodate new units of housing. The capacity analysis uses different density assumptions
for land depending on its land use designation (LDR, MDR, or HDR), elevation (below or above
900’), slope (less than or more than 5%), and lot size (acres located on lots of less than 1 acre,
1‐5 acres, or 5 or more acres). Due in part to the land use regulations in effect at the time the
capacity analysis was conducted, the analysis assumed lower densities on sloped parcels and
parcels located above 900 feet in elevation. Additionally, the capacity analysis made
assumptions about future development density based on historic development trends which
were influenced by existing land use regulations.
The analysis to arrive at assumptions about the capacity of the residential land took into
account constraints that could limit residential development on residential land. The allocation
of housing types to each plan designation and the density assumptions used are derived from
the housing type allocations and densities actually seen in these plan designations during the
development review period.
Part V of the Residential Land Supply Study is the City’s final Residential Buildable Lands
Inventory for the 2012‐2032 planning period. That Inventory includes maps which demonstrate
there is sufficient buildable land designated on the Metro Plan Diagram to satisfy the housing
needs for the planning period.
The proposed land use code amendments do not alter or amend the City’s adopted Envision
Eugene Residential Lands Supply Study. The amendments are simply intended to increase the
efficiency, effectiveness, and clarity of the City’s clear and objective land use standards.
However, one potential outcome of the amendments is a net‐positive impact on the supply of
residential land available for housing. The amendments remove or modify several clear and
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objective standards that currently constrain development of housing, such as: removal of the
requirement for a 30 foot buffer along the perimeter of a PUD site; removal of the prohibition
on grading on slopes of 20% or greater; removal of a 40% open space requirement for PUDs
and substitution of an open space requirement that is only triggered when open space is not
available within a half mile of the development and is scalable based on the size of the site;
modification of a 300 foot setback for PUDs from the ridgeline in the City’s south hills so that
the setback only applies to areas above 900 feet in elevation; and modification of the tentative
PUD criterion that prohibited most housing above 901 feet in elevation to allow 2.5 dwelling
units per gross acre or one dwelling per legal lot in existence as of August 1, 2001, whichever is
greater. These amendments will increase the land area available for housing when proposals
are reviewed under clear and objective standards and are therefore consistent with Goal 10.
Applicants wishing to create higher density developments also have the option to proceed
under the City’s alternative discretionary review tracks (currently called the General tracks),
which may allow greater flexibility to achieve that goal.
The amendments also add required transition standards and modify existing tree preservation
standards. While both the transition standards and tree preservation standards could impact
the area available for development on a specific site, both sets of standards provide developers
with several compliance pathways that allow for substantial flexibility in design of a project,
including the ability to choose a compliance pathway that will prioritize density of
development. A more detailed analysis of the new transition standards and tree preservation
criteria is provided below.
EC 9.5860 Transition Standards for Housing/Clear and Objective Applications is a new set of
standards that will apply to Conditional Use Permits (CUP’s), tentative Planned Unit
Developments (PUD’s), and Site Reviews (SR’s) reviewed under clear and objective standards.
The intent of the transition standards is to create a buffer between areas zoned for lower
density residential use and higher density uses such as multi‐family development, and housing
coupled with services, such as assisted care.
The proposed transition standards provide developers with four different transition options: 1)
building height limitation plus a fence or landscaping; 2) a sloped interior yard setback plus a
fence and trees/landscaping; 3) a 30 foot setback with trees; or 4) a setback of 50 feet or
setback equal to the tallest building on the site, whichever is less. The setback areas may be
used as open space, vehicle use area, pedestrian circulation, bicycle parking, stormwater quality
facilities or landscaping. These options allow configuration of developments subject to the
transition standards in many different ways to provide for flexibility in design and various
densities of development. The proposed transition standards do not, on their face, reduce land
available for development. In other words, although individual sites or designs might be
constrained by the new transition standards, the transition standards themselves are minimal
enough and flexible enough that they do not reduce the City’s residential land capacity.
The amendments also update the tree preservation and removal standards at EC 9.6885 Tree
Preservation and Removal Standards to allow for more options for demonstrating compliance
while adding clarity to the standards. The updated standards include exemptions from tree
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preservation requirements for smaller sites located below 900 feet in elevation, sites with
fewer than 5 trees, and sites zoned for higher density residential development. By creating the
exemptions and thresholds, the proposed amendments avoid impacting small sites where it
may not be as feasible to meet the standards, which could ultimately reduce the buildable area
of smaller lots. By scaling the degree to which a project must consider trees, the updated
standards maintain consistency with Statewide Planning Goal 10.
The updated tree standards require preservation based on the Diameter Breast Height (d.b.h.)
of existing trees on a given site and the location of the site. Higher minimum preservation is
required in areas where adopted City plans and polices, such as the South Hills Study, recognize
the significance of natural views. Previously, EC 9.8325(12) (now EC 9.8325(10)) included a
requirement to cluster buildings to retain 40% of a given development site as common open
space for developments within the South Hills Study area. As discussed above, the 40% open
space requirement is being removed, which results in additional land available for the
development of housing. To balance the potential impacts of allowing development on larger
portions of sites within the South Hills Study area, the requirements for tree preservation are
higher within the area.
The new tree standards provide two pathways to approval, the first requires a complete
inventory of existing significant trees on a site and allows for removal, preservation or
mitigation (replanting) of trees based on the location of the site. The second pathway allows an
applicant to preserve 50 percent of the total existing d.b.h. within specified tree preservation
areas. In the event an applicant has a site with a particularly dense stand of trees and neither
option is workable based on their proposal, the new tree standards also allow for adjustment.
Although individual sites or development plans may be constrained by the new clear and
objective tree preservation and removal standards, the standards themselves are flexible
enough that they do not reduce the City’s residential land capacity.
Because the new transition standards and tree preservation and removal standards are clear
and objective, they must address in a “one‐size‐fits‐all” way the city's legitimate regulatory
interests in public health and safety, as applied to many different properties, each of which may
have topographic or other challenges to development. Consequently, in order to gain approval
of a particular development proposal on a particular property under clear and objective
standards, a developer may be left with less developable property on that site. However, that
does not mean that the new standards diminish the City’s residential land capacity. In order to
maximize density of a particular development, a developer may need to modify their
development proposal to take advantage of the flexibility inherent in the transition and tree
preservation and removal standards, or instead, choose to proceed under the
General/Discretionary track. The new transition and tree preservation and removal standards
both provide various pathways to approval to allow a housing developer to prioritize density of
housing on a site. Further, the transition and tree preservation and removal standards do not
preclude a developer from choosing to proceed under the even more flexible discretionary
development standards. Therefore, the new transition standards and new tree preservation
and removal standards are consistent with Goal 10.
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For all the reasons discussed above, the amendments are consistent with Statewide Planning
Goal 10.
Goal 11‐ Public Facilities and Services. To plan and develop a timely, orderly and efficient
arrangement of public facilities and services to serve as a framework for urban and rural
development.
The amendments do not affect the City’s provision of public facilities and services. Therefore,
Statewide Planning Goal 11 does not apply.

Goal 12‐ Transportation. To provide and encourage a safe, convenient and economic
transportation system.
The Transportation Planning Rule (OAR 660‐012‐0060) contains the following requirement:
(1) If an amendment to a functional plan, an acknowledged comprehensive plan, or a land
use regulation (including a zoning map) would significantly affect an existing or planned
transportation facility, then the local government must put in place measures as
provided in section (2) of this rule, unless the amendment is allowed under section (3),
(9) or (10) of this rule. A plan or land use regulation amendment significantly affects a
transportation facility if it would:
(a)
Change the functional classification of an existing or planned transportation
facility (exclusive of correction of map errors in an adopted plan);
(b)
Change standards implementing a functional classification system; or
(c)
Result in any of the effects listed in paragraphs (A) through (C) of this subsection
based on projected conditions measured at the end of the planning period
identified in the adopted TSP. As part of evaluating projected conditions, the
amount of traffic projected to be generated within the area of the amendment
may be reduced if the amendment includes an enforceable, ongoing requirement
that would demonstrably limit traffic generation, including, but not limited to,
transportation demand management. This reduction may diminish or completely
eliminate the significant effect of the amendment.
(A)
Types or levels of travel or access that are inconsistent with the functional
classification of an existing or planned transportation facility;
(B)
Degrade the performance of an existing or planned transportation facility
such that it would not meet the performance standards identified in the
TSP or comprehensive plan; or
(C)
Degrade the performance of an existing or planned transportation facility
that is otherwise projected to not meet the performance standards
identified in the TSP or comprehensive plan.
The amendments do not change the functional classification of a transportation facility, change
the standards implementing a functional classification system or degrade the performance of a
facility otherwise projected to not meet performance standards. Therefore, the amendments
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do not have a significant effect under OAR 660‐012‐0060(1)(c)(A), (B) or (C). As such, the
amendments do not significantly affect any existing or future transportation facilities. Based on
the above findings, the amendment is consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 12.
Goal 13 ‐ Energy Conservation. To conserve energy.
Goal 13 provides guidance on the management of land and land uses to maximize the
conservation of energy. Goal 13 provides implementation direction focused on lot sizes,
building heights, density of housing, compatibility, and availability of light, wind, and air. The
amendments add a new approval criterion, EC 9.5860 Transition Standards for Housing/Clear
and Objective Applications which includes options that require an applicant to use setbacks or
reduce proposed building heights when property zoned for a lower density zoning is adjacent to
a development site. Alternatively, the amendments allow an applicant to provide additional
open space and landscaping to mitigate the impact of development. The transition standards
align with the intent of Goal 13 by increasing open space and reducing building height. Because
the amendments increase compatibility between land use activities, and allow for the
movement of light, wind, and air the amendments are consistent with Goal 13.
Goal 14 ‐ Urbanization. To provide for an orderly and efficient transition from rural to urban
land use, to accommodate urban population and urban employment inside urban growth
boundaries, to ensure efficient use of land, and to provide for livable communities.
The amendments do not affect the City’s provisions regarding the transition of land from rural
to urban uses. Therefore, the amendments are consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 14.
Goal 15 ‐ Willamette River Greenway. To protect, conserve, enhance and maintain the natural,
scenic, historical, agricultural, economic and recreational qualities of lands along the Willamette
River as the Willamette River Greenway.
The amendments do not contain any changes to the City’s Willamette River Greenway
regulations; therefore, the amendments are consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 15.
Goal 16 through 19 ‐ Estuarine Resources, Coastal Shorelands, Beaches and Dunes, and Ocean
Resources.
There are no coastal, ocean, estuarine, or beach and dune resources related to the property
effected by these amendments. Therefore, these goals are not relevant, and the amendments
will not affect compliance with Statewide Planning Goals 16 through 19.
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Findings
Adopted Area Plans
Clear & Objective
(City File CA 20‐4)

Applicable Metro Plan Policies
The following policies from the Metro Plan (identified below in italics) appear applicable to this
amendment. To the extent that the following policies constitute mandatory approval criteria,
based on the findings provided below, the amendments are consistent with the applicable
provisions of the Metro Plan.
Residential Land Use and Housing Element
A.11

A.12

Promote higher residential density inside the UGB that utilizes existing
infrastructure, improves the efficiency of public services and facilities, and
conserves rural resource lands outside the UGB.
Coordinate higher density residential development with the provision of
adequate infrastructure and services, open space, and other urban amenities.

The above policies are consistent with the proposed amendments. The proposed amendments will increase the
efficiency, effectiveness and clarity of the City’s clear and objective standards, creating an even more
straightforward path to the development of housing, which should incentivize higher residential density and more
affordable residential development within the City. In addition, the updates to EC 9.8325(7) (previously EC
9.8325(9)), refine the requirement for PUD’s to locate dwellings within ¼ mile of recreation areas or provide an
acre of open space for residents. For larger developments, or those located near existing recreation or open space
areas meeting this requirement was feasible. In the case of smaller developments, located away from existing
recreation areas the criterion created potential development barriers. The proposed changes set an applicability
threshold of two acres for development sites, which opens up development potential for small infill sites.
Additionally, the update provides two options for compliance which creates flexibility for a developer based on the
unique nature of a given site. Taken together, the threshold and options have the cumulative effective of providing
more options for development and is consistent with the intent of the policies above.

A.13

Increase overall residential density in the metropolitan area by creating more
opportunities for effectively designed in‐fill, redevelopment, and mixed use while
considering impacts of increased residential density on historic, existing and
future neighborhoods.
A. 14 Review local zoning and development regulations periodically to remove barriers
to higher density housing and to make provision for a full range of housing
options.
A.17 Provide opportunities for a full range of choice in housing type, density, size, cost
and location.
A.18 Encourage a mix of structure types and densities within residential designations
by reviewing and, if necessary, amending local zoning and development
regulations.
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A.23

Reduce impacts of higher density residential and mixed‐use development on
surrounding uses by considering site, landscape, and architectural design
standards or guidelines in local zoning and development regulations.

The above policies have the common themes of increasing density, variety and affordability in
housing types, while considering impacts to existing developments. One of the main goals of
the proposed amendments is to remove barriers to housing by reassessing the City’s clear and
objective zoning regulations. The proposed amendments are intended to provide clarity and
promote efficiency in development, which can open up the possibility for providing denser
housing and/or a wider variety of housing types. To the extent that allowances will increase
development, the impacts of that increased development are balanced with the addition of
transition standards and updated tree preservation standards. A more detailed discussion of
both standards can be found in the statements of compliance under Statewide Planning Goal
10. Based on the balanced approach to making the process for approval under clear and
objective standards more efficient and effective, the amendments are consistent with the
policies above.
A.24

Consider adopting or modifying local zoning and development regulations to
provide a discretionary design review process or clear and objective design
standards, in order to address issues of compatibility, aesthetics, open space, and
other community concerns.

The above policy directs the City to consider updating the code to address compatibility,
aesthetics, open space, and other community concerns. The above policy provides support for
the proposed addition of transition standards, and the proposed updates to tree preservation
and removal standards. The proposed amendments address compatibility, aesthetics, open
space and other community concerns raised during the scoping phase through clear and
objective design standards and, therefore, are consistent with this policy.
A.33

Consider local zoning and development regulations impact on the cost of
housing.

The proposed amendments open up potential for smaller in‐fill sites by reducing barriers and
creating opportunities for more affordable development. By intentionally excluding some
smaller sites from compliance with some of the more stringent standards, potentially undue
cost burdens are minimized. Where possible, proportionality was written into the standards to
better support infill housing development. Based on this consideration, the proposed
amendments are consistent with the above policy.
Envision Eugene Comprehensive Plan
The Envision Eugene Comprehensive Plan does not contain any policies relevant to this
amendment.
Applicable Refinement Plans
To the extent that polices in the refinement plans constitute mandatory approval criteria a
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discussion of the policies that appear to be relevant is provided below. The plan the policy is
from is listed in (bold) followed by policies in (italics) and discussion.
Fairmount‐University of Oregon Special Area:
The following policy appears to be the only policy applicable to the proposed amendments.
Policies – East Campus Area:
4. The City shall encourage the University to develop its high – and medium‐density
residential units with concern for adequate parking and appropriate parking solutions,
regard for landscaping, and consideration of the impact on the rest of the neighborhood.
To the extent that the above policy places responsibility of mitigating impacts to the existing
neighborhood by new development, the proposed amendments are supported by this policy. In
particular, the proposed transition standards will mitigate the potential visual and spatial
impacts of higher intensity development located near lower intensity development.
Jefferson Far West Refinement Plan (1983)
The following residential policies in the Land Use Element of the plan lend general support for
the amendment:
Residential
2.0 Increase the opportunity for home ownership within the area.
3.0 Encourage a mixture of housing densities and types to allow a diverse population
group to live in the area.
15. Low‐to Medium‐Density Residential Area:
This area shall be recognized as a low‐ to medium‐density residential area. The City shall
explore methods of encouraging an increase in residential density yet maintaining the
character of the area. Residential densities beyond ten units per acre shall be allowed,
subject to an approved block plan or rezoning to R‐2 in conjunction with a site review.
One of the main goals of the proposed amendments is to remove barriers to housing by
reassessing the City’s clear and objective zoning regulations. The proposed amendments are
intended to provide clarity and promote efficiency in development, which can open up the
possibility for providing denser housing and/or a wider variety of housing types. More available
housing stock should increase the opportunity for home ownership within the plan area. To the
extent that the amendments will increase development, the proposed transition standards
reduce impacts of higher intensity development when located near property zoned for lower
intensity development. Additionally, the updates to the tree preservation and removal
standards set thresholds which reduce barriers for smaller in‐fill sites which has the potential to
increase density. Based on these findings, the proposed amendments are consistent with the
policies above.
Laurel Hill Plan (1974)
The following policies from the Laurel Hill Plan appear applicable to the proposed code
amendments:
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Laurel Hill Valley
6. The Laurel Hill Plan supports the South Hills Study standards. In general, alteration of
land contours shall be minimized to retain views of natural features and retain as much
of the forested atmosphere as possible. Aside from purely aesthetic considerations, these
hillsides demand care in development because the topsoil is thin and the water runoff is
rapid. Proposed developments shall respect the above considerations. The Valley hillside
policy applies to all land with an average slope, from toe to crest, of 15 percent or
greater. (A 15‐percent slope is one in which the land rises 15 feet per 100 horizontal
feet.)
a. If, in the opinion of the responsible City official, an adverse conservation or
geological condition exists upon a parcel of land proposed for subdivision, or
before any major hillside clearing, excavation, fill or construction is
contemplated, the requirements of the Uniform Building Code, Chapter 70,
Excavation and Grading, and those sections of the code relative to foundation
design may be invoked.
b. Considerable latitude shall be allowed the developer in shaping, depth, and
required street frontages of lots where it is necessary to preserve terrain.
The above policy can be summarized as providing direction to preserve the aesthetics of
hillsides, and functions of soil on hillsides. The proposed amendments update tree preservation
standards to provide more specific standards, and also add more stringent tree preservation
requirements for properties located at a higher elevation. The amendments also update the
requirements for geological and geotechnical analysis, adding additional standards with the
intent of identifying any existing or potential stability issues on a given site. Both updates are
supportive of the above policy because they add more robust standards that can be applied to
applications filed under clear and objective criteria.
River Road‐Santa Clara Urban Facilities Plan (1987)
The following policies from the River Road‐Santa Clara Urban Facilities Plan appear to be
applicable to the proposed code amendments:
1.0 Recognize and maintain the predominately low‐density residential character of the
area consistent with the Metropolitan Plan.
2.0 Provide diversity of housing types in the area. Available techniques include
encouraging reinvestment and rehabilitation of existing housing stock and the use
of development standards that provide for cluster or planned unit development.
One of the main goals of the proposed amendments is to remove barriers to housing by
reassessing the City’s clear and objective zoning regulations. The proposed amendments are
intended to provide clarity and promote efficiency in development, which can open up the
possibility for providing denser housing and/or a wider variety of housing types. More available
housing stock should increase the opportunity for home ownership within the plan area. To the
extent that the amendments will increase development, the proposed transition standards
reduce impacts of higher intensity development when located near property zoned for lower
intensity development.
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1.0 Maintain and enhance the compatibility of adjacent land uses through the use of
appropriate buffering mechanisms, such as landscaping standards.
The proposed addition of transition standards reduces the potential impact of higher intensity
development located near lower intensity development through the use of setbacks,
landscaping, or height restrictions.
South Hills Study:
The following policies from the South Hills Study appear to be applicable to the proposed code
amendments:
Ridgeline Park
1.To insure preservation of those areas most visibly a part of the entire community.
2. To protect areas of high biological value in order to provide for the continued health of
native wildlife and vegetation.
3. To insure provision of recreational areas in close proximity to major concentrations of
population.
4. To provide connective trails between major recreational areas.
5. To provide connective passageways for wildlife between important biological
preserves
6. To contribute to Eugene’s evergreen forest edge; and
7. To provide an open space area as a buffer between the intensive level or urban
development occurring within the urban service area and the rural level of development
occurring outside the urban service area.
Specific Recommendations (Policies)
That all vacant property above an elevation of 901’ be preserved from an intensive level of
development, subject to the following exceptions:
1. Development of individual residences on existing lots; and
2. Development under planned unit development procedures when it can be
demonstrated that a proposed development is consistent with the purposes of this
section.
Development Standards
1.To insure the responsiveness of specific developments to the aggregate of known
natural factors;
2. To insure maximum preservation of the natural character of the south hills; and
3. To insure adequate review of public consequence of development in the south hills.
Specific recommendations (Policies)
That planned unit development procedures shall be utilized for the following purposes:
1. To encourage clustering of development in areas characterized by:
a. Shallowest slopes;
b. Lowest elevations;
c. Least amount of vegetation;
d. Least amount of visual impact.
2. To encourage preservation as open space those areas characterized by:
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a. Intermediate and steep slopes;
b. Higher elevations;
c. Significant amounts of vegetation;
d. Significant visual impact.
That adequate review of both on‐site and off‐site impact of any development by a qualified
engineering geologist occur under any of the following conditions:
1. All formations
Soil depth of 40 inches and above
Slopes of 30 Percent and above
2. Basalt flows
Soil depth of 40 inches and above
Slopes of 30 percent and above
3. Eugene Formation
Soil depth of 40 inches and above
Slopes of 20 percent to 30 percent
4. Basalt flows
Soil depth of 20 inches to 40 inches
Slopes of 30 percent and above
5. Eugene Formation
Soil depth of 20 inches to 40 inches
Slopes of 30 percent and above
The policies of the South Hills Study can generally be summarized as intending to protect views,
protect access to parks, preserve natural features, and encourage cluster development.
EC 9.6710 Geological and Geotechnical Analysis
Proposed development on properties with slopes equal to or greater than 5% are already
subject to geotechnical standards, consistent with South Hills Study policy direction. The
proposed amendments to the geotechnical standards update the requirements for geological
analysis to address additional factors such as slope, soil types, open drainage ways, and fill. The
standards also require the use of a newly adopted Landslide Hazard Map to identify and
address potential deep landslide risks. Taken together, the updates raise the bar for
developments to consider potential impacts of geological constraints, consistent with South
Hills Study policy direction.
EC 9.6885 Tree Preservation and Removal Standards
The updated tree preservation standards provide a variety of options for compliance and set a
higher bar for tree preservation for areas within the South Hills Study area. By raising the
required amount of preservation to 50%, rather than 40%, and not allowing mitigation for areas
over 900 feet in elevation the updated tree preservation standards demonstrate consideration
of the policy intent to protect views in the South Hills Study area. Previously, a tentative PUD
applicant utilizing clear and objective standards for property located within the South Hills
Study was only required to consider tree preservation. The new tree preservation standards will
ensure some preservation as well as provide mitigation for some of the trees to be removed. As
such, the proposed standards are better suited to accomplish the policy intent described by the
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South Hills Study. For additional discussion of tree preservation standards, see the findings
provided under Statewide Planning Goal 10.
EC 9.8325 Tentative Planned Unit Development Approval Criteria
The approval criteria at EC 9.8325(12) (now EC 9.8325(10)) sets specific requirements for
development within the South Hills Study area. The proposed updates to those criteria allow
additional development of homes at an elevation over 900 feet, while maintaining consistency
with the policy direction that all vacant property above an elevation of 901’ be preserved from
an “intensive” level of development. This will be achieved by limiting density to 2.5 units per
gross acre (which is consistent with assumptions made in the 2017 Envision Eugene Residential
Land Supply Study based on historical levels of development achieved on property above 900
feet elevation within the South Hills Study area) and limiting the development footprint in this
area. The addition of more stringent standards for tree preservation and geotechnical analysis
both align with the intent of the South Hills Study in a way that is more impactful than simply
placing a numerical limit on development.
The amendments also remove EC 9.8325(12)(c) which required clustering of developments. This
criterion attempted to address, in a clear and objective manner, the South Hills Study policy to
encourage clustering of development in areas characterized by: shallowest slopes; lowest
elevations; least amount of vegetation; and least amount of visual impact and to encourage
preservation as open space those areas characterized by: intermediate and steep slopes; higher
elevations; significant amounts of vegetation; significant visual impact. Much of the policy
language is inherently subjective and difficult to translate directly into clear and objective
standards. To the extent that the clustering accomplished the intent of the South Hills Study
policies, the result was leaving large portions (at least 40%) of a site as undeveloped common
open space. This heavy‐handed preservation requirement was identified as one of the main
disincentives for applicants to use the existing clear and objective track for PUDs. As noted
above, the standards for geological analysis and tree preservation are becoming more
stringent, in part to better address some of the policy goals and direction in a more holistic
way. While the specific approval criterion that requires clustering of development is being
removed, the impact of better tree preservation/mitigation standards and development design
that takes geological issues into consideration continue to encourage clustering of development
in areas with shallowest slopes, lowest elevations, least amount of vegetation, and least
amount of visual impact; and encourage preservation of open space in areas characterized by
intermediate and steep slopes, higher elevations, significant amounts of vegetation, and
significant visual impact.
Based on the above findings and consideration of the amendments as a package, the
amendments are consistent with the South Hills Study.
Walnut Station Specific Area Plan:
The following policy from the Walnut Station Specific Area Plan appears applicable to the
proposed code amendments:
(c) Impacts to any adjacent residentially zoned properties are minimized. Design
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elements for this purpose may include treatment of building massing, setbacks,
stepbacks, screening and landscaping.
The above policy does not distinguish between commercial or residential development and the
impact it would have on adjacent residentially zoned properties. To the extent that the policy is
applicable to the proposed amendments, it provides support for the addition of the transition
standards. The transition standards address height, setback area, and generally promote
compatibility between higher intensity residential and lower density residential development.
Based on these findings, the proposed amendments are consistent with the policy listed above.
For a more in‐depth discussion of the transition standards, see the findings under Statewide
Planning Goal 10.
Whiteaker Plan
The following policies from the Whiteaker Plan appear to be applicable to the proposed code
amendment:
Policy 7: Review existing City Code regulations on height, setback, area, and lot coverage
to strengthen compatibility between existing residential development and new
commercial, industrial, medium and high‐density residential developments, and the
positive impact of new development on the public streetscape.
To the extent that the policy is applicable to the proposed amendments, it provides support for
the addition of the transition standards. The transition standards address height, setback area,
and generally promote compatibility between higher intensity residential and lower density
residential development. Based on these findings, the proposed amendments are consistent
with the above policy. For a more in‐depth discussion of the transition standards, see the
findings under Statewide Planning Goal 10.
Willakenzie Area Plan (1992)
The following policies from the Willakenzie Area Plan appear to be applicable to the proposed
code amendments:
Land Use Policies and Proposed Actions
3. Retain existing significant vegetation whenever possible to provide buffering between
residential and nonresidential uses, as well as between low‐density and higher density
residential uses.
5. Site review procedures or special development standards shall be considered for
properties which abut or face one another, when the uses permitted on those properties
are potentially incompatible.
6. Minimize land use conflicts by promoting compatibility between low‐density and
higher‐density residential land uses as well as between residential and nonresidential
land uses.
In the context of the proposed amendments, the above policies provide support for the
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addition of transition standards and modifications to tree standards. The above policies discuss
compatibility between uses, and different intensities of residential development. Because the
transitions standards are intended to increase compatibility between higher intensity
residential and lower intensity residential development the standards are consistent with the
intent of the policies. In addition to promoting compatibility, the tree preservation standards
will promote the retention of significant vegetation which is consistent with Policy 3 provided
above.
Residential Policies and Proposed Actions
1. Maintain the existing low‐density residential character of existing Willakenzie
neighborhoods, while recognizing the need to provide housing for all income groups in
the City.
8. Promote compatibility between low‐density residential land uses and medium‐ to
high‐density residential land uses.
To the extent that the above policies are applicable to the proposed amendments, they provide
general support for the transition standards. Because the transition standards require setbacks,
landscaping, or limitations to building height they promote compatibility between higher
density residential uses and lower density residential uses. Based on these findings, the
proposed amendments are consistent with the policies listed above.
Harlow Policies and Proposed Actions:
1. The City shall require that medium‐density residential development on the east side of
Coburg Road, between Tandy Turn and Bailey Lane and between Adkins Street and
Elysium Avenue, is developed in a manner that promotes compatibility between low‐
density and medium‐density uses, enhances the visual character of Coburg Road (a
designated Entrance Corridor), and limits traffic conflicts on Coburg Road and local
streets.
The above policy requires that new development be compatible with existing lower density
developments. The proposed amendments add transition standards which require setbacks,
landscaping, or limitations to building height which are all techniques that can be used to
promote compatibility. A more robust discussion of the specifics of the transition standards is
provided in the discussion under Statewide Planning Goal 10. Based on these findings, the
proposed amendments are consistent with the policy listed above.
Willagillespie Subarea Policies and Proposed Actions:
2. The City shall encourage infilling of large, vacant residential parcels and residential
parcels which have not yet been developed to their fullest capacity in order to
accomplish compact urban growth form.
The intent of the proposed amendments is to increase clarity, efficiency, and effectiveness for
applications subject to the clear and objective approval criteria. The proposed amendments are
intended to support the development of housing and do this by updating and removing existing
standards that created barriers to development. For a full discussion of the updated and
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removed standards and criteria see the discussion under Statewide Planning Goal 10. Based on
these findings, the amendments are consistent with the above policy.
3. The City shall ensure that new development and redevelopment occurring on the
flanks of the Gillespie Butte will be accomplished in a manner that affords maximum
preservation of the natural character of the butte, and is sensitive to topographic
constrains, soil conditions, views to and from the butte, and the need for public access to
the butte.
To the extent that the above policy is applicable, it provides support for the proposed updates
to tree preservation and geological and geotechnical analysis standards. The proposed
amendments are consistent with the intent of the above policy.
Chase Gardens Subarea Policies and Proposed Actions:
2. New development abutting historic properties shall provide an effective transition
between urban and rural uses, recognizing the high density nature of the new
development. New buildings facing the historic ensemble from across Garden Way
should emulate the architectural forms and materials of the historic residences.
The above policy is concerned with the impacts of new development to historic properties. To
the extent that historic properties are zoned for lower density residential uses, the proposed
transition standards are consistent with this policy. The options to limit building height, set
buildings back, and provide landscaping amenities will minimize the impacts of new higher
density development on existing abutting lower density development. For a more robust
description of the transition standards, see the findings under Statewide Planning Goal 10
above.
10. Development shall be sensitive to the area’s natural features, such as mature trees,
windrows, remnant orchards, and the Q Street Channel.
The proposed amendments include updates to tree preservation standards which will provide
additional clarity and specificity on how to address existing on‐site vegetation. In the context of
the above policy, new development will have clear standards for identifying trees for
preservation or mitigation. The proposed tree standards are consistent with the above policy.
For a more robust description of the tree preservation standards, see discussion under
Statewide Planning Goal 10 above.
Based on the findings above, the proposed amendments are consistent with the applicable
adopted refinement plans.
(3)

The amendment is consistent with EC 9.3020 Criteria for Establishment of an S Special
Area Zone, in the case of establishment of a special area zone.

The amendments do not establish a special area zone. Therefore, this criterion does not apply.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

[EXTERNAL

Paul Conte
DRAGOVICH Jenessa L
Ted Coopman; SEMPLE Emily
Re: Please explain scheduled EPC Work Session on May 11 for Clear & Objective standards
Thursday, May 6, 2021 7:45:36 AM
image.png
image.png
image.png
image.png

]

Jenessa,
Here is a quick enumeration of 37 S-JW and S-C/R-2 lots that abut a lot that would
allow the uses enumerated under EC 9.5860(a) and/or (b). I have not doublechecked these, so there may be errors or omissions. From my own knowledge and a
quick look at ormap.org, I believe most of these are detached, single-family homes.
As I've stated, the residents and property owners of these lots have every right to
have the benefit of the new Transition Standards. If the EPC and Council believed
that essentially identical cases in R-1 warranted the benefit of the Transition
Standards, there is no substantive reason to deny that benefit to these residents
and property owners. Obviously, it adds no additional complexity to permitting and
the required revision to the Ordinance text is trivial.
S-JW
17-03-31-32
09800
17-03-31-24
00100
00200
04001
04002
04800
07300
08000
09800
10300
10800
11200
S-C/R-2
17-04-36-13
04100
05200
05400
05504
05505
06500
06600
06700
06800
06900
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07000
07100
07200
18100
18200
18300
18400
17-04-36-42
04700
04800
04801
06600
06700
06800
06900
07000
Please add to any relevant public record.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Paul Conte
_________________

Earth Advantage Accreditations:
* Sustainable Homes Professional
* Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Specialist

On Thu, May 6, 2021 at 7:43 AM Paul Conte <paul.t.conte@gmail.com> wrote:
Jenessa,
The following item is listed on the Agenda Packet for May 11
However, there is no material for this item in the packet.
Could you please provide an explanation of this item and any staff memo or
other related materials.
Obviously, if this is related to the request to add S-JW and S-C/R-2 to the zone
areas to which the "Transition Standards" would apply, Ted and I would want to be
engaged in advance.
This is particularly important because Commissioner Tiffany Edwards provided
testimony for the record that was erroneous on at least four of her "points."
Here is the proposed motion that Councilor Semple intended to make:
MOVED: In all sections related to "transition standards" where "S-C/R-1,"
appears, insert " S-C/R-2, S-JW," following "S-C/R-1,".
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Here are her comments transcribed:
"I'm providing context as a member of the Planning Commission ... I believe
that the changes to these transition standards would be a mistake. But the
suggestion to apply those transition standards to an entire neighborhood
simply because those properties, some of those properties have already
higher density dwellings doesn't make a whole lot of sense. If you look at a
zoning map, Jefferson Westside is bordered almost entirely by R-1 or R-2;
and in some areas where R-1 is adjacent to C-2, along West 7th, those
transition standards would already apply. So, once we implement House Bill
2001, it's not only feasible, but it's expected that a single-family home be
sited next to a duplex or a fourplex within the same zone. Protection for
single-family homes from middle housing types in one neighborhood is
actually what's being suggested by the amendment. And not only is it
unnecessary, but I'm finding it offensive."
Here are the actual facts:
1. The amendment would not have "appl[ied] those transition standards to an
entire neighborhood.
2. Neither the S-JW Zone, nor the S-C/C-2 subarea, nor the JWN is "bordered
almost entirely by R-1 or R-2"
3. There is no place where "R-1 is adjacent to C-2 along W. 7th Ave."
4. The amendment in no way would create "[p]rotection from single-family
homes from middle housing types." In fact, the S-JW Zone and S-C/R-2
Subarea already allow two dwellings, including ADUs duplexes on EVERY
standard lot.
The maps below provide a factual picture of the zones adjacent to the S-JW and
S-C/R-2 areas. (Please verify and let me know of any errors or omissions.)
Here is a map of the northern portion of the S-JW Zone and the S-C/R-2 Subarea

The S-JW Zone extends to Polk Street on the west.
The bordering zones are:
WEST -- S-C/R-2
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SOUTH -- across W. 13th Ave. R-1 and Public Land
EAST -- R-3, R-2 and Historic
NORTH -- R-3 and C-2
=====
Here is a detailed map of the S-C/R-2 Subarea

The bordering zones are:
WEST --R-2, C-1 and S-C/C-2
SOUTH -- R-2, C-2 and across W. 13th Ave. R-1
EAST -- S-JW
NORTH -- R-3 and S-C/C-2
=====
Here is a map of the southern portion of the S-JW Zone:
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The bordering zones are:
WEST -- R-1 and R-2 (Charnelton Park)
SOUTH -- R-1 and Historic
EAST -- R-4
NORTHEAST across Amazon Channel -- R-3
*****
As you can see a large number of the lots adjacent to the S-JW and S-C/R-2 areas
would allow the intensive development enumerated under EC 9.5860(a) and/or
(b).
I will provide you a detailed list of S-JW and S-C/R-2 tax lots adjacent to one or
more parcels that would allow the uses enumerated under EC 9.5860(a) and/or
(b). With adequate time, I can also provide the existing uses on the S-JW and SC/R-2 lots. In the meantime, staff could simply walk the boundaries and confirm
that by far the most prevalent uses is as a detached, single-family home.
The S-JW Zone and S-C/R-2 areas are not "R-2" Zones. While they allow some of
the R-2 uses, the findings adopted by Council in the respective ordinances makes
clear that the intended density is at the lower end of the "Medium Density
Residential" Designation and the "normative" building form is 1-1/2 story detached
dwellings with a mix-in of ADUs and duplexes. Thus, the stability and livability of
the properties that about potentially intensive development are every bit as
appropriate for transition standards.
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Please include this message in the record of any forthcoming consideration of
code amendments.
Thank you,
Paul Conte
1461 W. 10th Ave.
Eugene, OR 97402
541.344.2552
_________________

Earth Advantage Accreditations:
* Sustainable Homes Professional
* Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Specialist
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

ZELENKA Alan
HANSEN Alissa H; *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager
*Eugene Planning Commissioners; EDWARDS Tiffany (SMTP); MCMAHON Ed (SMTP)
Re: Clear and Objective Amendments
Sunday, April 25, 2021 11:34:40 PM

I wanted to be clear about the intent behind my friendly amendment. I did not limit the referral
in my friendly amendment. The “specific issue” was not merely confined to S-JW and S-C,
but as per my email earlier in the day, the “specific issue” is how and if transition standards
protections should apply to all R-2 and special area zones within the city.
Alan Zelenka
Eugene City Councilor
On Apr 20, 2021, at 1:12 PM, Tiffany Edwards <tiffanyedwardspc@gmail.com>
wrote:

[EXTERNAL

]

Ed,
I sincerely appreciate your integrity in taking the high road and resisting the
temptation to align with poor policy in order to expedite the implementation of
Clear and Objective Housing Standards. I know that the home builders and you
personally have invested countless hours into ensuring this process would result
in meaningful progress to remove barriers to serving the community's dire
housing needs. It's unfortunate that a 3-year process may need to be drawn out
longer, but I have faith in a feasible, equitable and effective outcome, despite any
delays. I commend your bravery for bringing this to all of our attention at the risk
of retaliation, so that we may all see the underlying motivation of these
seemingly innocuous last-minute amendments that have much more significant
consequences and only perpetuate our housing crisis.
So I most sincerely thank you, Ed.
Tiffany
On Tue, Apr 20, 2021 at 11:29 AM HANSEN Alissa H <AHansen@eugeneor.gov> wrote:
Commissioners-

At your last meeting, we discussed keeping you in the loop on conversations at
the Council level related to projects you are involved in. Since one topic related
to the Clear & Objective code amendments (transition standards) is coming
back to you per council direction, I am forwarding this email to you.
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Alissa Hansen (she/her) | Planning Director
City of Eugene Planning Division
99 West 10th Avenue | Eugene Oregon 97401
Phone 541.682.5508
City of Eugene Planning & Development Department offices are operating. In order to protect the health
and wellbeing of our community I may be working remotely or working non-traditional hours. We
appreciate your patience as our reply to email and voicemail may be slightly more delayed than normal.
Messages to and from this e-mail address may be available to the public under Oregon Public Records
Law

From: Ed McMahon <ed@hbalanecounty.org>
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 10:57 AM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager
<MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>
Cc: Eugene Planning <Planning@ci.eugene.or.us>; DRAGOVICH Jenessa L
<JDragovich@eugene-or.gov>; HANSEN Alissa H <AHansen@eugeneor.gov>
Subject: Clear and Objective Amendments

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

Good morning Mayor, Councilors, and City Manager,

There has been some interesting activities pertaining to the Clear and Objective
Amendments you passed on April 12th. I felt it necessary to share this
information with you. Especially because some of you are mentioned in the
correspondence. I received the following message from Paul Conte last
Saturday. My response to his message follows. Appreciate your commitment
to our community.

Ed McMahon
Executive Vice President
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HBA of Lane County
1065 River Road
Eugene OR 97404
Ph: 541-484-5352
Cell: 541-517-5449
www.hbalanecounty.org

<image001.jpg>

Paul’s message sent last Saturday morning:

Ed,

The Home Builders' interests and the JWN homeowners' interests are in synch
on getting the adoption of the "C&O" code amendments settled without
unnecessary delay or expense.

All that's necessary is that the S-JW and S-C/R-2, mostly single-family areas, be
treated the same way as R-1 single-family areas.

From Mike, I understand that Tiffany Edwards completely misinformed you
about the effects of the motion that Emily Semple had said she was going to
make.

Here's the simple way to understand this: If the Home Builders are fine with the
"Transition Standards" applying around (not "in") the HUGE area that is zoned
R-1, there is no reason at all to have a conflicting position on the "Transition
Standards" applying around (not "in") the SMALL area that is zoned S-JW and
S-C/R-2. It's as simple as that.

Mike told me that you were amenable to having the Ordinance sent back to the
EPC for a quick review and recommendation on the motion prior to a vote on
adoption. I made clear to Mike that with that agreement, I would not appeal the
ordinance when adopted.
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Randy and Greg were also in support of that solution. And then Emily
completely fumbled the process at the Council meeting. When you watch, you
can see Mike put his head in his hands as Emily cut the legs out from under this
simple solution before Mike had a chance to speak.

That forced my hand, which I did not want. I think the "C&O" amendments are
absolute crap, but I don't need to die on that hill. However, JWN homeowners
in the two zones cannot be screwed because of Edward's stupidity, Semple's
fumbling, or Syrett's fanaticism.

I am going full force on a LUBA appeal. Without getting into details, the staff
critically failed in two ways that are not about leaving out S-JW and S-C/R-2.
From my consultation with my expert land use attorney in Portland, a remand is
nearly certain on these two issues -- if not at LUBA, then at the Court of
Appeals, where I'm prepared to take an appeal.

Without some alternative to fix this problem, it will be more than a year (at
best) before the C&O code provisions would be settled.

Here's what I would like to discuss ...

I have no choice but to file the Notice of Intent to Appeal within the deadline.

If and when the code were amended to simply treat S-JW and S-C/R-2 areas
exactly the same as the much larger R-1 areas -- no more, no less, I would drop
the appeal.

Even if you were to help, that may take time. So I'm willing to suspend the
appeal (after filing the NITA) when the issue is either on the Council's agenda
for action or on the EPC's agenda for review and recommendation. This would
hold off on what is likely to be a remand if the appeal proceeds. The sooner the
Council ultimately takes action, the sooner the adoption of the C&O code
amendments would be settled and in force, and the appeal would be dropped.
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This is not asking any "give" from the Home Builders because there is very
little, if any, area adjacent to the S-JW and S-C/R-2 boundaries that would
impact Home Builders.

I am only asking that you help correct the stupidity that created this problem.

I had no interest in a battle with the Home Builders on this correction of Jenessa
Dragovich's incompetence, and I expected it to go smoothly. Blame the idiots
and zealots for the appeal.

I would appreciate a call to discuss. I'm open to any effective alternative that
will protect the interests of homeowners in the S-JW and S-C/R-2 areas and get
the corrected code in force.

Regards,

Paul

My Response sent today:

Hello Paul,

We certainly do agree that our interests are in synch when it comes to getting
the C&O code amendments active without any further delay. The primary
reason I was against your motion was that it was introduced at the last minute.
It just seems to me that the conversation you want to have now should have
been done months ago when the issue was before the Planning Commission.

I’m very appreciative that Tiffany informed me of the last minute motion Emily
was considering making. I fully understood her views and do not agree with
you that she misinformed me.
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I spoke with Emily before the meeting as well and don’t believe she fumbled
anything. I appreciated her not making the motion.   It took courage for her to
do so.

I confirm that I did tell Mike that I could live with it going back to PC but it
wasn’t my preference. I wanted the ordinance passed as presented.

I understand that you feel forced to file an appeal but do know that I TOTALLY
disagree the C&O amendments are c***. The staff and the Planning
Commission did an outstanding job and I consider the C&O amendments a
major win for the local housing industry and an appropriate step to relieve
pressure from our current housing crises.

I also believe the entire package will stand up as written before LUBA and the
Court of Appels.

Not wanting all of this great work tied up at LUBA and the Court of Appels
makes considering your offer tempting. Even considered supporting a new
ordinance to impose the transition area around your home turf if you agree to
not appeal the CO. Letting the C&O go forward and drafting a Conte Special
Interest ordinance would be faster way to get you where you want to go.

I’ve been thinking about this since receiving your message Saturday morning.
My decision was a hard one to make but I believe the correct one. Even though
I regret seeing the C&O delayed, I can’t support your efforts.  

Do know that I’d prefer our communication be in written form.

Thanks,
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

DRAGOVICH Jenessa L
ZELENKA Alan; SEMPLE Emily
KEATING Matt; YEH Jennifer K; CLARK Mike; EVANS Greg (SMTP); SYRETT Claire M; GROVES Randy B; VINIS
Lucy K; BROTHERTON Kathryn; MEDARY Sarah J
RE: Transition zones
Monday, April 12, 2021 4:59:00 PM
TransitionStandardsInformation.pdf

Mayor and Councilors,
I think there may be some confusion about where and when the proposed transition
standards in the Clear & Objective Update will apply. The short answer is that the proposed
transition standards will apply to development in any zone that abuts properties zoned R-1,
R-1.5, SC/R-1 or SC/LDR; that is, the properties with a base zone equivalent to R-1 and that
implements the City’s low-density residential designation. Low density residential
properties in most areas of the City, including the areas identified in Councilor Zelenka’s
email, are zoned R-1, R-1.5, SC/R-1 or SC/LDR and therefore the transition standards could
be invoked due to a proposed development abutting those properties, assuming the other
triggers for the transition standards (discussed in more detail below) are met. In other
words, there is no need to amend the ordinance to apply the transition standards in specific
neighborhoods because the transition standards would be triggered next to low-density
residential properties in those neighborhoods.
DISCUSSION:
The proposed transition standards will be triggered when: 1) new or significantly expanded
multi-family, assisted care, boarding and rooming house, campus living organization,
university or college dormitory, or single-room-occupancy (SRO) development is proposed;
2) the development site abuts R-1, R-1.5, S-C/R-1, or S-RN/LDR – which are low density
residential zones; 3) the proposed development requires a PUD, CUP, or site review
approval; and 4) the developer has chosen to proceed under the clear and objective track
for the required PUD, CUP or site review application. The transition standards are not
general development standards that will apply to all development. There may be situations
where developments do not require a PUD, CUP, or site review application and the
transition standards will not apply (e.g., some multi-family projects are by-right and go
straight to building permit).
The Clear &Objective Update project goals include removing barriers to housing
development, so staff and the Planning Commission tried to right-size and narrow
applicability of the proposed transition standards to only impact housing developments
when/where a true need applies. Here, the issue identified during the scoping phase was
focused on the interface where distinctly different densities meet. The example I used at the
time was a new multi-family apartment development next to an R-1 zoned property with a
single-family residence. Adding the transition standards was a way to add a clear and
objective compatibility criterion to PUD, CUP and site review applications (replacing a blunttool 30-foot perimeter buffer for PUDs and adding a compatibility criterion to the clear and
objective tracks for SR and CU which currently do not have a compatibility criterion). The
requested motion would add two R-2 equivalent zones to the list of abutting low density
residential zones that trigger the standards. R-2 and R-2 equivalent zones were not
included in the types of low-density properties that trigger transition standards because
they are medium density residential zones that already act as a transition zone between R-1
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and higher intensity uses.
The attached transition standards information sheet includes information that staff
provided to Planning Commission for their deliberations. Please let me know if you have
any additional questions.
Best,
Jenessa Dragovich | Land Use Supervisor

City of Eugene
Building & Permit Services
99 West 10th Avenue | Eugene Oregon 97401
Phone 541.682.8385 | Fax 541.682.5572
Visit our website or access the Land Use Code online.

The privilege of working with so many
amazing people dedicated to the
betterment of our community.
þ Please consider the environment before printing this message.
Messages to and from this e-mail address may be available to the public under Oregon Public Records Law.

From: ZELENKA Alan <AZelenka@eugene-or.gov>
Sent: Monday, April 12, 2021 11:38 AM
To: SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov>
Cc: KEATING Matt <MKeating@eugene-or.gov>; YEH Jennifer K <JYeh@eugene-or.gov>; CLARK Mike
<MClark@eugene-or.gov>; EVANS Greg (SMTP) <evansgreg60@gmail.com>; SYRETT Claire M
<CSyrett@eugene-or.gov>; GROVES Randy B <RGroves@Eugene-or.gov>; VINIS Lucy K
<LVinis@eugene-or.gov>; BROTHERTON Kathryn <KBrotherton@eugene-or.gov>; DRAGOVICH
Jenessa L <JDragovich@eugene-or.gov>
Subject: Re: Transition zones
Question for Staff - since this is a very new and last minute idea that has not had the benefit of all
the input and thought of all the other parts of the C&O Standards process and ordinance, are there
any limitations on how and where rules for a transition zones can be applied? Can we have
geographically specific different transition zones that apply to certain neighborhoods that have
unique circumstances, like the areas around the University?
Alan Zelenka
Eugene City Councilor
On Apr 12, 2021, at 11:15 AM, ZELENKA Alan <AZelenka@eugene-or.gov> wrote:
Well this a new interesting idea. I think I want to have this exemption also apply to the Fairmount,
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South University, West University, Amazon, and Laurel Hill Valley neighborhoods as well. If it
appropriate for JW, seems like it should also be appropriate for these heavily impacted
neighborhoods where density and middle housing has also occurred, especially in the areas around
the University.
Alan Zelenka
Eugene City Councilor
On Apr 9, 2021, at 12:09 PM, SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov> wrote:
I plan to make the following motion for the "Clear and Objective Standards” Ordinance:
MOVED: In all sections related to "transition standards" where "S-C/R-1," appears, insert
" S-C/R-2, S-JW," following "S-C/R-1,".
The S-C/R-2 subarea of the Chambers Special Area Zone and the Jefferson-Westside
Special Area Zone include many lots with single-family dwellings that
are indistinguishable from lots with single-family dwellings in the R-1 Zone. One of the
notable things about the S-C/R-2 and S-JW neighborhood areas is that their residents
supported "Middle Housing" even before HB2001. We shouldn’t punish them just because
they previously chose to allow greater density in their mostly single-family
neighborhoods.
We should include both the S-C/R-2 subzone and the S-JW Zone within the new
protections being adopted for "Transition Standards.
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TRANSITION STANDARDS – (CLEAR & OBJECTIVE COMPATIBILITY)
BACKGROUND AND EXPLANATORY INFORMATION
Unlike the discretionary tracks, the clear and objective tracks for conditional use and site review applications
do not address compatibility, including the need to address transitions or buffers between different uses or
zones. Planned unit developments include a 30-foot-wide landscaped buffer requirement that is proposed to
be replaced by reliance on these new transition standards.
Several of the City’s adopted neighborhood and refinement plan policies encourage promoting compatibility
between land uses, especially when intended to preserve the predominately low-density residential character
of some areas. Other policies encourage facilitating higher density development and providing a diversity of
housing types. The proposed standards are consistent with both goals.
To best support compact urban development, while protecting and enhancing neighborhood livability and
natural resources, the approved recommendation is to add a compatibility criterion that applies only to
higher-intensity development abutting lower-intensity development (e.g. multi-family development adjacent
to single family development in the R-1 Low Density Residential zone) by employing scalable transition buffers
that may include:
•
•
•

setbacks
height step-downs
landscape screening requirements

Transitional buffering will be accomplished using increased building setbacks, height step-downs (a reduction
in building height as a means of transitioning between the higher and lower intensity uses), and/or required
screening. Applicants will have four prescriptive options to choose from for flexibility. As a reminder, by-right
developments (that go straight to building permit) would not be subject to the transition standards.
DESCRIPTION/ILLUSTRATION OF OPTIONS 1-4:
Option 1 – Simple Height Limit plus fence/wall or landscaping.
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Option 2 – Hybrid 10’ setback plus sloped setback extending up to 50’ to create a gradual height transition plus
trees and fence/wall or landscaping.

Option 3 – Moderate 30’ setback plus trees.

Option 4 – Simple 50’ (or the height of the tallest building, whichever is less) setback.
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CLEAR & OBJECTIVE HOUSING: APPROVAL CRITERIA UPDATE

Planning Commission Deliberations – Follow-Up Information
Straw Poll 3 | 9.5860(2)(a)1. – Staff requests follow up on suggested changes indirectly related to this vote.
Straw Poll 3 resulted in setting a limitation on how deep into the development site the proposed new transition
standards would apply. Planning Commission recommended limiting the extent to 25 feet; however, two of the
four prescribed options exceed that new limit. Option 3 (as originally drafted) included a minimum 30-foot
setback with a requirement for tree planting along the property line. Option 4 included a 50-foot setback
without requiring tree plantings. Staff suggests eliminating Option 4 and revising Option 3 to require a 25-foot
setback without a tree planting requirement (as highlighted in blue in Attachment B to the January 25, 2021
agenda packet).
The revised transition standard options are summarized as follows:
Option 1 – Standard interior setback according to the base zone
Max building height within setback of 35 feet or that of the base zone, whichever is less
Fence, wall, or landscaping along portion of property line triggering the requirement
Option 2 – Minimum 10-foot interior setback
Sloped setback from 25 feet above property line and extending 25 feet into the property
Trees every 25 feet along abutting property line
Fence or wall along abutting property line
Option 3 – Minimum 25-foot interior setback
Specifies what is allowed within the setback
Options 1 and 2 would allow a metal fence with shrubs, as recommended with Straw Poll 4. Also, a reminder
that transition standards would only apply within 25 feet along the portion of any property line that abuts lowdensity residential zones.
The proposed transition standards would only apply to new buildings and building additions increasing livable
floor area by 20% or more for multiple-family developments and assisted care, boarding and rooming houses,
campus living organizations, university or college dormitories, or single room occupancy developments IF a
conditional use permit (CUP) or site review (SR) is required.
To help understand where these standards could apply, the staff prepared the map provided on the next page.
The map includes lands zoned R-3 and R-4 (potential multi-family) as well as the low-density zones of R-1, R-1.5,
S-C, and S-RN that could trigger the requirement for abutting sites. It’s important to note a few caveats about
the map:
• the map does not show whether land is already developed
• multi-family on R-3 or R-4 may be allowed outright and not trigger the standards
• development types (e.g., assisted care) that trigger the standards could occur in low-density zones with
CUP/SR/PUD approval
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Clear & Objective Update
EC 9.5860 Transition Standards - HDR-LDR Interface Map
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HANSEN Alissa H
DRAGOVICH Jenessa L
FW: Changes to C&O Standards Ordinance
Monday, April 12, 2021 4:53:41 PM

From: Heather Marek <hmarek@oregonlawcenter.org>
Sent: Monday, April 12, 2021 4:41 PM
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugeneor.gov>
Subject: Changes to C&O Standards Ordinance
[EXTERNAL ⚠]

Dear Mayor and City Council,
At Oregon Law Center/Lane County Legal Aid, we are deeply concerned about the housing
crisis and its impacts on our clients. We appreciate the City's commitment to addressing the
problem, including the thoughtful and rigorous public engagement and research around the
Clear & Objective Standards and forthcoming HB 2001 implementation.
I understand that the City Council may consider a motion tonight that would revise the Clear
and Objective Standards Ordinance and complicate efforts to expand housing options and
clear standards for new housing. We urge Council to understand the potential unintended
consequences of such proposals before accepting them, especially as we work on broader
efforts to promote diverse housing in our community. I write to ask that Councilors reject or
defer adoption of such proposals until a careful and thorough evaluation may be conducted.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Best,
Heather
Heather Marek
Staff Attorney
Oregon Law Center
Office: 541-485-1017 Direct: 458-234-4262
101 E Broadway, Suite 200, Eugene, OR 97401
Visit us: http://www.OregonLawCenter.org
Find legal info: http://www.OregonLawHelp.org
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

[EXTERNAL

eliza@tastypie.org
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager
DRAGOVICH Jenessa L
Clear and Objective (CA 20-4)
Monday, April 12, 2021 4:44:21 PM

]

Dear Councilors, Mayor, and City Manager:
I apologize for the last minute nature of this comment. It is my understanding that the Clear and
Objective zoning criteria is up for a vote this evening, and that there is an intent to make a motion to
apply transition standards developed for low-density zones to medium density zones, notably the SJW and S-C/R-2 zones.
I would like to express my deep concern about such a motion, and urge to you vote against it. I am a
neighbor in the Jefferson Westside Neighborhood; my home is zoned S-JW. Among other concerns,
the areas covered by the S-JW zone and S-C/R-2 zones are, unlike low density R-1 and S-C/R-1 areas,
designated in the Metro Plan as “medium density” zones, and have been so designated for decades.
Applying standards that were designed for low-density zoning designations to medium-density
zoning designations, without examination as to if such standards are appropriate or desirable for
medium density areas is problematic, and will lead to further complexities and challenges down the
road.
The process to create the Clear and Objective code package before you was one that lasted years
and involved substantial input and work from people throughout our community. Please pass it as
written, without making last-minute modifications that have not had the chance to be discussed or
reviewed by the community at large.
Thank you
Eliza Kashinsky,
Resident, Jefferson Westside Neighborhood
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April 12, 2021
Mayor and City Council
City of Eugene
RE:

Clear and Objective Standard Ordinance
Motion: Transition Standards

Mayor and City Councilors:
It has come to my attention that there may be a motion made at this evenings City Council meeting with respect
to the Transition Standards in the Clear and Objective Ordinance.
Simply put, you can’t allow this to happen. This type of last-minute revision to a 3 year effort is the very reason
why participation in any code amendment process is low. There is an expectation, as evidenced from past
experience, that the council will choose, on behalf of a very small minority of voices, to ignore the considerable
efforts of staff and others, and simply amend the code.
It is not appropriate to write code in a 45-minute work session when getting to this point took 3 years.
We have seen this before. The 2014 land use code amendments singled out 3 neighborhoods (Amazon,
Fairmount, SUNA) for special protection measures within the context of the land use code. We have been living
with the unintended consequences of those code amendments that contributed to the current housing crisis.
Those amendments were added at the last-minute during council sessions, very similar to this current request.
The Planning Commission and city planning staff have participated in a monumental effort to re-draft parts of the
land use code to meet the City’s goal of making housing easier to develop within the UGB. Knowledgeable
design professionals, the Home Builders Association and others have also participated throughout this 3-year
process.
If this code amendment is worthy of consideration, then the correct approach is for City Council to send it back
to the Planning Commission for review, not to vote for an amendment on the fly. The neighborhood zoning maps
can be analyzed to understand the actual impact of this seemingly innocuous request. Where land use code is
involved even changing a word can have serious implications.
The city of Eugene is experiencing a housing crisis and all neighborhoods are in this together. To single out a
particular neighborhood for a particular revision to the code is counter to the efforts made to date. This is just a
preview of what you should expect to see with the new efforts with respect to HB 2001: neighborhoods
expecting special treatment through code revisions for their neighborhood.
Housing options are not punishment for any particular neighborhood. A lack of housing options is punishment
for the entire community.
Thank you for considering these remarks.
Sincerely,

Carol Schirmer
Principal

Schirmer Consulting, LLC • PO Box 10424, Eugene, OR 97440 • (541) 234-5108
Landscape Architecture + Land Use Planning
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

SEMPLE Emily
KEATING Matt; ZELENKA Alan; YEH Jennifer K; CLARK Mike; EVANS Greg (SMTP); SYRETT Claire M; GROVES
Randy B; VINIS Lucy K; BROTHERTON Kathryn; DRAGOVICH Jenessa L
Transition zones
Friday, April 9, 2021 12:09:14 PM

I plan to make the following motion for the "Clear and Objective Standards” Ordinance:
MOVED: In all sections related to "transition standards" where "S-C/R-1," appears, insert
" S-C/R-2, S-JW," following "S-C/R-1,".
The S-C/R-2 subarea of the Chambers Special Area Zone and the Jefferson-Westside
Special Area Zone include many lots with single-family dwellings that
are indistinguishable from lots with single-family dwellings in the R-1 Zone. One of the
notable things about the S-C/R-2 and S-JW neighborhood areas is that their residents
supported "Middle Housing" even before HB2001. We shouldn’t punish them just because
they previously chose to allow greater density in their mostly single-family
neighborhoods.
We should include both the S-C/R-2 subzone and the S-JW Zone within the new
protections being adopted for "Transition Standards.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Paul Conte <paul.t.conte@gmail.com>
Friday, April 9, 2021 12:00 PM
DRAGOVICH Jenessa L
SEMPLE Emily; MEDARY Sarah J; Ted Coopman
Re: * Reply Requested * Proposed ordinance(s) for Council Action in FIVE
days on CA 20-4 (with attachment)

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

Jenessa,
Your explanation does no more than regurgitate staff's ill-informed reliance on an
inapplicable technical element (e.g., "LDR" versus "MDR"), rather than the substantive facts on
the ground.
Let's start with the fact that a significant area in the S-JW Zone is designated "LDR" -- did
staff take that into consideration?
Did the staff do any analysis of the actual built environments in S-JW and S-C/R-2? The reason
some of these areas remained "MDR" was explicitly so "LDR" wouldn'y prohibit the more
intensive "middle housing" development that these ground-breaking special area zones allow.
As you apparently don't understand, because the Metro Plan has only three coarse residential
designations ("LDR", "MDR" and "HDR"), to have a zone that's "in the middle" requires having
the designation that will allow the maximal density. So, for example, there was no "inbetween" plan designation for "Medium-High Density." Accordingly, wherever the R-3 "Limited
High Density Residential Zone" applies, the designation is nonetheless "High Density
Residential. That is exactly the situation with S-JW and S-C/R-2.
Did staff do any analysis of the provisions of the S-JW and S-C/R-2 approval criteria to assess
these provisions similarity to R-1 and distinctive difference from R-2?
Did staff do any analysis of the Westside Neighborhood Plan when you decided to exclude SJW and S-C/R-2, despite the requirements of "Land Use Policy 1"?
The answer to all of the above is apparently "No."
You blew it. Now Council will have to correct your mistake or the ordinance is going to be
appealed and likely remanded.
-- Paul
_________________
Earth Advantage Accreditations:
* Sustainable Homes Professional
* Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Specialist

On Fri, Apr 9, 2021 at 11:38 AM DRAGOVICH Jenessa L <JDragovich@eugene-or.gov> wrote:
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Paul,

The new transition standards are only intended to apply to high-intensity housing
developments abutting Low Density Residential (LDR) zones. The S-JW special area zone is
predominantly designated as Medium Density Residential (MDR). MDR designation aligns with
the R-2 Medium-Density Residential zone, which is not included in the list of abutting LDR
zones that trigger the standards. This is also why S-C/R-1 was included but S-C/R-2 was not.

Best,

Jenessa Dragovich | Land Use Supervisor
City of Eugene
Building & Permit Services
99 West 10th Avenue | Eugene Oregon 97401
Phone 541.682.8385 | Fax 541.682.5572
Visit our website or access the Land Use Code online.

The privilege of working with so many
amazing people dedicated to the
betterment of our community.

 Please consider the environment before printing this message.
Messages to and from this e-mail address may be available to the public under Oregon Public Records Law.
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From: Paul Conte <paul.t.conte@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 6:43 PM
To: DRAGOVICH Jenessa L <JDragovich@eugene-or.gov>
Cc: SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov>; MEDARY Sarah J <SMedary@eugene-or.gov>; Ted
Coopman <jwneugene@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: * Reply Requested * Proposed ordinance(s) for Council Action in FIVE days on CA 20-4
(with attachment)

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

Jenessa,

Could you please explain why staff excluded S-C/R-2 and S-JW zones from the "Transition
Standards"?

As was pointed out in testimony, S-JW and S-C/R-2 encompass very many lots that have
"single-family" dwellings indistinguishable from "single-family" dwellings in the R-1 zone.

It is every bit as important, appropriate and consistent to include both the S-JW Zone and
the S-C/R-2 subzone in the new protections for "Transition Standards."

Thank you.

Paul Conte
_________________
Earth Advantage Accreditations:
* Sustainable Homes Professional
* Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Specialist
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On Wed, Apr 7, 2021 at 5:33 PM DRAGOVICH Jenessa L <JDragovich@eugene-or.gov> wrote:
Paul,

The ordinance was provided in the agenda packet for Council’s March 8 public hearing. The
attached email to stakeholders included a link to that packet and the agenda was also
available on the project website (under the ‘Links’ tab) both via the meeting announcement
with the linked agenda and also under the ‘Project Documents’ section titled “Ordinance with
Exhibits for March 8, 2021 Public Hearing.”

The ordinance that will be included in the April 12 Council agenda packet is also attached. The
only changes staff made to the ordinance under Council’s consideration include three minor
scrivener error fixes and the addition of findings for the Westside Neighborhood Plan policies
raised in testimony. See Exhibit C to the attached ordinance.

Best,

Jenessa Dragovich | Land Use Supervisor
City of Eugene
Building & Permit Services
99 West 10th Avenue | Eugene Oregon 97401
Phone 541.682.8385 | Fax 541.682.5572
Visit our website or access the Land Use Code online.

The privilege of working with so many
amazing people dedicated to the
betterment of our community.
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 Please consider the environment before printing this message.
Messages to and from this e-mail address may be available to the public under Oregon Public Records Law.

From: Paul Conte <paul.t.conte@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 7:32 AM
To: DRAGOVICH Jenessa L <JDragovich@eugene-or.gov>
Cc: SEMPLE Emily <ESemple@eugene-or.gov>; MEDARY Sarah J <SMedary@eugene-or.gov>; Ted
Coopman <jwneugene@gmail.com>
Subject: * Reply Requested * Proposed ordinance(s) for Council Action in FIVE days on CA 20-4 (with
attachment)

[EXTERNAL ⚠]

April 7, 2021

Jenessa,

The City Council is scheduled to vote on adoption of the Clear and Objective code
amendments in FIVE days.

As you know, these are complex code revisions that would have substantial impact on future
residential development.

I note that various documents were posted yesterday on the City website, but they didn't
appear to include the proposed ordinance(s).

I didn't see any City Council agenda posted for the April 12 meeting.
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Councilor Emily Semple and I will be discussing the proposed ordinance(s) prior to the
Council meeting; and we (obviously) need sufficient time to review the proposed ordinance;
"absorb" the details, particularly any revisions that have (or have not) been made; and
consider what action Councilor Semple may take.

Would you please provide Councilor Semple and me a copy of the proposed ordinance(s).

In the event, staff declines to provide the ordinances in a timely manner, would you please
promptly provide clear and complete answers to the following issues raised in the attached
testimony.
1.Has "S-JW" been added to all instances where "S-C/R-2" is specified?
2.Have findings for conformance with the Westside Neighborhood Plan been added? If
so, please provide those findings.
3.Have any revisions since March 8 been made to address the approval criteria for
Willamette Greenway Permits?
4.Have any revisions since March 8 been made to address the approval criteria for
emergency response access?
5.Have any revisions since March 8 been made to address the approval criteria
concerning risks in areas of the "Wildland Urban Interface"?
6.Have any revisions since March 8 been made to address conformance with HB 2001,
specifically the "Middle Housing" OAR?
Thank you,

Paul Conte
1461 W. 10th Ave.
Eugene, OR 97402
_________________
Earth Advantage Accreditations:
* Sustainable Homes Professional
* Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Specialist

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Paul Conte <paul.t.conte@gmail.com>
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Date: Sat, Mar 6, 2021 at 5:58 PM
Subject: TESTIMONY in opposition to CA 20-4 (with attachment)
To: *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager <MayorCouncilandCityManager@eugene-or.gov>,
DRAGOVICH Jenessa L <JDragovich@eugene-or.gov>

Please confirm receipt of the attached testimony and enter into the public hearing record.

Paul Conte
_________________
Earth Advantage Accreditations:
* Sustainable Homes Professional
* Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Specialist
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

[EXTERNAL

Jefferson Westside Neighbors
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager
Jefferson Westside Neighbors Board
Issues with Code Amendments in CA 20-4
Sunday, March 7, 2021 10:51:31 AM
Testimony Code Amendments in CA 20-4.pdf

]

Dear Mayor and Councilors,
There are a couple of significant issues with the Code Amendments in CA 20-4 that directly
concern the Jefferson Westside Neighbors area that should be addressed before any final
discussion or vote.
Please see the attached testimony.
Sincerely,
Ted M. Coopman, Chair,
-Jefferson Westside Neighbors
Executive Board
Eugene, OR
www.jwneugene.org
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TESTIMONY
In Opposition to Adoption of Code Amendments in CA 20-4
Submitted by:
Ted M. Coopman, Chair of Jefferson Westside Neighbors (on behalf of Jefferson Westside Neighbors)
971 W. Broadway
Eugene, OR 97402
541-844-1929
jwneugene@gmail.com
Summary
Deliberation and adoption of the proposed code amendments should be deferred until the proposed
code meets the following conditions:
1. This specific revision is made to the proposed code:
In all instances where “S-C/R-1” is specified, ADD “S-JW.”
The S-C/R-1 subarea of the S-C Zone and the S-JW Zone are almost identical both in the largely
detached, single-family built environment and in the housing approval criteria. There is no
justifiable reason why these two adjacent zones in the same neighborhood (Jefferson Westside
Neighbors) should be treated differently.
2. Findings are made for conformance to the Westside Neighborhood Plan 1987
No findings for conformance with the Westside Neighborhood Plan
There is no explanation for why the Ordinance Findings (Exhibit C) omitted the Westside
Neighborhood Plan (1987), but conformance with that refinement plan is required for these code
amendments.
Because such findings would be a substantive addition to the ordinance, at the very least, the
record must be made open for additional testimony on the findings. For the record, we assert
that the proposed code amendments do not conform to EC 9.9680(1)(a) & (c); (3)(a) & (b); and
(4)(d).
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

[EXTERNAL

Paul Conte
*Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager; DRAGOVICH Jenessa L
TESTIMONY in opposition to CA 20-4 (with attachment)
Saturday, March 6, 2021 5:59:18 PM
TESTIMONY in opposition to adoption of CA 20-4.pdf

]

Please confirm receipt of the attached testimony and enter into the public hearing
record.
Paul Conte
_________________

Earth Advantage Accreditations:
* Sustainable Homes Professional
* Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Specialist
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TESTIMONY
In Opposition to Adoption of Code Amendments in CA 20-4
Submitted by: Paul Conte
1461 W. 10th Ave.
Eugene, OR 97402
541.344.2552
paul.t.conte@gmail.com
Date submitted: 6-March-2021
Summary
Deliberation and adoption of the proposed code amendments should be deferred until the proposed
code meets the following conditions:
1. The proposed code satisfies the requirement for all housing approval criteria to include at least
a set of clear and objective standards.
2. The proposed code conforms to the requirements of HB 2001 “Middle Housing” dictates, and
the proposed code is fully encompassed in the City’ strategy and implementation to bring
Eugene Land Use Code into full conformance with HB 2001.
3. The specific revisions, below, are made to the proposed code.
4. Findings are made for conformance to the Westside Neighborhood Plan 1987
Proposed Code is Incomplete
The clear intent of the statutory requirement for “clear and objective” housing standards and processes
is that an applicant can bring any housing proposal to the City, and the application must be subject to no
discretionary standards unless the applicant requests to have the “discretionary” standards applied.
The proposed code does not satisfy that statutory requirement.
As one example, proposed housing in the Willamette Greenway must get approval for a Willamette
Greenway Permit. However, the approval criteria for the Willamette Greenway permit are not at all
clear and objective. Consequently, the Land Use Board of Appeals has ruled that the Willamette
Greenway Permit approval criteria cannot be applied to any housing proposal, including, but not limited
to Planned Unit Development applications.
The same findings in the LUBA decision on Willamette Greenway Permit would prevent any and all other
discretionary requirements that are referenced in any other housing standards.
Despite having been repeatedly warned about this, the Planning Division staff refused to consider the
implications. Instead, staff rebuffed this advice by claiming the City Council directed them to look only at
the code in the five application types: PUDs, subdivision, partition, conditional use permit, and site
review. Whether or not that claim was accurate, it was pointed out to the Planning Division staff that
they should advise the City Council of this issue and seek direction to take a more comprehensive
approach to ensuring Eugene’s Land Use Code met the statutory requirements
This failure to follow every thread for all housing application types will inevitably lead to more remands
by LUBA, as occurred with the Lombard Apartments application.
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Proposed Code Does Not Address HB 2001
The proposed code has provisions that do not conform to HB 2001. Further, the proposed code isn’t
consistent or compatible with the City’s work on ADU and HB 2001 code amendments.
The “Middle Housing” OAR (660-046-0000 et seq) place many constraints on approval criteria for socalled “middle housing” in any residential zone that allows detached, single-family dwellings. In the
current code, that scope includes the R-1, R-2, R-3 and R-4 base zones and numerous special area zones.
When a residential or mixed-use subdivision and/or PUD application is proposed that would include
plexes, rowhouses and/or cottage clusters, the approval criteria must be constrained by the Middle
Housing OAR. Many of those criteria can be no more stringent than for a detached, single-family
dwelling “in the same zone.” Numerous requirements under EC 9.8325, as proposed, would conflict with
the constraints of the OAR, for example, under EC 9.5860 Transition Standards, comprehensive plan
density range, and others. There’s also a structural problem in that PUD criteria may apply to
applications in zones that have different criteria for detached, single-family dwellings.
There doesn’t yet appear to be a well-defined framework for organizing the structure of code
amendments to meet HB 2001 requirements. The next “HB 2001 Fact Sheet” that I will submit explains
why “area-specific” criteria must be organized as a family of “Middle Housing” base zones (as opposed
to subordinate sections of the R-1 Zone) because of the numerous “in the same zone” constraints of the
OAR.
The code amendments for PUDs, subdivisions, and probably also conditional use permits and site
review, need to be carefully coordinated with the base zone code amendments. One of the potentially
best ways to do this would be to move housing-related PUD (and other application types) clear-andobjective standards into the base zones themselves, and to have purely “alternative” standards for PUD
(and other application types).
The point in this testimony is not to prematurely recommend particular ways to organize code
amendments. The point is that proceeding now with the “disconnected” amendments in this proposed
ordinance will at best lead to the need for a complete “redo” later; and at worst, precede that “redo”
with one or more LUBA appeals and remands.
This is the unfortunate reality, and no amount of “hand-waving” and finessing by staff can change the
facts. The Council should not forget the history of staff’s reassurances about the now twice remanded
ADU code amendments.
Specific Revisions
The following are specific revisions that are necessary:
1. In all instances where “S-C/R-1” is specified, ADD “S-JW.”
The S-C/R-1 subarea of the S-C Zone and the S-JW Zone are almost identical both in the largely
detached, single-family built environment and in the housing approval criteria. There is no
justifiable reason why these two adjacent zones in the same neighborhood (Jefferson Westside
Neighbors) should be treated differently.
2. All sections of code related to street standard and connectivity, including criteria for
“exceptions’ and “adjustments” must be revised to ensure the following:
a. All new dwellings, with the exception of one detached, single-family dwelling on a lot
and/or one Accessory Dwelling, including within PUDs must be required to be served by
streets that provide adequate, uninterrupted, unimpeded and safe:

6-March-2021
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i. Access to the dwellings for emergency vehicles from a fire station and an
emergency medical response station (if other than the fire station); and
ii. Egress from the dwelling(s) to a hospital or other adequate medical treatment
facility; and
b. All new dwellings within a wildfire hazard area must be required to be served by streets
that provide for adequate, uninterrupted, unimpeded and safe emergency evacuation.
Specifically, all new dwellings within the above scope must be required to be served by streets
that meet the standards in either:
a) The Oregon Fire Code for “Fire Apparatus Access Roads”; or
b) The Eugene Adopted Street Standards for the above access and egress requirements.
Exceptions and/or adjustments cannot be allowed based on “infeasibility.” If it is “infeasible” to
ensure the safety of new (and impacted current) residents, the new development should not be
allowed. Note that the fundamental goals and policy of Eugene’s “Vision Zero” initiative require
that “infeasibility” – i.e., not profitable – not be an excuse to endanger current and future
Eugene residents.
Also note well: This is not a question about whether or not the applicant would be required to
provide all street improvements that would be necessary to conform. The question is strictly
whether new dwellings would be allowed to be built under conditions where access did not
meet either the OFC standard or the Eugene Adopted Street Standards, and therefore
emergency response access and egress was not ensured in case of fire or medical emergency.
Previously, Planning Division staff and the City Attorney have shamefully claimed that the
“Nollan-Dolan” constitutional limits on “exactions” prevent such requirements. This is utterly
false. The legal ruling is that the City cannot require the applicant to actually construct street
improvements beyond a proportional amount based on various factors. Often, this results in an
applicant only being responsible for a portion of a street which a proposed development abuts.
This ruling does not restrict the City from requiring, for example, that the rest of the street(s)
provide the safe and adequate access; and, if that requires improvements, there are various
ways those improvements can be financed. In any case, “feasibility” is not a factor in the
constitutional ruling.
An easy-to-understand analogy is that a jurisdiction can require that new structures not be built
on steeply sloped sites unless the proposed housing can be demonstrated to be safe from slides
and sliding. The City doesn’t have to waive or reduce this requirement just because it might be
“infeasible” to implement the necessary site and/or structural improvements to meet the safety
standard in some particular instances.
No findings for conformance with the Westside Neighborhood Plan
There is no explanation for why the Ordinance Findings (Exhibit C) omitted the Westside Neighborhood
Plan (1987), but conformance with that refinement plan is required for these code amendments. If the
City Council were to neglect such findings, the ordinance would be remanded by LUBA to address that
deficiency in the Findings.
Because such findings would be a substantive addition to the ordinance, at the very least, the record
must be made open for additional testimony on the findings. For the record, I assert that the proposed
code amendments do not conform to EC 9.9680(1)(a) & (c); (3)(a) & (b); and (4)(d).

6-March-2021
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CLEAR & OBJECTIVE HOUSING: APPROVAL CRITERIA UPDATE

Attachment C

Planning Commission Deliberations – Follow-Up Information
Straw Poll 3 | 9.5860(2)(a)1. – Staff requests follow up on suggested changes indirectly related to this vote.
Straw Poll 3 resulted in setting a limitation on how deep into the development site the proposed new transition
standards would apply. Planning Commission recommended limiting the extent to 25 feet; however, two of the
four prescribed options exceed that new limit. Option 3 (as originally drafted) included a minimum 30-foot
setback with a requirement for tree planting along the property line. Option 4 included a 50-foot setback
without requiring tree plantings. Staff suggests eliminating Option 4 and revising Option 3 to require a 25-foot
setback without a tree planting requirement (as highlighted in blue in Attachment B to the January 25, 2021
agenda packet).
The revised transition standard options are summarized as follows:
Option 1 – Standard interior setback according to the base zone
Max building height within setback of 35 feet or that of the base zone, whichever is less
Fence, wall, or landscaping along portion of property line triggering the requirement
Option 2 – Minimum 10-foot interior setback
Sloped setback from 25 feet above property line and extending 25 feet into the property
Trees every 25 feet along abutting property line
Fence or wall along abutting property line
Option 3 – Minimum 25-foot interior setback
Specifies what is allowed within the setback
Options 1 and 2 would allow a metal fence with shrubs, as recommended with Straw Poll 4. Also, a reminder
that transition standards would only apply within 25 feet along the portion of any property line that abuts lowdensity residential zones.
The proposed transition standards would only apply to new buildings and building additions increasing livable
floor area by 20% or more for multiple-family developments and assisted care, boarding and rooming houses,
campus living organizations, university or college dormitories, or single room occupancy developments IF a
conditional use permit (CUP) or site review (SR) is required.
To help understand where these standards could apply, the staff prepared the map provided on the next page.
The map includes lands zoned R-3 and R-4 (potential multi-family) as well as the low-density zones of R-1, R-1.5,
S-C, and S-RN that could trigger the requirement for abutting sites. It’s important to note a few caveats about
the map:
• the map does not show whether land is already developed
• multi-family on R-3 or R-4 may be allowed outright and not trigger the standards
• development types (e.g., assisted care) that trigger the standards could occur in low-density zones with
CUP/SR/PUD approval
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Clear & Objective Update
EC 9.5860 Transition Standards - HDR-LDR Interface Map
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CLEAR & OBJECTIVE HOUSING APPROVAL CRITERIA UPDATE

Attachment D

Annotated excerpt from the Summary of Key Issues related to the new Transition
Standards

Key Issues: Significant Items
Items identified as “significant” are those key issues that raise policy implications and are recommended
as a focus for additional working group discussion. Similar items or those that are interconnected are
grouped. For ease of reference, Clear & Objective Significant items are identified with a “COS” preceding
the issues number.

ISSUE #: COS-01 (CLEAR & OBJECTIVE COMPATIBILITY)
Description: Unlike the discretionary tracks, the clear and objective tracks for conditional use,
planned unit development, and site review applications do not address compatibility, including
the need to address transitions or buffers between different uses or zones.
Applies To : Conditional Use, Planned Unit Development, Site Review
Existing Code Section(s): N/A
Existing Code Language : N/A
Possible Action: Consider adding clear and objective criteria to address specific compatibility
elements regarding building locations, bulk and height, screening, noise, and glare. See
discretionary criteria at EC 9.8090(2) and (3) for conditional use, at EC 9.8320(12) for planned
unit development and at EC 9.8440(1) for site review for reference. Also consider screening,
height step backs, or other transition buffers for locations that neighbor different uses/zones—
particularly when multi-family projects are located adjacent to lower-density areas, or when
clustering intensifies development in a particular area.
Improvement : Value Implementation, Consistency
Source: Audit

ISSUE #: COS-02 (30-FOOT BUFFER REQUIREMENT FOR PUDS)
Description: The clear and objective approval criteria for planned unit developments require a
30-foot wide landscape buffer between a new planned unit development and surrounding
properties. This may not be a preferred strategy to enhance compatibility between properties,
or an efficient use of land. Where a planned unit development for housing is providing buffer
from existing residential properties, it is not clear that there are significant differences between
residential development within the planned unit development and the surrounding residential
area to warrant buffering over and above the typical setbacks for the residential zones (typically
5 feet). The 30-foot buffer may instead isolate the planned unit development, making it less
compatible and less integrated into the neighborhood. Dedication of a 30-foot perimeter buffer
requires a large amount of land, and a disproportionate amount of land on smaller and/or

September 11, 2018

Summary of Key Issues: Significant Items
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CLEAR & OBJECTIVE HOUSING APPROVAL CRITERIA UPDATE
EC 9.8320(6) The PUD will not be a significant risk to public health and safety, including but not
limited to soil erosion, slope failure, stormwater or flood hazard, or an impediment
to emergency response.
EC 9.8440(4) The proposal will not be a significant risk to public health and safety, including but
not limited to soil erosion, slope failure, stormwater or flood hazard, or an
impediment to emergency response.
Improvement : Effectiveness, Consistency, Value Implementation
Source: Audit

ISSUE #: COS-09 (CONDITIONAL USE REQUIREMENT)
Description: The clear and objective conditional use approval criteria largely cross-reference
other standards already applicable to development—in other words, standards that would
already be applied at time of building permit. There are only limited provisions for traditional
consideration of the compatibility of the proposed conditional use and surrounding properties.
Conditional use permits for housing are rare as they are only required for limited types of
housing (assisted care, boarding and rooming houses, campus living organizations, and single
room occupancy (SRO)).
Applies To : Conditional Use
Existing Code Section(s): 9.8100
Existing Code Language :
9.8100

September 11, 2018

Conditional Use Permit Approval Criteria- Needed Housing. The hearings official
shall approve, conditionally approve, or deny the conditional use permit application.
Unless the applicant elects to use the general criteria contained in EC 9.8090
Conditional Use Permit Approval Criteria - General, where the applicant proposes
needed housing, as defined by the State statutes, the hearings official shall approve
or approve with conditions a conditional use based on compliance with the
following criteria:
(1) The applicant has demonstrated that the proposed housing is needed
housing as defined by State statutes.
(2) If applicable, the proposal complies with the standards contained in EC
9.5500 Multiple-Family Standards.
(3) For areas not included on the city’s acknowledged Goal 5 inventory, the
proposal will preserve existing natural resources by compliance with all of the
following:
(a) The proposal complies with EC 9.6880 to EC 9.6885 Tree Preservation
and Removal Standards.
(b) Natural resource areas designated on the comprehensive plan diagram
as “Natural Resource” are protected. Protection shall include the area
of the resource and a minimum 50 foot buffer around the perimeter of
the natural resource area.

Summary of Key Issues: Significant Items
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CLEAR & OBJECTIVE HOUSING APPROVAL CRITERIA UPDATE
(4)

(5)

The proposal complies with all applicable standards, including, but not
limited to:
(a) EC 9.6706 Development in Flood Plains through EC 9.6709 Special
Flood Hazard Areas - Standards.
(b) EC 9.6710(6) Geological and Geotechnical Analysis.
(c)
EC 9.6730 Pedestrian Circulation On-Site.
(d) EC 9.6735 Public Access Required.
(e)
EC 9.6750 Special Setback Standards.
(f)
EC 9.6775 Underground Utilities.
(g) EC 9.6780 Vision Clearance Area.
(h) EC 9.6791 through 9.6797 regarding stormwater flood control, quality,
flow control for headwaters area, oil control, source control,
easements, and operation and maintenance.
(i) An approved adjustment to a standard pursuant to the provisions
beginning at EC 9.8015 of this land use code constitutes compliance
with the standard.
Public improvements as required by this land use code or as a condition of
tentative plan approval have been completed, or:
(a) A performance bond or suitable substitute as agreed upon by the city
has been filed with the city finance officer in an amount sufficient to
assure the completion of all required public improvements; or
(b) A petition for public improvements and for the assessment of the real
property for the improvements has been signed by the property owner
seeking the conditional use permit, and the petition has been accepted
by the city engineer.

Possible Action: Consider changing housing types away from conditional uses (could be
permitted outright or subject to site review), or developing clear and objective criteria to
address compatibility concerns with assisted care, boarding and rooming houses, campus living
organizations, and single room occupancy (SRO) (See related Issues # COM-02 and COS-01)
Improvement: Effectiveness, Value Implementation
Source: Audit

ISSUE #: COS-10 (PARTITION TREE PRESERVATION)
Description: For partitions, there is an inconsistency between the two review tracks regarding
tree preservation. The clear and objective track requires compliance with EC 9.6880 through EC
9.6885 Tree Preservation and Removal Standards, whereas the discretionary track does not. The
discretionary track is more commonly used, likely due to this difference. The partition is a tool
for infill development that has a longstanding practice and intent of allowing minor land use
processing to encourage development. Tree preservation and removal standards at EC 9.6880
through EC 9.6885 already apply to development of housing, based on the size of the parcel.
Applies To: Partitions
Existing Code Section(s): 9.8220(2)(k)

September 11, 2018

Summary of Key Issues: Significant Items
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ISSUE #: COS-12 (SITE REVIEW REQUIREMENT)
Description: The clear and objective criteria for site review are limited in scope compared to
the discretionary track, largely relying on compliance with other code standards. Many multiplefamily residential projects are allowed outright and reviewed for compliance with code
standards such as Multiple Family Standards (See EC 9.5500) at the time of building permit
review. Site review has limited applicability for residential projects and is usually triggered by
site-specific /SR overlay zoning rather than a blanket requirement for certain types of housing.
As noted elsewhere in this report, the site-specific criteria that were historically addressed as
part of site review were codified as development standards during the 2001 Land Use Code
Update.
Applies To: Site Review
Existing Code Section(s): N/A
Existing Code Language : N/A
Possible Action: Consider whether site review should be required for housing choosing the
clear and objective track or whether compliance with applicable standards is sufficient. If extra
review is warranted, consider what additional clear and objective criteria could be applied
through site review to provide a more thorough review designed to “maintain or improve the
character, integrity and harmonious development of an area,” beyond straight compliance with
code standards. (Site review purpose statement, EC 9.8425) See related issue pertaining to
compatibility at Issue # COS-01.
Improvement : Efficiency, Effectiveness, Consistency
Source: Audit, Staff, Stakeholder(s)

ISSUE #: COS-13 (GEOTECHNICAL REQUIREMENT)
Description: The standards for geological and geotechnical review for projects developed
under clear and objective criteria are “one-size-fits all,” requiring certification from a licensed
engineer that the development activity either will not be impacted by geological instability
problems, or that design methods may be used to safely address any such impacts. The review
standards for discretionary projects include three levels of review with increasing complexity
depending on potential for impacts.
Applies To: Conditional Use, Partition, Planned Unit Development, Site Review, Subdivision
Existing Code Section(s): 9.6710(6)
Existing Code Language :
9.6710

September 11, 2018

Geological and Geotechnical Analysis.
(6) Needed Housing. Unless exempt under 9.6710(3)(a)-(f), in lieu of compliance
with subsections (2), (4), and (5) of this section, applications proposing
needed housing shall include a certification from an Oregon licensed

Summary of Key Issues: Significant Items
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Annotated Excerpt from the Preferred Concepts Report related to the new Transition Standards

Significant Issues: Summary Table of Preferred Concepts
Significant Issue

Preferred Concept

Reason

COS-01

Clear & Objective
Compatibility

Effectiveness,
Consistency

COS-02

30-Foot Buffer Requirement
For PUDs
20 Percent Slope Grading
Prohibition
One Acre Accessible Open
Space For PUDs
Limitation Over 900 Feet For
PUDs

Add compatibility criterion to site reviews, conditional use and
planned unit development applications that applies to higherintensity development abutting lower intensity development—
include transition buffers (setbacks, height limitation areas, and
landscape screening) that are scalable
Replace with new criterion from COS-01

COS-03
COS-04
COS-05

COS-06

Ridgeline Setback For PUDs

COS-07

40 Percent Open Space
Requirement For PUDs
Emergency Response

COS-08

COS-09
COS-10

Conditional Use
Requirement
Partition Tree Preservation

COS-11

Tree Preservation
Consideration

COS-12
COS-13

Site Review Requirement
Geotechnical Requirement

COS-14

19 Lot Rule—Motor Vehicle
Dispersal
Traffic Impact
PUD Type III Process
Does Not Hamper Provision
Of Public Open Space
Arborist And Landscape
Architect Requirement
Street Standards
Modifications
Pedestrian Definition

COS-15
COS-16
COS-17
COS-18
COS-19
COS-20

November 13, 2018

Remove and rely on COS-13
Revise required distance from open space from ¼ mile to ½ mile
and make onsite requirement scalable
Revise to allow less intensive development above 900’ (2.5
units/acre) and include more stringent tree/vegetation
preservation requirements
Revise to make setback applicable to areas above 900’ elevation.
Revise to 30% and clarify language based on intent of relevant
South Hills Study policy
Add criterion to require letter from Fire Marshal’s office stating
that project complies with Eugene Fire Code for site reviews,
conditional use and planned unit development applications;
apply criterion to partitions and subdivisions per COS-14
Keep process, add compatibility criterion from COS-01
Remove criterion
Add criterion that requires minimum preservation and mitigation
and implement a rating scale that takes into account tree type,
health, size and location.
Keep process, add compatibility criterion from COS-01
Revise existing criterion to address additional risk factors

Efficiency,
Effectiveness
Efficiency,
Effectiveness
Efficiency,
Effectiveness
Efficiency,
Effectiveness
Efficiency,
Effectiveness
Efficiency,
Effectiveness
Efficiency,
Effectiveness

Effectiveness
Efficiency,
Consistency
Effectiveness

Defer to Public Works Transportation project getting underway
Hold for future land use code improvement project
Moved to COM-18

Effectiveness
Efficiency,
Effectiveness
Efficiency,
Effectiveness
Effectiveness
Efficiency
Effectiveness

No change (Continue to require arborist on PUD design team)

Efficiency

Add clear exceptions and add adjustment option

Efficiency

Use ORS definition with minor refinement

Effectiveness

Rely on COS-08 (apply COS-08 to partitions and subdivisions)

DRAFT Preferred Concepts Report: Significant Issues
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COS-01 (CLEAR & OBJECTIVE COMPATIBILITY)
Description: Unlike the discretionary tracks, the clear and objective tracks for conditional use and site review
applications do not address compatibility, including the need to address transitions or buffers between different
uses or zones. Planned unit developments include a 30 foot wide landscaped buffer requirement (see COS-02)
but this may not be a preferred strategy to enhance compatibility between properties, or an efficient use of
land.
Applies To : Conditional Use, Planned Unit Development, Site Review
Existing Code Section(s): N/A
Existing Code Language : N/A

Possible Concepts
A. No Change

o

–

+

–

o

o

–

B. Develop requirement for transition buffers
(screening, height step backs, setbacks) when
higher intensity uses are proposed near lower
intensity uses (e.g., multi-family next to singlefamily)

o

+

+

+

+

o

+

C. Develop minimum transition buffers around the
perimeter for all conditional use, planned unit
development, and site review projects regardless
of size or use

o

+

+

o

+

o

–

D. Develop scalable transition buffers around the
perimeters for all conditional use, planned unit
development, and site review projects that are
proportional to the size of the development site

o

+

+

+

+

o

+

+

promotes

o

neutral

–

inhibits

Recommendation: Add a compatibility criterion that applies to higher-intensity development abutting lowerintensity development (e.g. multi-family development adjacent to single family development in R-1 Low Density
Residential zone). (Options B and D) Employ scalable transition buffers that may include:
• setbacks
• height step-downs
• landscape screening requirements
There was strong support from stakeholders to add a compatibility criterion to the clear and objective tracks for
conditional use, planned unit development and site review. While the strongest support was for option B, option

November 13, 2018

DRAFT Preferred Concepts Report: Significant Issues
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D also received moderate support, and a combination of B and D was strongly preferred in feedback from the
working group open house. The two options rated identically in evaluation.
To best support compact urban development, while protecting and enhancing neighborhood livability and
natural resources, combining options B and D is recommended. The clear and objective review track currently
does not have a means to address compatibility impacts and implementing these concepts would improve
effectiveness. To promote efficient use of our buildable land supply, and in line with stakeholder support, it is
recommended that the compatibility criterion apply only when separating different-intensity uses (such as
between multi-family and single family) and be scaled so that smaller infill developments are not
disproportionately burdened. This would support compatibility with emphasis on gradual transitions to lower
intensity uses and efficient use of space.
Transitional buffering would be accomplished using increased building setbacks, height step-downs (a reduction
in building height as a means of transitioning between the higher and lower intensity uses), and required
landscape screening. This will require drafting new code language to guide specific application of the
requirements, which will require moderate time (relative to a simpler code revision) but is technically feasible
and offers significant benefit to the community if implemented. In addition, there are three related issues that
are affected by the outcome of this issue—COS-02 (30-Foot Buffer Requirement for PUDs), COS-09 (Conditional
Use Requirement) and COS-12 (Site Review Requirement). If this recommendation is implemented, then
replacing the existing 30-foot buffer requirement for planned unit developments with this criterion is also
recommended. It would also improve effectiveness of the conditional use track as currently it largely points to
general development standards that do not address compatibility.
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COS-09 (CONDITIONAL USE REQUIREMENT)
Description: The clear and objective conditional use approval criteria largely cross-reference other standards
already applicable to development—in other words, standards that would already be applied at time of building
permit. There are only limited provisions for traditional consideration of the compatibility of the proposed
conditional use and surrounding properties. Conditional use permits for housing are rare as they are only
required for limited types of housing (assisted care, boarding and rooming houses, campus living organizations,
and single room occupancy (SRO)).
Applies To : Conditional Use
Existing Code Section(s): 9.8100
Existing Code Language :
9.8100

Conditional Use Permit Approval Criteria- Needed Housing. The hearings official shall approve,
conditionally approve, or deny the conditional use permit application. Unless the applicant elects to
use the general criteria contained in EC 9.8090 Conditional Use Permit Approval Criteria - General,
where the applicant proposes needed housing, as defined by the State statutes, the hearings official
shall approve or approve with conditions a conditional use based on compliance with the following
criteria:
(1) The applicant has demonstrated that the proposed housing is needed housing as defined by
State statutes.
(2) If applicable, the proposal complies with the standards contained in EC 9.5500 MultipleFamily Standards.
(3) For areas not included on the city’s acknowledged Goal 5 inventory, the proposal will preserve
existing natural resources by compliance with all of the following:
(a) The proposal complies with EC 9.6880 to EC 9.6885 Tree Preservation and Removal
Standards.
(b) Natural resource areas designated on the comprehensive plan diagram as “Natural
Resource” are protected. Protection shall include the area of the resource and a
minimum 50 foot buffer around the perimeter of the natural resource area.
(4) The proposal complies with all applicable standards, including, but not limited to:
(a) EC 9.6706 Development in Flood Plains through EC 9.6709 Special Flood Hazard Areas Standards.
(b) EC 9.6710(6) Geological and Geotechnical Analysis.
(c)
EC 9.6730 Pedestrian Circulation On-Site.
(d) EC 9.6735 Public Access Required.
(e)
EC 9.6750 Special Setback Standards.
(f)
EC 9.6775 Underground Utilities.
(g) EC 9.6780 Vision Clearance Area.
(h) EC 9.6791 through 9.6797 regarding stormwater flood control, quality, flow control for
headwaters area, oil control, source control, easements, and operation and
maintenance.
(i) An approved adjustment to a standard pursuant to the provisions beginning at EC
9.8015 of this land use code constitutes compliance with the standard.
(5) Public improvements as required by this land use code or as a condition of tentative plan
approval have been completed, or:
(a) A performance bond or suitable substitute as agreed upon by the city has been filed
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(b)

with the city finance officer in an amount sufficient to assure the completion of all
required public improvements; or
A petition for public improvements and for the assessment of the real property for the
improvements has been signed by the property owner seeking the conditional use
permit, and the petition has been accepted by the city engineer.

Possible Concepts
A. No Change

+

+

+

+

o

o

–

B. Eliminate conditional use requirement for the
limited housing types that require a conditional
use permit

+

–

+

–

o

o

+

C. Change the requirement for housing that currently
requires a conditional use (Type III) to site review
(Type II)

+

o

+

o

o

o

o

D. Add criteria that address compatibility (related
issue # COS-01 Clear & Objective Compatibility)

o

+

+

+

+

o

+

+

promotes

o

neutral

– inhibits

Recommendation: Retain existing Type III process and add new compatibility criterion from COS-01. (Option
D)
Stakeholder support was mixed. Some supported eliminating the need for conditional use for all housing types,
some supported downsizing the process to a Type II (see below) site review, adding a compatibility criterion
received moderate support, and some preferred a combination of change to a site review requirement with the
new compatibility criterion.
The types of housing that require a conditional use permit are often coupled with an employment component.
For example, assisted care facilities are allowed in the low-density residential zone with an approved conditional
use permit. Assisted care facilities provide housing coupled with services like dining, medical care, recreational
programing, and administrative staff that may require employees 24 hours a day. No conditional use
applications have been processed using the clear and objective track.
The process a land use application follows is related to the amount of discretion required to render the decision.
Type I applications are administrative. Types II, III, and IV are quasi-judicial with increasing discretion from:
▪
▪
▪

Planning Director decision (Type II)
Hearings Official decision, includes public hearing (Type III)
Planning Commission recommendation/City Council decision, includes two public hearings (Type III)

In the context of the State requirement for a clear and objective path to approval for housing applications,
discretion is consequently limited, making the Type II process appropriate. On the other hand, the more
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subjective discretionary track option, requires and benefits the more rigorous Type III process. Below is an
excerpt from the land use code describing the types:
9.7045

Description of Quasi-judicial Decisions Type II, Type III, Type IV. Quasi-judicial decisions follow
either a Type II, Type III or a Type IV process. A quasi-judicial decision concerns a specific site or
area, and involves the exercise of discretion in making a decision.
(1)

A Type II process is based on a review of criteria that requires a limited amount of
discretion. The Type II process includes public notice of the application and an opportunity for
citizens to provide comments prior to the decision. The process does not include a public
hearing unless the decision is appealed. Notice of the decision is provided to allow the
applicant or an adversely affected person to appeal the decision to a higher local review
authority.

(2)

A Type III process is a decision-making process in which a hearings official or the historic
review board makes the initial decision. The Type III process includes public notice and a
public hearing, as well as the opportunity for a local appeal to be filed by the applicant, an
individual who testified orally or in writing during the initial public hearing, or affected
neighborhood group.

While the Type III process is generally intended for decisions requiring more discretion, the process affords
other benefits for potentially impacted surrounding properties: more review time, greater noticing radius, and a
public hearing. Given mixed feedback from stakeholders regarding option C (many supported/many opposed),
and the operating characteristics of the uses subject to conditional use review, the recommendation is to retain
the Type III process. To address compatibility impacts it is also recommended that the new compatibility
criterion proposed under COS-01 also consider these impacts.
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COS-12 (SITE REVIEW REQUIREMENT)
Description: The clear and objective criteria for site review are limited in scope compared to the discretionary
track, largely relying on compliance with other land use code standards. Many multiple-family residential
projects are allowed outright and reviewed for compliance with land use code standards such as Multiple Family
Standards (See EC 9.5500) at the time of building permit review. Site review has limited applicability for
residential projects and is usually triggered by site-specific /SR overlay zoning rather than a blanket requirement
for certain types of housing. The site-specific criteria that were historically addressed as part of site review were
codified as development standards during the 2001 Land Use Code Update.
Applies To: Site Review
Existing Code Section(s): EC 9.8445
9.8445 Site Review Approval Criteria- Needed Housing. The planning director shall approve, conditionally
approve, or deny the site review application. Unless the applicant elects to use the general criteria
contained in EC 9.8440 Site Review Approval Criteria - General, where the applicant proposes needed
housing, as defined by the State statutes, the planning director shall approve or approve with conditions a
site review based on compliance with the following criteria:
(1) The applicant has demonstrated that the proposed housing is needed housing as defined by State
statutes.
(2) For a proposal for multiple family developments, the proposal complies with the standards
contained in EC 9.5500 Multiple Family Standards.
(3) For areas not included on the city’s acknowledged Goal 5 inventory, the proposal will preserve
existing natural resources by compliance with all of the following:
(a) The proposal complies with EC 9.6880 through EC 9.6885 Tree Preservation and Removal
Standards.
(b) Natural resource areas designated on the comprehensive plan diagram as “Natural Resource”
are protected.
(4) The proposal complies with all of the following standards:
(a) EC 9.2000 through 9.3980 regarding lot dimensions and density requirements for the subject
zone.
(b) EC 9.6500 through 9.6505 Public Improvement Standards.
(c)
EC 9.6706 Development in Flood Plains through EC 9.6709 Special Flood Hazard Areas Standards.
(d) EC 9.6710 (6) Geological and Geotechnical Analysis.
(e)
EC 9.6730 Pedestrian Circulation On-Site.
(f)
EC 9.6735 Public Access Required.
(g) EC 9.6750 Special Setback Standards.
(h) EC 9.6775 Underground Utilities.
(i)
EC 9.6780 Vision Clearance Area.
(j)
EC 9.6791 through 9.6797 regarding stormwater flood control, quality, flow control for
headwaters area, oil control, source control, easements, and operation and maintenance.
(k)
All other applicable development standards for features explicitly included in the application.
An approved adjustment to a standard pursuant to the provisions beginning at EC 9.8015 of this
land use code constitutes compliance with the standard.
(5) Public improvements as required by this land use code or as a condition of tentative plan approval
have been completed, or:
(a) A performance bond or suitable substitute as agreed upon by the city has been filed with the
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(b)

city finance officer in an amount sufficient to assure the completion of all required public
improvements; or
A petition for public improvements and for the assessment of the real property for the
improvements has been signed by the property owner seeking the subdivision, and the
petition has been accepted by the city engineer.

Possible Concepts
A. No Change

o

o

+

o

o

o

–

B. Eliminate site review requirement for housing

+

o

–

–

o

o

+

C. Add criteria to address compatibility (Related issue
# COS-01 Clear & Objective Compatibility)

o

+

+

+

o

o

+

+

promotes

o

neutral

– inhibits

Recommendation: Retain existing process and add new compatibility criterion from COS-01. (Option C)
Comments from stakeholders supported the removal of the site review process for housing (option B), and also
expressed an interest in adding criteria that addressed compatibility of developments (option C). Without a
compatibility criterion, elimination of the site review requirement would streamline the process for housing
development by allowing proposal to go directly to a building permit application. As the existing clear and
objective track applies the same development standards as those applicable at time of the building permit, the
existing review is largely redundant. There are no housing types that require a site review. Site review is only
required where a site review overlay zone exists; however, that still affects many properties. Removing the site
review requirement from these properties might be technically feasible, and would promote efficiency, but it
would take extensive research and evaluation on a site-by-site basis and likely require amendments to
refinement plans that placed site review overlays on specific sites. The amount of time to identify all sites that
have site review overlays, or are designated by refinement plans to have site review overlays, and to determine
whether existing code sections sufficiently address the initial concerns that lead to the overlays, render this
option practically infeasible at this time.
In addition, if the new compatibility criterion from COS-01 is implemented, then it will provide added benefit to
the existing clear and objective site review process. The new compatibility criterion will be more effective at
addressing impacts from higher-intensity developments when located near lower-intensity developments than
existing multifamily standards.
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Appendix A
Excerpt from Appendix A to the Preferred Concepts Report related to the new Transition
Standards (Intro provided for context and instruction on reading the table data)

Appendix A: Working Group Meeting Summary
Project Background
Eugene's land use code regulates how property may be used or developed and is an expression of our
community's values. The City is updating their “Clear & Objective” approval criteria and hosted a series of four
public workshops to educate the community about the land use process and listen to a range of opinions on
how best to improve the code. New participants were welcome at all meetings.
The content for the meetings was developed through conversations and focus groups held in the spring of 2018.
The resulting Summary of Key Issues report divided the feedback into three categories: Maintenance Issues,
Significant Issues, and Out of Scope Issues.
Held in September and October of 2018, the meetings were devoted to a deep dive into the Significant Issues
and a brainstorm of solutions:
Thursday, 9/13 – Learn about Housing Code Process; Generate Concepts, Part A
Monday, 10/8 – Generate Concepts, Part B
Tuesday, 10/16 – Generate Concepts, Part C
Tuesday, 10/23 – Open House: Review Concepts and Evaluate Outcomes

Stakeholder Outreach
To recruit participants to the meetings, the City sent an email invitation to over 60 individuals and organizations
with a stake in the outcome of the code update, including members of neighborhood organizations, housing
builders and developers, design professionals, affordable housing providers, and advocates for transportation
choices, housing and land use planning. Meeting invitees and participants included members of the following
organizations:



City of Eugene committees, such as the Sustainability Commission, Active Transportation Committee,
Neighborhood Leaders Council, Triple Bottom Line Committee, and the Housing Policy Board
Advocacy groups such as the AARP, Eugene Chamber of Commerce, WE CAN, Better Housing Together,
the Homebuilders Association, the League of Women Voters, and 1000 Friends of Oregon.

The City also reached to individuals who were not well represented at the meetings, such as low-income
residents, youth and communities of color. The final Interested Parties List included over 80 recipients.

Meeting Details
Between 20 and 30 community members attended each of the working group meetings. Meeting handouts
included an input form and a Summary of Key Issues report. Wall display boards included the meeting agenda,
guidelines, and project goals.
After a welcome and introductions, staff provided a presentation with an overview of the land use process and
then introduced significant issues related to specific topics and answered questions from the large group. Small
groups then discussed the options for each significant issue, sharing their own experiences, weighing the
challenges and benefits of different options, brainstorming new ideas, and completing the public input forms.
At the end of each meeting, staff reinforced that community members who could not attend the meeting but
who might want to participate could access all materials online, where meeting videos, presentation materials
and online surveys were posted. In addition, staff held four drop-in Office Hour sessions to answer questions
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and listen to community perspectives in Room 2021 on the second floor of the Atrium Building at 99 West 10th
Avenue:
Friday, September 21, 2018, 10:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Wednesday, October 3, 2018, 4:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Monday, October 15, 2018, 11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Wednesday, October 17, 2018, 4:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.

Outcomes
Participants brought a great deal of diverse experience to the project and provided a high level of detail about
options and ideas. Over 50 pages of comments included in this appendix provided staff with insights into code
improvements. The project heard from individuals who desired more structure and compatibility standards and
individuals who sought less structure and more flexibility.
Before the final Working Group Open House, staff sorted through the input, looking for areas where most
individuals coalesced around a specific solution or set of solutions, and areas where perspectives were split
among several options. At the Open House participants had the opportunity to weigh in on the issues that they
felt were most important to the community.
At the Open House, new individuals to the process were able to participate via four key questions focusing on
issues where there was no clear path forward based on meeting input. These questions were also posted online
and the results are shared at the end of this appendix.
The resulting staff recommendations, contained in the Draft Preferred Concepts Report, are an effort to
improve both efficiency and effectiveness in the land use code. They are largely conceptual at this time as
specific details will be proposed as part of the draft land use code changes. Stakeholder and Planning
Commission review and feedback will help determine exact requirements.
Meeting Presenters and Facilitators
Jenessa Dragovich
Gabe Flock

Alissa Hansen
Rodney Bohner

Julie Fischer
Dan Lawler

Nick Gioello
Althea Sullivan

Michael DeLuise
Eric Dil
John Faville
Jan Fillinger
Tresa Hackford
Laurie Hauber
Susan Hoffman
Maureen Jackson
Carolyn Jacobs
Margie James
Kaarin Knudson

Mary Leontovich
Colin McArthur
Ed McMahon
Jonathan Oakes
Keli Osborn
Darcy Phillips
Tom Price
Bill Randall
Kevin Reed
Kelly Sandow
Rick Satre

Carol Schirmer
Kevin Shanley
Kristen Taylor
Nathaniel Teich
Tash Wilson
Sue Wolling
Pam Wooddell
Jan Wostmann
Stacey Yates
Kelsey Zievor

Meeting Participants
Zoe Anton
Bill Aspegren
Steve Baker
Ron Bevirt
Alexis Biddle
Gwen Burkard
Erik Burke
Renee Clough
Seda Collier
Paul Conte
Ted Coopman
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Summary of Input
The following pages are the responses received to the possible concepts. Each of the 19 significant issues was
presented with 2-5 possible concepts for stakeholders to rate, respond to, or provide an alternative suggestion.
To consolidate the large amount of input, responses were put into the spreadsheet provided. Copies of each
issue worksheet are provided before the spreadsheet as a reference. The Summary of Key Issues report can be
referenced for more background on each issue. See below for directions on how to read the results tables.

Other ideas
brainstormed
by participants
or additional
comments

To learn more on COS-14, refer to
Summary of Key Issues Report

Concept Option Identified by A,B,C…

Support for Concept ‘B’
This column
shows the
Questionnaire
Respondents

Rating Scale from 1 to 5:
Comments on Concept ‘A’

1 = Strongly Support
5 = Strongly Oppose
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COS-12 SITE REVIEW REQUIREMENT
A. No
Comments
Change
B. Eliminate
Comments
site review requirement for housing
1
5
2 5

Make alternatives not required -- so discretionary.

3

1 Provided SR remains for commercial and any other permitted
non-residential development types in the particular zone.

4

2 Except when bordering other zones -- need compatibility &
transition

5
6 5
7
8 4

9 5
10 5
11
12
I don't know enough about
this topic to comment
13
14 5
15 5
16 4

2
5
2 SR overlay zoning seems to add complexity to the process
without benefit.
Northeast Eugene has seen 15 land-use application
processes since 2013 (ignoring several partitions). Only one
involved an SR overlay, and the SR considerations were
irrelevant to the outcome. (That development was a 149 unit
apartment complex on R2).
It is very important to us (NeN Board) that multi-family
developments receive the scrutiny of a full public process.
However, it seems more efficient to trigger the process by the
nature of the development. (Comments on the nature of that
public process will be included in the comments on COS-09
Conditional Use and COS-16, PUD Type III Process.)

4

1 Eliminate SR for housing.
1
3

C. Add
Comments
criteria to address compatibility (Related issue D.
# COS-01
Other Concepts
Clear & Objective Compatibility)
1 Physical compatibility, visual compatibility. .....
and character, _typology_ fitting, etc.
1
Should be _one_ track & part of alternative
approval with _higher_ standards for
_exceptionally_ good proposals.

1 When ... abuts a lower residential zones
2
1
2 If the SR process is retained, we believe
compatibility needs to be considered, particularly
for multi-family developments that are near
established single-family home areas.

1
2 How to define "compatibility" (setback, height)?
1

2 See page 2b comment
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COS-12 SITE REVIEW REQUIREMENT
A. No
Comments
Change
B. Eliminate
Comments
site review requirement for housing
17

18

19 5
20 5

1
1

21 5 Eliminate Site Review all
1
together for housing. The
application of Chapters 9
and 7 effectively does
everything that a Site
Review application does.
Except SR adds a layer
where the project can be
appealed. If you really want
housing in the city of
Eugene there has to start
being some 'by right' ways
to get there.

C. Add
Comments
criteria to address compatibility (Related issue D.
# COS-01
Other Concepts
Clear & Objective Compatibility)
C&O SR seems like an oxymoron. I'm not sure
how it would mesh with Refinement Plans that
call for SR on specific properties, but to me the
ideal would be to not require SR for any multifamily project that meets the already C&O multifamily standards in EC 9.5500. I would also
support a review of all properties with an SR
overlay zone to determine if it is honestly
necessary anymore followed by a city sponsored
zone change if it isn't.
1. Enlist intern or otherwise organize project to
help identify for removal /SR overlay where it's an
"historical accident," or no longer needed
because other standards & safeguards adopted.
2. Compatibility issues: Mitigate vehicle, parking
lot & building light glare where abutting other
residential. Integrate pedestrian & bicycle
transportation with surrounding n'hoods. Use
building articulation, break up mass, and situate
on site to soften at edges where adjacent to lessdense development.
4
1
See comments with COS-09 CUP. -- Type II site
review for the limited housing types, but only
when abutting R-1. -- And add a clear and
objective criterion regarding compatibility
5 There is nothing that could possible be clear and
objective about adding compatibility criteria.
When did we decide that housing near housing
was incompatible. Wasn't that policy choice
made at the Metro Plan level and when property
was zoned?
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COS-12 SITE REVIEW REQUIREMENT
A. No
Comments
Change
B. Eliminate
Comments
site review requirement for housing
22

C. Add
Comments
criteria to address compatibility (Related issue D.
# COS-01
Other Concepts
Clear & Objective Compatibility)
Site Review Requirement: It seems that Site
Review is be an unnecessary step if the project
meets by-right criteria and since it will be
reviewed at the building permit stage. If the
project is seeking variances, then it should be
subject to Site Review (depending on the nature
of the sought-after variances).
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COS-09 CONDITIONAL USE REQUIREMENT
A. No
Comments
Change
B. Eliminate
Comments
conditional use requirement for the limited
C.housing
Change
Comments
types
the requirement
that requirefor
a conditional
housing
D.that
Add
Comments
use
currently
criteria
permitthat
requires
address
a conditional
compatibility
use(related
(TypeE.III)
issue
Other
to site
#Concepts
COS-01
review (Type
Clear II)
& Objective Compatibility)
1
5
5 Type III hearing and involvement 1 Physical compatibility visual typology fitting
neighborhood necessary ... type
with typology around in the city, in the
of ....
neighborhood.
2 5
Make alternative, not required -- so discretionary 5
1
Should be _one_ track & part of alternative
approval with _higher_ standards for
_exceptionally_ good proposals.
3
4
2 Keep Type III but only use if
bordered by lower zone
properties.
5
1 Eliminate except when property
borders a lower housing zoning,
where CUP could still be
required.
6
1
2
2
7
1
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COS-09 CONDITIONAL USE REQUIREMENT
A. No
Comments
Change
B. Eliminate
Comments
conditional use requirement for the limited
C.housing
Change
Comments
types
the requirement
that requirefor
a conditional
housing
D.that
Add
Comments
use
currently
criteria
permitthat
requires
address
a conditional
compatibility
(related
(Type
issue
Other
to site
#Concepts
COS-01
review (Type
Clear II)
& Objective Compatibility)
In
Northeast
Eugene
we
have
seenuse
one
CU E.III)
8 4
3 A public process with hearing and strengthened
5
1 since 2013, Crescent Park Senior Living, a
criteria is needed for any large multi-family unit
119 unit development. In that case, the
development. Whether it is based on the current
process led to a negotiated change to the
CU criteria or the PUD criteria does not matter.
original site plans that yielded a better
outcome for the neighborhood and the
facility.
The developers (Spectrum) had been
advised by planning not to seek exceptions
to code in order to assure a smoother
process. Since the area is Nodal
Development, a max setback of 10 feet
from Coburg Road was planned for the
three-story building, leaving inadequate
room for trees.
The neighborhood wrote a strong objection
based on aesthetic conformity to the area.
Planning (perhaps fearing an appeal)
arranged a meeting of all parties.
Neighborhood and Spectrum agreed that
we'd both prefer a greater setback. The
application was revised to include request
for an exception to allow increased
setback.
Trees now stand between the building and
the road. Far more appealing as frontage
on Coburg. And more sheltering for
residents. Win-win.
The neighborhood also objected to a
planned 300 foot uniform facade fronting
Coburg. Ugly. The HO agreed and required
a variegated facade.
9 5
10 5
11
12

In between C & D: Conditional ( strongly
support)
4
4

1
5

2
1
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COS-09 CONDITIONAL USE REQUIREMENT
A. No
Comments
Change
B. Eliminate
Comments
conditional use requirement for the limited
C.housing
Change
Comments
types
the requirement
that requirefor
a conditional
housing
D.that
Add
Comments
use
currently
criteria
permitthat
requires
address
a conditional
compatibility
use(related
(TypeE.III)
issue
Other
to site
#Concepts
COS-01
review (Type
Clear II)
& Objective Compatibility)
13
Get rid of except when next to
14 5
1 Eliminate CUP for assisted living
15 5
1
16 4
2
3
2 I support compatibility but beware of what
kind -- visual compatibility is different from
physical -- don't discriminate by income,
race, etc.
17
C&O CUP seems like an oxymoron to me.
It also seems like an ineffective use of staff
resources to write code that will be so
limited in use. These seem so similar to
multi-family that I suggest either just adding
them to the multi-family definition or
identifying a sub-set of the EC 9.5500 multifamily standards for these to comply with.
18
Ensure sufficient time for affected
community members to weigh in--if not a
Hearings Official, a Planning Director
hearing? If not a hearing, more time to learn
about, research, prepare testimony &
coordinate? Also: There can be great
variation in impacts for these uses,
depending on their size and the number of
residents (e.g., 8 residents of an assisted
care facility vs. 30). A fraternity (parties,
cars, serenades, whatever) is unlike an
assisted living facility. Address
compatibility...and is it possible to better
distinguish between differing potential
impacts based on scale?
19 5
B) except next to different use. Go from
Type III to site review and impose C&O
20 5
1
1
1
-- No CUP for housing. -- No Type III
process at all. -- Type II process (/SR) for
the limited housing types. -- Add a clear &
objective compatibility criterion in the C&O
site review section.
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COS-09 CONDITIONAL USE REQUIREMENT
A. No
Comments
Change
B. Eliminate
Comments
conditional use requirement for the limited
C.housing
Change
Comments
types
the requirement
that requirefor
a conditional
housing
D.that
Add
Comments
use
currently
criteria
permitthat
requires
address
a conditional
compatibility
use(related
(TypeE.III)
issue
Other
to site
#Concepts
COS-01
review (Type
Clear II)
& Objective Compatibility)
21 5
1
5 Eliminate it
No. The code sections that came out of the
Infill Compatibility Committee point at how
fraught this potential action can be.
22
Conditional Use Requirement: I’m trying to
understand how clear and objective works
under the rubric of Condition Use, which is
by definition a non-conforming special use
and would thereby warrant an individual
project review process. If the specified
housing types are needed and are generally
acceptable if planned according to normal
regulations, then shouldn’t the zoning codes
be updated to make them allowable by right
within certain areas?
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

COS-01 CLEAR & OBJECTIVE COMPATIBILITY
A. No
Comments
Change
B. Develop
Comments
requirement for transition
C. Develop
Comments
buffers (screening,
minimum transition
height step
buffers
D.
backs,
Develop
Comments
around
setbacks)
scalable
the perimeter
when
transition
higher
for all
buffers
intensity
conditional
around
usesuse,
are
the
Other
planned
proposed
perimeters
Concepts
unit
near
for
development,
lower
all conditional
intensity
and
use,
uses
siteplanned
review
(e.g., multi-family
projects
unit development,
regardless
next to single-family)
and
of size
site or
review
use p
5
2
4
1
2
1
2
5
1
{"regardless of size or use"
1 {"proportional to the size of the ... site"
underlined}
underlined}
2 ["Zones" written in at "higher
3
2
Combine B, C & D
intensity uses", I think.
"Zowie"?}
1 Where higher density abuts a
power density or conditional
use or PUD. Also provide
solar access. Buffer to north
for R1 and R2 properties that
are abutted by development.
Use stupid setbacks for
transition buffers and
increased landscaping ...... .
Should include Go Zone

8

4 {"minimum" underlined}

1
1 {"scalable" underlined}

11 5
12 5
13

1 --Zones, not uses.-- South
Willamette's plan had some
very good setback and
transition areas -- look at
those.
1 Scalable
3 {"transition buffers"
underlined}
1
2
2 "Zones", not "uses"

4
4
2

4
2
2 standards to be based on zones and sizes

14 4

2

5

4

9 5
10 5

{"perimeter" underlined}
Form based code

{"scalable" is circled, with "Yes";
"perimeters" underlined}

See also COS -02
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COS-01 CLEAR & OBJECTIVE COMPATIBILITY
A. No
Comments
Change
B. Develop
Comments
requirement for transition
C. Develop
Comments
buffers (screening,
minimum transition
height step
buffers
D.
backs,
Develop
Comments
around
setbacks)
scalable
the perimeter
when
transition
higher
for all
buffers
intensity
conditional
around
usesuse,
are
the
Other
planned
proposed
perimeters
Concepts
unit
near
for
development,
lower
all conditional
intensity
and
use,
uses
siteplanned
review
(e.g., multi-family
projects
unit development,
regardless
next to single-family)
and
of size
site or
review
use p
15 2
1
5
5
There are a number of R1 PUDs surrounded by other R1
property. In the case of a general/discretionary PUD it
could make sense to need some sort of buffer since they
often seek relief from one or more base code items. In
the case of C&O thought there is no opportunity for that
relief since the relief would be discretionary. As a result
there shouldn't be any compatibility issues needing a
buffer.
16 4
2
5
2
Possible to combine elements of B & D? Recognize use
intensity via scalable approach. A PUD with commercial
or gathering spaces along with residential likely would
generate different impacts than putting SFDs next to
existing SFDs, for example. Important to assure
compatibility when it comes to mass and height;
transitions will help.
17
2
2
B&C combined though C moves you to discretionary for
this one particular situation
18
3 This becomes quite a can of
5 There are many setbacks and 5
worms but transition areas
transition buffers already built
are ok if a lot of land is not
into parking lot standards, etc.
taken out of the inventory.
Has the problem been
defined.? Are there areas
where the existing setbacks
are not working or is this juts
a reaction to our current
growth and infill where we just
want everything further away
from us without identifying the
issue?
19 3

1

5

3
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COS-01 CLEAR & OBJECTIVE COMPATIBILITY
A. No
Comments
Change
B. Develop
Comments
requirement for transition
C. Develop
Comments
buffers (screening,
minimum transition
height step
buffers
D.
backs,
Develop
Comments
around
setbacks)
scalable
the perimeter
when
transition
higher
for all
buffers
intensity
conditional
around
usesuse,
are
the
Other
planned
proposed
perimeters
Concepts
unit
near
for
development,
lower
all conditional
intensity
and
use,
uses
siteplanned
review
(e.g., multi-family
projects
unit development,
regardless
next to single-family)
and
of size
site or
review
use p
20
Clear and Objective Compatibility: Develop scalable
transition buffers when higher intensity uses are proposed
adjacent to lower intensity uses only on the property
boundaries where those adjacencies occur and in
proportion to the relative scale of the size of the adjacent
parcels and their structures and the size of the proposed
parcel and its structures. Compatibility should not be a
required consideration for ‘non-conforming’ adjacencies,
such as an older single family house in an area that has
been zoned for higher density uses.
21 4
2 {"transition buffers"
5 How is "minimum transition
3 Merge this with B {"scalable transition
{"clear and objective track" and "do not address
underlined; "uses" crossed
buffers" different from
buffers" and "proportional to the size of the compatibility"}
out and "zones" written in.
"setbacks"? {bulk of question
development" underlined}
crossed out}
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Attachment E
Email chain from 2019 introducing the question of whether Transition Standards should
apply to any Special Area Zones
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

DRAGOVICH Jenessa L
Monday, April 1, 2019 2:37 PM
YEH Jennifer K; Paul Conte
Eugene NLC; Eugene Planning Commission; *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and
City Manager
RE: Clear & Objective Update: Open Comment on Batch 2 Draft Code
Language

All,
I appreciate the suggestions on engaging community members in the process, and we are doing some of
what has been suggested. The available time and budget for every process is different. The earlier
working group meetings and the many open office hours that we have held through the project help
meet people where their interest and understanding levels are. There have also been open invitations to
meet with staff to go over project materials. The draft amendments out for comments now are to
implement changes that were publicly generated, discussed among residents with different views,
vetted, and passed onto draft code writing by Planning Commission and City Council. What matters is
that our decision makers are able to fairly consider the full range of impacts and consider sensible,
responsible solutions to the problems identified for the Clear & Objective Update. Staff’s role is to
engage our community to get those ideas on the table, sort them out, come up with workable options,
get feedback on the impacts, and put that in front of the decision makers.
We strive to provide a high level of service and availability while also respecting the demands on
volunteer time from our interested parties. In an effort to accommodate a variety of schedules, there
are two office hour sessions scheduled on two different days of the week, one in the evening and
another during the day around the lunch hour. Stakeholders with differing viewpoints can utilize these
opportunities for discussion. If those times aren’t workable for someone, I continue to invite interested
parties to contact me and schedule a time to go over questions or concerns on the phone or in person.
Regarding Paul’s specific questions:
1.

Should CUP, SR and PUD simply be treated entirely as "discretionary" since Partition and
Subdivision are the only two that actually require clear-and-objective housing criteria?
This question has already been answered, and the City’s position is that we require a clear and
objective option for these application types because housing applications may require these
reviews based on overlay zoning, use limitations, or refinement plan policies. As such, these are
not optional paths to approval, by having a clear and objective option we ensure that we can
still review these application types when applicants exercise their right under State law to a
clear and objective path to approval for housing.

2.

How is the Willamette Greenway Permit going to be made clear-and-objective so it cannot be
skirted by Bill Kloos and the Homebuilders?
For a variety of reasons already explained—including uncertainty related to potential state
legislative changes, a pending Land Use Board of Appeals decision, and concerns about project
scope—the Clear & Objective project was/is not the appropriate project to address concerns
about the Willamette Greenway criteria.
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3.

Which Special Area Zones (or SAZ sub-areas) should be encompassed under "Transition
Standards"?
Great point! This is exactly the kind of feedback that is helpful for fine-tuning the proposed
amendments. We’d especially like to hear specific feedback on which ones you think they
should (or shouldn’t) apply to and why.

If anyone would like to engage more with staff and other interested people, I highly encourage you to
come to one or both of the office hours.

Note that following staff
analysis of Eugene's Special
OFFICE HOURS
Area Zones, the draft code
Thursday, April 4th
was updated to include the S4:00-7:00 p.m.
(Please note we are extending this session) C/R-1 and S-RN/LDR zone,
which are both designated as
Room 2021 (2nd floor)
Low Density Residential, to the
th
list of abutting zones that
Monday, April 8
11:00-1:00 p.m.
trigger the new transition
Saul Conference Room (3rd floor)
standards.

Office Hours will be in the Atrium building located at 99 West 10th Avenue

And again, if those times do not work and you would like to ask questions or talk through the proposed
changes, please contact me!
Best,
Jenessa Dragovich | Senior Planner
Eugene Planning Division | Land Use Planning
99 West 10th Avenue | Eugene Oregon 97401
Phone 541.682.8385 | Fax 541.682.5572
Visit the Planning Website
Messages to and from this e-mail address may be available to the public under Oregon Public Records Law.

 Please consider the environment before printing this message
From: YEH Jennifer K
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2019 2:28 PM
To: Paul Conte <paul.t.conte@gmail.com>; DRAGOVICH Jenessa L <JDragovich@eugene-or.gov>
Cc: Eugene NLC <eugene-nlc@googlegroups.com>; Eugene Planning Commission
<epc@ci.eugene.or.us>; *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager
<mayorcouncilandcitymanager@ci.eugene.or.us>
Subject: Re: Clear & Objective Update: Open Comment on Batch 2 Draft Code Language
Janessa,
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I thought Paul had a good point that these are complicated issues and pairing education with
collecting feedback would be more ideal.

That is probably why you do office hours so people can ask questions, but I was concerned that
the hours of no later than 6pm is not realistic for most citizens.

Saying all that I know you are really stretched right now. Do we have the capacity for more
meaningful engagement or extended hours? If not what can we do to make that possible going
forward?
Thanks for all you are doing!
Jennifer

Jennifer Yeh
Eugene City Council
Ward 4

From: Paul Conte <paul.t.conte@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 29, 2019 1:04 PM
To: DRAGOVICH Jenessa L
Cc: Eugene NLC; Eugene Planning Commission; *Eugene Mayor, City Council, and City Manager
Subject: Re: Clear & Objective Update: Open Comment on Batch 2 Draft Code Language

Jenessa,

I've done an initial review of the draft code amendments.

These include substantial changes, some of which implicate significant development policies.

For the average person to be meaningfully and effectively involved, the staff needs to better
organize citizen involvement and review.Here are some suggestions ...

Split the proposal's review into the following area:
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A. "Transition Standards"
B. "Geological and Geotechnical Analysis"
C. "Street and Block Standards" (including adjustments)
D. "Tree Preservation and Removal Standards"
E. "Conditional Use Permit" & "Site Review"
F. "PUD" & Subdivision"

Hold public information and discussion meetings, which have a brief (10 minutes) intro by
staff, a 10-minute comment/presentation by a person designated by the NLC, and then Q&A.
(Or organize a panel Q&A). Each meeting about 2 hours, with a tentative schedule something
like:
•

Meeting #1 -- A (90 minutes) & E (30 minutes)

•

Meeting #2 -- B , C & D (40 minutes each)

•

Meeting #3 -- F (120 minutes)

Hold each meeting twice on different dates. Schedule 2 sessions each week (on different
days):
•

Week 1 -- Meetings #1 and #2 (sessions 1)

•

Week 2 -- Meetings #1 (session 2) and #3 (session 1)

•

Week 3 -- Meetings #2 and #3 (sessions 2)

Publish recaps of each meeting within 48 hours. Include attendee list and Q&As

* * * Announce the meeting schedule at least one week in advance of the first meeting. * * *

Provide an on-line facility for comments organized by each of the six categories (A-F), rather
than as one big survey. Include an item by which respondents can check each meeting he or
she attended. (This enables staff and EPC to have some feel for how informed responses are.)
Require respondent's name with optional affiliation. Make responses available as soon as
possible on the website.

By the end of Week 4, publish a consolidated recap of the citizen involvement and feedback.
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=======

Here are some "big issues" that staff needs to bring to a public discussion:
1. Should CUP, SR and PUD simply be treated entirely as "discretionary" since Partition
and Subdivision are the only two that actually require clear-and-objective housing
criteria? (Under Area "E")
2. How is the Willamette Greenway Permit going to be made clear-and-objective so it
cannot be skirted by Bill Kloos and the Homebuilders? (Under Area "F")
3. Which Special Area Zones (or SAZ sub-areas) should be encompassed under
"Transition Standards"? (Under Area "A")
I know staff would like to ignore the first two questions, but when this gets to the public
hearing stage, the EPC and City Council are going to hear a lot about these issues. So staff
shouldn't try to avoid the discussions at this "draft" stage of the process unless you want to
chalk up another failed planning process.

I would imagine other folks in addition to me, including councilors and neighborhood leaders,
would like a response to these comments and suggestions.

Thank you,

Paul Conte
1461 W. 10th Ave.
Eugene, OR 97402
541.344.2552

_________________
Accredited Earth Advantage
Sustainable Homes Professional

On Fri, Mar 29, 2019 at 11:35 AM DRAGOVICH Jenessa L <JDragovich@eugene-or.gov>
wrote:
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Greetings!

The draft code amendments for Batch 2 issues (the more complex significant issues) are now available
for review and comment. Attached you will find a document with Batch 2 proposed amendments
organized numerically. Brief explanations are provided that include the issue names/numbers for easy
reference to the Draft Preferred Concepts Report (in case you need a refresher or want more
background information).

Over the next two weeks, please review the draft code language for Batch 2 and provide feedback to
me preferably byFriday, April 12. We will go over the draft code language, along with any feedback we
receive, with the Planning Commission beginning on April 16.

We are available for questions and will be holding two Office Hour sessions during the open comment
period. If you want to bring your questions, or just walk through the changes one by one with us,
please try to attend one of the following sessions:

OFFICE HOURS
Thursday, April 4th
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Room 2021 (2nd floor)

Monday, April 8th
11:00-1:00 p.m.
Saul Conference Room (3rd floor)

Office Hours will be in the Atrium building located at 99 West 10th Avenue

If you have questions but can’t make it to one of these, call or email me!

Best,
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Jenessa Dragovich| Senior Planner
EugenePlanning Division| Land Use Planning
99 West 10 Avenue|Eugene Oregon 97401
th

Phone 541.682.8385|Fax 541.682.5572

Visit thePlanning Website

Messages to and from this e-mail address may be available to the public under Oregon Public Records Law.

Please consider the environment before printing this message
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Attachment F
Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan Area General Plan – Plan Diagram Excerpt

Note: Approximate locations of the S-JW Jefferson Westside Special Area Zone and S-C Chambers Special Area Zone
boundaries are shown in RED below.

S-JW

S-C/R-2
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Map 9.3055
S-C Chambers Special Area Zone and Subareas
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